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Double-checked cameras and Nagras are available from 
Victor Duncan, Inc. (P.S. We also have Sync-Pulse cables). 

THE CHECK AND DOUBLE CHECK PEOPLE VICTOR DUNCAN, INC. 
RENTALS • SALES • SERVICE 

11043 Gratiot Ave., Detroit, Michigan 48213, (313) 371-4920 

155 E. Ohio Street, Chicago, Illinois 60611, (312) 321-9406 

2659 Fondren Dr., Dallas, Texas 75206, (214) 369-1165 
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untended 
as the sun but 

easier to control! 
The MAXI-BRUTE 9 weighs 

a portable 75 pounds, draws 75 amps 
at 120 volts — A.C. or D.C. 

Set up, focus, and turn on 10 Maxi’s 
in a Brute Arc setup time. 

Equip it with dichroic lamps 
and beat a Brute Arc. 

It won’t flicker and foul up your shot. 
Eight lamp types in nine combinations 

for tough lighting problems 

compare 
MAXI-BRUTE 9 

with lamps, 
stand & cable 

Brute Arc with 
grid, pedestal 

& cable 

weight 118 lbs. 420 lbs. 

cu. ft. 9.4 38.1 

75 amps 225 amps 
power 120 volts 115 volts 

AC or DC D. C. only 

Colortran WV/IV/I II Ul I Quality, Service, Innovation 

Berkey Colortran • 1015 Chestnut St., Burbank, Ca. 91502 
Telephone (213) 843-1200, Cable: ColorTran, Telex: 67-7252 

Berkey 
Photo Inc. 

All eauipment furnished courtesy of Acev-Decv EauiDment Co.. Hollywood. California. 



GENERAL CAMERA IN NY 
WE HAVE ENJOYED SERVICING THE PEOPLE OF THE FOLLOWING PRODUCTIONS: 

“MIDNIGHT COWBOY” 
DIR.: JOHN SCHLESINGER/DIR. OF PHOTOG.: ADAM HOLENDER 

“GOODBYE COLUMBUS” “ME NATALIE” 
DIR.: LARRY PEERCE/DIR. OF PHOTOG.: GERALD HIRSCHFELD, A.S.C. DIR.: FRED COE/DIR. OF PHOTOG.: ARTHUR ORNITZ 

“THE KREMLIN LETTER” 
DIR.: JOHN HUSTON/DIR. OF PHOTOG.: TED SCAIFE. B.S.C. 

GENERAL CAMERA CORP. 
321 WEST 44th STREET, NEW YORK. N.Y. 10036 



International Journal of Motion Picture Photography and Production Techniques 

APRIL, 1970 

Herb A. Lightman 
editor 

Three Tyler 
advertising manager 

Barbara Prevedel 
accounting 

VOL. 51, No. 4 

• FEATURE ARTICLES 

306 Photographing "THE MOLLY MAGUIRES" Without Arc Lighting 
In a radical departure from conventional technique, a veteran cinematographer dares to light a 

major feature, using quartz "clusters" to replace Brute arcs 

312 Maintaining the Modern Motion Picture Camera 
A staff of skilled technicians using very precise testing and calibrating equipment is what it 
takes to keep today's highly-sophisticated cameras in top working condition 

Pat Barrier 
circulation 

320 A Computer You Could Learn To Love 
An electronic brain that generates images within itself, or does amazing things with an artist's 
designs, brings creative animation within the low-budget range 

Lina Carasso 
research 

Editorial Advisory Board 
Arthur C. Miller 
chairman 

Charles Clarke 

♦ Robert de Grasse 

Burnett Guffey 

Winton Hoch 

George Mitchell 

Kemp Niver 

Harold Rosson 

Walter Strenge 

Editorial-Business Offices 
1782 North Orange Drive 

t Hollywood, Calif. 90028 
876-5080 

324 The Basics of Sound Synchronism 
A technical guide to the fundamental aspects of single-system and double-system sound 
recording as employed by today's film industry 

334 The Five Best Photographed Motion Pictures of 1969 
A rundown on the five films nominated for the "Oscar" in Cinematography to be awarded at 
the upcoming 42nd Annual Academy Awards Presentation 

337 How Nominations Are Made For the Academy Awards 
The process of selecting the "final five" contenders for the Academy statuette in each category 
is much more exacting than most people think 

340 A Double Front-projection Set-up That Uses Slides 
A simple method for adding an endless variety of static backgrounds to filmed scenes-complete 
with dissolve capability 

346 Xenon Lighting For Cinematography 
A light-weight, low-amperage, compact unit that is cool to the touch, but rivals the Brute arc in 
brightness, promises much for location filming 

352 An Evaluation of Quartz versus Incandescent and Arc Set-lighting 
The results of a full-scale test conducted by Paramount Studios to determine if tungsten- 
halogen lamps can duplicate the mood and quality heretofore achieved only with standard 
lighting equipment 

Advertising Representative 
Paul Gilbert 
485 Fifth Avenue 
New York, N.Y. 10017 
297-5614 

354 A New Way of Seeing ... A Fresh Way of Filming 
How a company made up of small teams of highly individualistic young film-makers is applying 
imaginative ideas and techniques to film 

• DEPARTMENTS 

296 What's New 
300 Industry Activities 
361 Book Review 

ON THE COVER: JAMES WONG HOWE, ASC, Director of Photography on Paramount's 

"THE MOLLY MAGUIRES", shown on location in Eckley, Pa., supervises crew as it sets up 
Panavision camera. In backgound are three Mini-Brute 9 tungsten-halogen "cluster" units which 

Howe used exclusively in place of conventional Brute arcs for lighting the multi-million-dollar 

production. Cover design by Don Record. 

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER, established 1920, in 51st year of publication, is published monthly in Hollywood by ASC Agency Inc., 1782 
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$7.00 a year (remit International Money Order or other exchange payable in U.S.) ADVERTISING: rate card on request to Hollywood or New York 
office. CHANGE OF ADDRESS: notify Hollywood office promptly. Copyright 1970 ASC Agency Inc. Second-class postage paid at Los Angeles, 
California. 
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PRIZEWINNER 

The Eclair CM3 

has been used 

in a great many 

films that won 

Hollywood 

Academy Awards. 

What’s more, 

A 400 ft. magazine and three lenses are mounted on the CM3 in this photograph. 

the CM3 has itself won an Academy Award. 
“A Man And A Woman;” ‘‘In The 

Heat Of The Night;” ‘‘Who’s Afraid 
of Virginia Woolf.” What do these 
films have in common? They all won 
Academy Awards. And they were 
all shot entirely or in part with the 
Eclair CM3. 

In 1949, the CM3 (then known 
as the Camerette) won an Academy 
Award for its design. It was the first 
reflex camera to win one. Only two 
other cameras in current use have 
been similarly honored. We must be 
doing something right. 

For example: you can change the 
CM3’s magazine in five seconds. 
No threading; no loop to form. 
That's all done when you load the 
magazine, before shooting starts. 
On the set, you don't lose the mood 
when you run out of film. It’s just 
anothertake; immediately. With un¬ 
rehearsed action, you can shoot 
right on and cover the lost five sec¬ 
onds with a cutaway later. 100 and 
400 ft. magazines, standard equip¬ 
ment. 1,000 foot on special order. 

Another example of doing some¬ 
thing right: the CM3 is both a 
35mm and a 16mm camera. Con¬ 
version takes about ten seconds 
and costs nothing (except that you 
need different magazines for the 
two film sizes). Just slide a 16mm 
aperture into the regular 35mm 
gate, and it’s done. Or you can slide 
in a Techniscope matte — orone for 
any other 35mm aspect ratio you 
choose. Shooting Techniscope, 
your 400 foot load becomes the 
equivalent of 800 feet, since the 
film is advanced two sprocket holes 
instead of four. Changing the claw 
stroke to two perfs and the maga¬ 
zine to feed 45 feet per minute also 
takes seconds and costs nothing. 
Similar conversions on other cam¬ 
eras take several days and cost 
around $1,400.00 each way. 

The viewfinder’s groundglass 
adapts in seconds to match what¬ 
ever format you’re using, also with¬ 
out tools and at no cost. And the 
finder and eyepiece both rotate 

through 360 degrees, independ¬ 
ently. Any angle —either eye. The 
continuous reflex viewing has no 
baffles, which makes it clearer than 
the competition’s; and it’s abso¬ 
lutely accurate. You can clearly see 
exactly what you’re getting. 

The rear-mounted magazine 
helps you balance the CM3 on your 
shoulder; and you can put the cam¬ 
era’s flat base on a tripod or on a 
table top. The divergent three-lens 
turret accepts still-camera lenses 
or any others that you choose. What 
else? Matte box; variable shutter; 
12V DC motor with sync-pulse gen¬ 
erator. Lightweight aluminum 
blimp. And more. For information, 
contact Eclair at 7262 Melrose Ave¬ 
nue, Los Angeles, Calif. 90046. 

eclair 
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Now there are two of us. 
We're proud and pleased as punch—to join that other company in supplying 
your ME-4 processing chemical needs, and, we’ve gone a few steps further... 

FOR ALL GUYS! FOR THE LITTLE GUY! 
• A new 12-gallon size unit (packaged 

four 3-gallon sets per case). 
• Consists mainly of liquid concentrates. 
• Savings on labor when mixing. 
• Eliminates expensive chemical waste. 

FOR THE BIG GUY! 
• We have the conventional 100 liter size 

in handy, easy-to-mix packages, 
competitively priced. 

Quality ME-4 chemistry is manufactured by FR 
under license from the Eastman Kodak Company. 

All chemicals meet the specifications of the 
American Standards Association for 
photo-grade chemicals. 

For further information about FR’s ME-4 EKTACHROME 
processing chemistry, mail the coupon now. Users in L.A. 
and N.Y.C. ask about our Ready-to-Use Solution Service 
Program. 

THE FR CORPORATION 
A SUBSIDIARY OF TECHNOLOGY INCORPORATED 

951 BROOK AVENUE / 3031 FIERRO ST. 
BRONX, N. Y. 10451 / LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90065 

• Service back-up. 
• Free process manual with initial purchase 

of chemistry. 
• PH Adjuster Kit for maintaining chemical 

tolerances. 
• Eliminates the need of expensive 

laboratory reagents. 
• Simplifies PH Adjusting procedure. 
• Packaged in Ready-to-Use form. 

THE FR CORPORATION 
951 Brook Avenue 3031 Fierro St. 
Bronx, New York 10451 Los Angeles, Calif. 90065 

Gentlemen: 
□ Order Enclosed. Please send free PH Adjuster Kit. 
□ I am interested in knowing more about your new, 

simplified ME-4 chemistry. 

NAME 

TITLE 

FIRM 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE ZIP 

I I 
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fixed focal length lenses 
for the ARRIFLEX16BL 
permit unparalleled visual creativity, capability and control 
The silent 16BL's versatility in the studio and on 
location is partly a matter of its basic design, 
partly its extensive system of accessories... and 
to complete the picture, its large complement 
of prime lenses. Fast apertures, extreme wide- 
angles, telephotos, macro lenses with 1:1 focus¬ 
ing capability—they’re all part of the BL's 
armament for demanding shooting conditions, or 
for creative visual effects. 
These superb lenses come from the finest manu¬ 
facturers in the world—but as part of the Arriflex 
system, they include something special: the Arri¬ 
flex lens mount. Strong, quick-acting and precise, 
this one mount is standardized across the entire 
Arriflex line—the same lenses you use on the 
16BL are interchangeable with the other Arriflex 
16’s. And the Zeiss Distagons of focal lengths 
from 16mm up, as well as the longer Planars, all 

cover the 35mm full fiield of .980" x .735"—you 
can mount them on the 35mm Arriflex as well! 
Thus, standardized Arriflex mounts combine op¬ 
timum quality with minimum investment. 

On the 16BL, the accessory Universal Lens Hous¬ 
ing provides the multiple advantages of extended 
follow-focus handles, filter holder, and general 
lens protection. Balance is excellent with these 
lightweight lenses, enhancing the camera’s oper¬ 
ation in hand-held and shoulder-rested use. 

The 16BL is available with a wide selection of 5x 
and lOx zooms as standard equipment—but when 
shooting requirements specify additional optical 
capabilities, the range of prime lenses teams with 
the camera’s well-known reliability to provide the 
world’s most efficient filmmaking system. Write 
for the full listing of lenses. 

choose from a comprehensive range 
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of the world’s finest prime lenses! 

KKRIFLEf 
FTI CORPORATION OF AMERICA 
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Magna-Tech's 
electronic method 
of altering sound tracks 

makes “looping” obsolete. 
If you are still making hundreds of loops 

for a single feature, then consider a fast, 
precise and economical method of altering 
sound tracks that makes “looping” obso¬ 
lete. 

The new Magna-Tech system electronic¬ 
ally synchronizes a reel of picture with a 
reel of full-coat magnetic sound-recording 
film. Footage and frame “PRESETS” per¬ 
mit the recordist to select the scene to be 
“dubbed” and to fully control the advance 
and return of the film as the actor voices the 
line to be “dubbed.” 

The system is so accurate it will even 
permit the change of a single word with¬ 
out danger of erasing an adjacent word. 

High speed return of the film to “start” 
saves time and permits new starts without 
waiting for a “loop” to complete its trip. 

Actors, who so often succumb to the 
rhythm of a loop, are spared this hypnotic 
interference. Acceptable “takes” can be 
stored on the 3-track film and replayed for 
final selection. 

A complete remote control system is 
provided the director so that, once the 
recording engineer has preset footages, 
the director can take over if he wishes 
and directly control every facet of the 
recording. 

The Electronic Looping System pre¬ 
cludes the need for cutting loops and elim¬ 
inates the need for editing of the track. 
Complete reels of the motion picture are 
run in synchronization with the full-coat 
magnetic film on which the sound track is 
recorded. Transfer of the best takes is 
then made to the third track of the same 
recorder. 

This track now has all of the final takes 
in sequential position and ultimately per¬ 
mits the screening of the picture and the 
final edited track in perfect synchroniza¬ 
tion. From this point the track is ready to 
go to a mix and no further editing is re¬ 
quired. 

Master Magnetic Pick Up 
Recorder with Selective Erase 

MAGNA-TECH ELECTRONIC CO., INC. 
630 Ninth Avenue / New York, N.Y. 10036 
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We want you to know about a new 

national source for quality 16mm 

COLOR INTERNEGATIVE/POSITIVE 

contact printing 



QUALITY and SERVICE I N 

« 

16 mm color internegative / positive 
contact printing 
If you require 16mm color release prints in quantity 

— of highest quality— at maximum savings, you'll 
want to check out Southwest Film Laboratory in 

Dallas, one of the country's most respected film labs. 
I/P print cost drops to literally half that of color 

reversal prints. Southwest's computerized process¬ 
ing guarantees superb quality, includes fades and 
dissolves at no extra charge, and features the exclu¬ 
sive TRIAD® method for additive scene-to-scene color 
correction. Different types of color original may be 
intercut so color characteristics will not vary in your 
final print dupes. Return the postpaid card now for 
prices and further information. 

us your price list and descriptive literature. 

Check 

f~| Please add my name to your mailing list 

Mail Internegative/Positive Service Information 

| | Mail TRIAD® Color Control Data Sheet 

My Name  

Company Phone 

Address   

City State Zip_ 

SOUTHWEST 
FILM LABORATORY INC. 

OUR 20TH ANNIVERSARY 

Twenty years of successful growth has been 

made possible by the teamwork of experi¬ 

enced, skillful hands and agile brains of our 

laboratory technicians. SWFL's staff of highly 

trained laboratory technicians represent in 

excess of 300 years of experience gained in 

the performance of many specialized jobs 

involved in the processing and completing of 

16 mm motion picture film . . . Customers 

located in every metropolitan area throughout 

the United States, serviced by SWFL in Dallas, 

are assured of fast service, with over 500 

flights in and out of Dallas' air facilities 

every 24 hours. Fifteen years ago, SWFL 

introduced the TRIAD® Additive Control Sys¬ 

tem for Kodachrome Printing. The years of 

pioneering additive color printing, and the 

continuing production of custom color prints 

has earned many awards throughout the in¬ 

dustry. 

Home Address Phone 



Crystamatic 
Computer Camera Control System 
The Crystamatic performs three functions wh ich are basic to mobile double system film making. 
1. It eliminates the need for a sync cable by precise crystal control of the camera motor speed and by providing an 
equally precise 50 Hz or 60 Hz pilot-tone at the tape recorder. 
2. The computer provides an automatic clap mark on the film and sound track at the start and end of each take. 
3. It counts the takes automatically and puts a mark to indicate the take number at the start and end of every shot. 

Crystamatic Model E specially designed for Eclair cameras will be available late 1970. 

A “no cables" post-sync shooting 
facility. 
A 24/25 fps option at the flick of a 
switch. 
A variable speed 8-50 fps option. 
Cameraman to sound man talk back via 
the built in radio link. 
Remote stop-start of the tape recorder 
in step with the camera. 
An audio alarm in the cameraman's ear 

, to indicate a malfunction such as a 
camera jam or a faulty cable. 
Continuous monitor of tjie state of the 
batteries. 
A complete system check facility and 
even a crystal check facility for use on 
location. 

The Crystamatic will be exhibited at the SMPTE 107th Technical 

Conference in Chicago. Visit our suite at the Drake Hotel. 

Manufactured by Audio Engineering Ltd Endell St London WC2 



WHAT'S NEW 
IN PRODUCTS, SERVICES AND LITERATURE 

REELA UNVEILS ADVANCED FILM 
CARTRIDGE LOADING STATION 

Reela Film Laboratories, Inc., of 
Miami, Fla., announces that it has start¬ 
ed operation of a "space age" motion 
picture service facility. 

The ultra-modern building, housing 
the most advanced operation of its kind 
in the Southeast, will load professional¬ 
ly produced 8mm films into newly 
developed motion picture cartridges be¬ 
ing used in education, industrial train¬ 
ing, and field sales. 

The opening of the new facility is 
another step in Reela's continuing ex¬ 
pansion to meet the growing demands 
of the professional 8mm market. 

Ted Sack, Vice President and General 
Manager of Reela, says, "Cleanliness is 
paramount in our cartridge loading op¬ 
eration, but not at the sacrifice of 
speed. The facility has been designed so 
that the film moves from the initial 
waxing phase through cartridging, in¬ 
spection, and packaging in a fast, qual¬ 
ity-controlled line." 

Tons of specialized air conditioning 
provide a laminar flow air movement in 
the crucial film loading section; con¬ 
trolled air flow removes minute particles 
of dust or lint from the film surface 
before it is placed in a cartridge. 

Reela's skilled technicians wear 
clean-room clothing from the moment 
they enter work areas. This synthetic 
outerwear includes a full length smock, 
special boots and headgear. 

Earlier this year, Reela Film Labora¬ 
tories received a license to load the 
exclusive Technicolor movie cartridges; 
the new facility is also capable of 
loading the cartridges of other major 
manufacturers such as Fairchild, MPO 
and Eastman Kodak. 

Reela is a subsidiary of Wometco 
Enterprises, Inc. 

• 

NEW PORTABLE LIGHTING 
TRIPODS INTRODUCED 

Portable Lighting Tripods by Rig-A- 
Lite Co., Inc. are a new product line 
offering ease of transportability and 
mobility in providing temporary light, 
plus the extraordinary flexibility of 
lighting from any fixture height from 
six to 12 feet. 

Six standard models are available, 
ranging from a single 400-watt mercury 
vapor fixture and lamp to dual 1500- 

watt quartz-iodine fixtures and lamps. 
The tripod base, available with either 

caster wheels or spikes, is retractable for 
small-space storage and ease of hand 
carrying. The extension shaft telescopes 
up so that any setting up to 12 feet 
from the six-foot base point is quickly 
obtained by hand positioning of winged 
set screws. 

The manufacturer states that the 
tripods are exceptionally durable and 
well suited for a "wide variety of 
industrial, commercial and municipal 
temporary lighting applications." 

Electrical outlets on the tripod 
stands provide for operation of power 
tools and other auxiliary power equip¬ 
ment in conjunction with utilization of 
the light source. 

For further information, write: Rig- 
A-Lite Co., Inc., P.O. Box 9464, Hous¬ 
ton, Texas 77011. 

• 

SPR REFLEX CONVERSION 
TO NC CAMERA 

Cinema Product Development Co. 
announces the availability of a reflex 
conversion to the NC camera that is 
functionally identical to their Academy 
Award winning SPR (silent pellicle re¬ 
flex) conversion to the BNC. 

As with the BNC, the viewing system 
is redesigned, with coated optics and a 
large BFC-type eyepiece, to provide a 
bright, full aperture, flicker-free reflex 
image. Conventional lens turret is re¬ 
placed by a BNC-style hard front. The 
follow-focus mechanism is redesigned so 
that all lenses, matte boxes, and other 

accessories will be fully interchangeable 
between SPR converted BNC's and 
NC's. 

Camera box is deepened below the 
film transport mechanism to lengthen 
the lower loop for quieter operation. 
With a newly-designed soft Barney, also 
available, the camera is now quiet 
enough for simultaneous recording of 
dialogue in almost all exterior shooting 
situations. 

For full details call or write: Cinema 
Product Development Co., 2044 Cotner 
Ave., Los Angeles, California 90025, 
(213) 478-0711. Cable address: Cine- 
devco. 

In Europe contact: Samuelson Film 
Service, 303 Cricklewood Broadway, 
London N. W. 2, England. 

• 

CALIBRATION STROBOSCOPE 

New Model 10 HFE Cine Shutter 
Tester is a precision instrument designed 
for the speedy calibration of motion- 
picture cameras and projectors. It pro¬ 
vides fixed accurate flashing rates of 8, 
16, 24, and 32 per second, derived from 
the 60-hz power frequency by multipli¬ 
cation and division with solid-state in¬ 
tegrated circuitry. (Design of the unit is 
such that alternative fixed frequencies 
can be supplied to meet other types of 
application needs.) 

The instrument also includes a con- 
tinuously-variable rate generator and a 
continuously-indicating rate meter. 
Mounted with a reflector in a cable- 
connected probe unit, a xenon flash 
tube gives an intense white flash of less 
than one millisecond duration at the 
chosen rate. For cameras operating at 
frame rates of 48 and 64 frames per 
second, synchronization is accomplished 
by using the 24- and 32-flash-per-second 
rates. 

Inclusion of the rate generator, con¬ 
tinuously adjustable from 8 to 35 hz, 
and the rate meter, which indicates both 
fixed and variable rates with an accura¬ 
cy of ± 1/2 hz, permits self-calibration of 
the stroboscope without the need for 
external instrumentation. The unit oper¬ 
ates on 108- to 125-v 60-hz 15-watt 
power. It weighs 4 lb and is priced at 

Continued on Page 380 
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Why are 
filmmakers 

switching 
to CINE 60s 

POWER BELT? 

• Rechargeable Nickel Cadmium Bat 
teries built into a handsome easy to 
wear belt. 

» Completely sealed battery cells, 
maintenance free. 

• Built-in charger and coiled 
charging cable. 

• Automatic overload switch for 
protection against short circuit. 
This switch functions as an 
automatic fuse, which will 
reset automatically and 
will never have to be 
replaced. 

■®U.S. Patent 
#3274476 

Belt shown above is: 
UNIVERSAL POWER BELT 
with 8.4V-12V-16.8 Volt Output 

• No awkward battery case 
to get in your way. 

• No bulky weight tugging at your shoulder. 
• Designed for comfort and mobility. 

• There is a belt for each professional camera 
ranging in voltage from 6 to 30 volts. 

• We also make a powerbelt, 30 volt, for 
the Sylvania professional sungun 

CINE 60 OFFERS YOU THE 
MOST ADVANCED CONCEPT 
IN BATTERY DESIGN 

Cine 60—First in Sales, 
Service, Rentals, Repairs. 

Write now for complete 
information and specifications. 

CINE 60, INC 
MOTION PICTURE 
EQUIPMENT 

• SALES-RENTALS-SERVICE 

FILM CENTER BLDG. 630 9TH AVENUE NEW YORK, N Y. 10036 (212) 586 8782 
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Equipment supplied by Fouad Said Productions, Inc. 

Woody Atlen Fouad Said Frank Holgate, 1st Ass't Cameraman 
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Woody Allen and ARRIFLEX* 35: 
the do-everything virtuosi of 

Charles H. Joffee, Producer 

“TAKE THE MONEY AND RUN w 

Don’t bother trying to get a straight answer from Woody Allen. Ask him 
about his life and he’ll tell you (as stated in the Playbill of his hit play, 
“Play It Again, Sam’’) that he is the son of a Latvian Prince; that he is 
currently appearing on TV in “Mother Wiltwick’s Porridge”, a psycho¬ 
logical musical spoofing the evils of diabetes; and that he denies being 
the father of his two children. 

One thing he can’t deny: he is responsible for the film, “Take the Money 
and Run”. He co-authored it ... he stars in it .... he made his debut 
as director in it. 

Since the Palomar Pictures International feature is set in New Jersey, 
Ohio, Baltimore and Georgia, it’s only natural that the entire production 
was filmed on location in San Francisco; such seems the logic of 
Woody’s endeavors. His reasons: “It’s the only air-conditioned city in 
the country. Besides, it’s a nicer place to spend the summer than 
Columbus, Ohio”. 

Playing Virgil Starkwell, a bungling thief whose career begins as a 
robber of gumball machines, Woody is constantly bouncing in and out 
of prison. Thus it was that much footage was shot in San Quentin, using 
real inmates; an advantage over many productions since, as a release 
on the film puts it, “there was no chance that the extras would wander 
off the set”. The regular cast and crew were identified by day-glo ink to 
permit them free passage during these scenes; the slogan became, “if 
you don’t glow, you don’t go”. 

It would seem then, that the making of the film was as zany as its script; 
but real difficulties and challenges were present—of a nature that would 
threaten even a veteran director, let alone a self-effacing newcomer. 
Predominant was the shooting schedule . . . eighty-seven moves to be 
accomplished in fifty days. It appears that Woody’s self-proclaimed 
ineptness is a put-on; he wrapped-up on schedule, often concluding the 
shooting day at four o’clock. 

Helping in this remarkable schedule were cameras whose light weight 
and versatility paralleled the film’s mastermind—Arriflex 35’s. Wrote 
Director of Photography, Lester Shorr, in “International Photography” 
magazine, “We had five Arriflex cameras—no other type of camera; we 
were strictly going with this one medium of light weight, mobile, flexible 
equipment. In my opinion, this is a definite trend towards making films 
in a contemporary way.” 

Woody Allen’s Virgil Starkwell, with his fictional incompetence, failed 
to make the Ten Most Wanted List; but Arriflex, with its very real effi¬ 
ciency both in the studio and on location, is the One Most Wanted by 
many contemporary filmmakers. 

7VRRIFLEX 
Tli CORPORATION OF AMERICA Woodside, N.Y. 11377 • Burbank, Calif. 91502 

* 
I 
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INDUSTRY ACTIVITIES 
DEATH TAKES ASC MEMBERS 

Members of the American Society of 
Cinematographers recently mourned the 
deaths of four of the Society's veteran 
members. 

Ralph Hammeras, long recognized as 
one of the industry's foremost special 
effects cinematographer, was, for many 
years, associated with 20th Century-Fox 
and was a pioneer in the development of 
miniature and matte work. 

Harry Stradling died suddenly on 
February 14, shortly after returning 
from New York, where he had been 
working as Director of Photography on 
"The Owl and The Pussycat". A two- 
time Academy Award winner, for "The 
Picture of Dorian Gray" (1945) and 
"My Fair Lady" (1965), his most recent 
pictures included "Funny Girl", "On a 
Clear Day You Can See Forever" (un¬ 
released) and the opulent "Hello 
Dolly", for which he received his 14th 
Academy nomination. 

Elmer Dyer, one of the industry's 
top aerial cinematographers and a pio¬ 
neer in this special category, died re¬ 
cently after a long illness. He is best 
remembered for his work on such clas¬ 
sics as "Hell's Angels" and "The Dawn 
Patrol". 

Norbert Brodine, a most versatile 
camera craftsman, achieved his greatest 
recognition in the film industry as being 
one of the first cameramen to work 
entirely on actual locations, with such 
pictures as "The House on 92nd 
Street", "13 Rue Madeleine" and 
"Boomerang". 

He was last associated with Loretta 
Young as Director of Photography on 
her popular television show. 

• 

107th SMPTE TECHNICAL 
CONFERENCE 

The 107th Technical Conference and 
Equipment Exhibit of the Society of 
Motion Picture and Television Engineers 
will take place April 26—May 1, at the 
Drake Hotel, Chicago, III. A full pro¬ 
gram of technical papers will be presen¬ 
ted for the first three days covering 
television engineering, video tape, labor¬ 
atory practices, theater presentation and 
projection, and education. The program 
is being organized under the direction of 
Leonard F. Coleman, Eastman Kodak 
Co., Dallas, TX. 

Papers to be presented in the tech¬ 

nical sessions on television have been 
announced by television topic chairman, 
Charles M. Eining, NBC News, Chicago. 
A brief summary of several papers fol¬ 
lows: 

"STANDARDIZATION IN THE 
VIDEO-TAPE RECORDER INDUS¬ 
TRY", by R. N. Hurst, Commercial 
Electronic Systems Div., RCA Corp., 
Camden, NJ. A reevaluation of video 
tape recorder standards will be given 
with a new look at how the continuing 
use of standards benefits the industry. 

"COMPACT OPTICAL SYSTEM 
FOR FIELD/LINE SEQUENTIAL 
COLOR VIDEOTELEPHONE 
CAMERA", by R. L. Eilenberger, F. W. 
Kammerer and J. F. Muller, Bell Tele¬ 
phone Laboratories, Inc., Holmdel, NJ. 
A very compact optical system has been 
designed to implement a field/line color 
camera for videophone use which uses a 
spectral separation prism and dichroic 
reflectors. Conversion to an electrical 
signal is via a pickup tube provided with 
a new form of composite fiber-optics/ 
clear-glass faceplate. 

"AN IMPROVED SERVO SYSTEM 
FOR QUADRUPLEX VIDEO-TAPE 
RECORDERS", by Harold V. Clark, 
Ampex Corp., Redwood City, CA. The 
system is examined theoretically with 
the practical results of an experimental 
system presented showing their signifi¬ 
cance to future designs of video tape 
recorders. 

"AUTOMATIC COLOR PHASE 
CONTROL SYSTEM", by Y. Itoh and 
Y. Inoue, Tokyo Broadcasting System 
Inc.; K. Saitoh, and N. Ideshito, Nippon 
Electric Co., Ltd., Tokyo. The intention 
of this system is to maintain automat¬ 
ically color quality by use of a variable- 
phase voltage shifter installed in the 
video transmission route. 

"A SOLID-STATE MACHINE CON¬ 
TROL ASSIGNMENT SYSTEM", by 
R. J. Smith, Commercial Electronic 
Systems Div., RCA Corp., Camden, NJ. 
A new control console is described 
which allows operation of any machine 
in the TV station from a number of 
operating positions throughout the sta¬ 
tion. 

These papers and the others on the 
program will be presented with demon¬ 
strations, slides and films to the three- 
thousand engineers, scientists and ex¬ 
ecutives in the television and film indus¬ 
try expected to attend the Conference. 

In addition to the regular conference 
program a symposium on Production, 

Control and Use of Color Television 
Film to be held April 30 and May 1 will 
feature a number of tutorial papers and 
discussions covering the entire area of 
films relating to television. Symposium 
Chairman, Daan Zwick, Eastman Kodak 
Co., Rochester, NY, has announced that 
the papers are nearly complete for the 
program and titles and abstracts will be 
published soon. 

The Equipment Exhibit scheduled 
for the 107th Technical Conference of 
the SMPTE is expected to be a feature 
of special interest to those who attend. 
Exhibitor response so far has been 
enthusiastic for a Chicago Conference 
which brings the industry together in 
the center of the country. With an 
expected Conference attendance of 
3,000, exhibitors are making plans to 
show an exciting array of new equip¬ 
ment. 

The latest in projection equipment, 
motion-picture cameras, processing ma¬ 
chines, film printers, video-tape systems 
and television cameras will be on dis¬ 
play. The scientists, engineers and man¬ 
agement personnel in attendance at the 
Conference will be able to inspect and 
watch demonstrations of the newest 
types of equipment. 

The Exhibit will open Monday eve¬ 
ning April 27, with an open house 
sponsored by the exhibitors, following a 
ribbon cutting ceremony by SMPTE 
officers. Everyone bearing Conference 
registration and exhibit passes will be 
welcome. 

An Equipment Papers and Demon¬ 
stration Session will be held Wednesday, 
April 29, when many exhibitors will 
present detailed descriptions and dem¬ 
onstrations of their new products. The 
session will be conducted in the same 
manner as the regular topic sessions on 
the Conference Program. 

UNIVERSITY OF LOUISVILLE 
FILM FESTIVAL HONORS 
D. W. GRIFFITH 

A national student film competition, 
a film festival and institute, in honor of 
silent film pioneer D. W. Griffith, will 
be held at the University of Louisville, 
Louisville, Ky., the week of May 11. 

The announcement was made on the 
anniversary of the 95th birthday of the 
late Griffith, the internationally famous 
filmmaker who was a Louisville native. 
The joint announcement was made by 
Dr. William C. Huffman, Dean of the 
University College at the University of 
Louisville, and Lee Browning, Vice Pres- 

Continued on Page 381 
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ECLAIR’S GV16: 
HIGH-SPEED 

AND PORTABLE 

Camera’s front view shows compact outline, rear-mounted motor and magazine. 

Most high-speed 
cameras are big 

and heavy bench 
instruments. 

Changing their 
magazines takes 

two minutes, 
sometimes more. 

But this one is 
the Eclair GV16. 

The GV16’s body weighs 3 lbs., measures 414 x 414 x 2 inches. 
Magazine changes take 5 seconds. Loads from 100 to 400 ft. 
0 to 250 frames per second. Any lens you want. Very handy 

Very versatile, too. The GV16 
comes with an Eclair mount or a C 
mount, whichever you prefer. And 
since all GV16 magazines can be 
removed literally in one second, 
(even in mid-roll), you can bore 
sight through the aperture, which 
is right before your eyes when the 
magazine snaps off. Or, of course, 
you can mount a lens with a reflex 
finder and view as you shoot. 

The magazines themselves are 
versatile. When you run out of film, 
you simply snap off the old maga¬ 
zine and snap on a new one. No film 
to thread; no loop to form. That’s 
all done inside the magazine when 
you load it, before shooting starts. 
Reloading the magazine is fast and 
easy, too; and you can do it in day¬ 

light if you want to. Both the 400 
foot and the 100 foot magazines 
accept core wound film and day¬ 
light loading spools. They both use 
16mm film, of course. 

The400 foot magazine measures 
17 x 8 x 11/2 inches, and weighs 5 
pounds. It mounts on the back of 
the GV16’s body, which balances 
the camera and gives it a low pro¬ 
file. The super-compact camera 
body, (without motor or lens), 
weighsonly3 pounds and measures 
41/4 x 41/4 x 2 inches. The motor 
weighs another 3 pounds. Stop 
motion to 250 frames per second 
with the same gears. 27 volt DC 
battery operation. 

Film movement is rock steady. 
A double claw engages two perfo¬ 

rations at once; an adjustable regis¬ 
tration-pin engages the perforation 
below that. Spring-mounted side 
pressure-plates guide the film, as 
well as the one in rear. What else? 
Pulsing and marking are built in. 
Numbering is available; and it can 
be controlled by events, time base 
or contacting. Tachometer. Heating. 
Variable shutter. Versatility. GV16. 

For more GV16 information, contact 
Eclair at 7262 Melrose Avenue, Los 
Angeles, Calif. 90046. No obligation. 

eclair 
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ft’s the Canon Scoopic 16. It’s also the end of a 
load of moviemaking grief. Here’s why. 

World’s first #1: It’s the first 16mm movie camera 
with a built-in zoom lens (5.85:1 zoom ratio). 

World’s first #2: It’s the first 16mm movie camera 
with a fully automatic exposure system, plus 
manual override. 
Shoot everything, goof nothing. You’ll get close-ups, 
medium and long shots, zooms, telephotos, wide 
angles, indoors or out—with no muddled exposures. 
Because your exposure’s right automatically. 

You don’t miss great moments while fiddling with 
the camera. No switching lenses. No rotating 
turrets. No special lenses to lug around. One hand 

holds the Scoopic 16 easily. Your other hand’s 
free to focus and zoom, simply by turning 
the master lens. 

Handiest hand camera yet. With its no-slip handgrip 
and handstrap, the Scoopic 16 is braced and 
balanced to give you jitter-free shots. Automatic 
loading. 16, 24, 32 or 48 fps. Runs on a recharge¬ 
able inner battery (8 rolls per charge). Forget 
about battery packs. 

Only $1250 buys the Scoopic 16, 13-76mm F1.6 
zoom lens, 12V battery, recharger, lens hood, lens 
cap, 3 filters and metal case. No extra charges. 

If you prefer to shoot what you like—and like what 
you shoot—mail the coupon for more facts. 

Mail to: Canon USA, Inc., Dept. AC-1, 64-10 Queens 
Blvd., Woodside, N.Y. 11377. 
Send me all the facts about the one-hand Canon 
Scoopic 16mm movie camera. No obligation. 

Title or Occupation 

Company  

Address  

Canon 
SCOOPIC 16 

The one-hand movie camera with two 
world’s firsts. 
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to warm up the sun... 

Cine 85 
It’s sort of instant 3200 K. Rosco Cinegel Cine 85 lets you 
warm the sunlight to match your indoor lighting. This 85 
filter is made of Roscolene, a high-clarity plastic which is 
available in rolls to 48" width. With an eye on production 
budgets, it’s quick and easy to put up and tape in place. 
Cinegel is the name of Rosco’s complete line of specialized 
cinematic color media designed to make light behave. It in¬ 
cludes shades to warm or cool natural or artificial lighting 
situations as well as variations and combinations of neutral 

density. To match media precisely to need, Rosco manufac¬ 
tures three different types of Cinegel. Roscolar is designed 
to withstand the concentrated heat of quartz lighting. Rosco- 
vin is a highly flexible material which adheres to glass. And 
Roscolene is a rugged plastic of high clarity. Cinegel comes 
in 30" to 54" rolls, in sizes designed to match the use. Be¬ 
fore your next shoot, get full details 
and a free Cinegel color swatch book. | 
Just write us. HARRISON, N.Y. 10528 

rosco cinegel 
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OnlyClNTELhas it all! 

FOR TV NEWS: FOR TV STUDIO: 

MINI-COLOR® BREAKS 
THE UNDER-$10,000 PRICE BARRIER! 
Newest in the complete line of 

CinTel color film processors, 
the MINI-COLOR is a 

totally new concept 
in compactness, 
rapid access, oper¬ 

ational simplicity and 
down-to-earth cost. 
Now in operation in 

more than 75 TV sta¬ 
tions. All Type 316 

stainless steel construction. 

Phone or write for free brochure. 

C0L0RMASTER: TV NEWS FILM PROCESSOR 

Still the most popular TV color news film processor—in use 
by more than 90 TV stations coast to coast. Available for 
2-week delivery. Phone or write for free brochure and detailed 
specifications. 

The MINI-COLOR and Colormaster will process every type of 
Ektachrome color film including new “Super 8” format and 
16 or 16/35 mm. Update your present CinTel processors to 
handle Super 8 or combination Super 8/16 mm with CinTel’s 
Retrofit Kit. 

PD-3 PEDESTAL. For color or 
monochrome cameras. 240- 
lb. load capacity. 

PD-10 PEDESTAL. Color, 
monochrome. 225-lb. load 
capacity. Lowers to 35" 
camera height. Can be used 
for remote applications. 

MCH-3 CRADLE HEAD. Color, 
monochrome. Constant cen¬ 
ter of gravity for proper bal¬ 
ance at any tilt angle. 

PD-8 PNEUMATIC PEDESTAL. 
Color or monochrome. 500- 
Ib.-plus load capacity. 

AMT-3/4 TRIPOD. Color, 
monochrome, microwave. 
Rugged construction for 
heavy camera loads in 
studio or field use. Combine 
with tripod dolly. 

HFCH-CAM HEAD. Color. The 
ultimate in smooth camera 
control at any angle. Many 
accessories. 

Phone or write for illustrated brochure and specifications. 

World’s largest manufacturer of film 
processing and TV broadcast equipment. 

CINTEL CORPORATION 

a TECHNOLOGY INCORPORATED subsidiary 
Manufacturers of Houston Fearless Products 
11801 W. Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90064 
(213) 272-4331. 
New lightweight TV support equipment available now! 
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BIRNS & SAWYER 
ff Topless" Sale — Half off! 

There’s no bottom to this topless sale. President 
Nixon cooled the economy and we’re trying to heat 
it up a bit (and save you 50% !). We’re just bust¬ 
ing out with (s) excess inventory. All you mid¬ 
night cowboys, downhill racers and easy riders, 
send in your order today, if not sooner. 

Sale Rated I ^ * 1 

COPY OF ARRI SHOULDER POD for all cam¬ 
eras—Arri 16, Beaulieu, Bolex and Bell & 
Howell—a real measurable value. Homemade 

and looks it. Regular 
$39.50 / 

NOW 
$19.75 

ARR 
for 
page 

35mm MAh 
naked inforn 
s, 100 “how 

Manual 
['ARRIFUEX ! 

1Cameras | 

UAL — Bares camera parts 
lation. Sixty-eight important 
-to” illustrations listing fac¬ 

tory parts numbers. 
Regular $12.50. With a 
60% discount— 

NOW 
$4.95 

B & S INSERT SLATES—Handy 4"x5", use 
erasable grease pencil or felt marker, on 
white opaque plastic. Regular $2.95 

DATE 

// 
UNIT CAMERA 

NOW 
$1.47 

SCENE TAKE ROLL 

CAMERAMAN PROD.NO. 

B & S CINE CALCULATORS, 16mm or 35mm 
—Keep abreast of film per second, filter fac¬ 
tors, aperture scale, camera speeds, etc. 

Buy two, keep two 
abreast. Regular $4.95 

NOW 
$2.47 

ARRI 35mm HI-HATS — Low, low price for a 
low, low mount. Accepts Arri 35 Friction 
Head for dramatic low shots. Stay below the 

low Regular price of 
A #—4.A $35.00 

NOW 
$17.50 

ANGENIEUX 10 x 12 GEL HOLDER SETS—for 
Backless Zoom Lenses. Easy slip-on rear gel 
holders in fine spring steel. Five filter hold¬ 

ers, a cutting tem¬ 
plate, and plastic see- 

fthrough case. This is a 
'real buy. Regular 

$29.95 

NOW 
$14.97 

LIGHTING SPECIAL: SYLVANIA SYLVAC, 120- 
volt A. C. Line and color temperature regu¬ 
lator; color temperature meter, high-low 

switch, variable con¬ 
trol; stand clamps. 
Regular $64.00. With 
66% discount—brand 
new in boxes, close¬ 
out special 

NOW 
$19.95 % NOW 

$2.00 

* R Restricted to rich audiences only. Please 
bring money. 

BIRIMS & SAWYER, IIMC. 
1026 NORTH HIGHLAND AVENUE 

HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA 90038 • PHONE (213) 466-8211 

RUBBER EYEPIECE FOR ARRI, 16mm and 
35mm, with FOAM RUBBER CUSHIONS for 
eyepiece. The two together—regular price, 

$5.95. With a 66% 
discount, you can’t top 
the saving here. Give 
some to your friends. 

Both 

$ 1.50 
1.50 

46.00 
19.95 

ARRI BODY CAPS 
ARRI back LENS CAPS 
MITCHELL 16 HI-HATS 
MILLER TOP PLATES, PRO. Jr. 
1/4" MASKING TAPE 
USED MITCHELL HEAVY-DUTY 

TRIPODS 165.00 
B & S FELT PENS 
(Set of 4) 1.99 

WATCH 
THIS 

SPACE- 
NEXT 

MONTH, 
MODEL 
TURNS 

AROUND! 

MEASURABLE 
VALUE 

REGULAR NOW 
$ .75 

.75 
23.00 
9.98 

70% off! 

82.50 

1.50 

DISCOUNTS ON ITEMS 
THROUGHOUT THE STORE. 
OTHER SPECIALS AT 20%, 25% 
AND 40% OFF. ALSO MANY 
BARGAINS ON USED 
EQUIPMENT! 

Remember—People expect a 
great deal from BIRNS & SAWYER! 
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I PHOTOGRAPHING 

“FMW MOLLY M^GVIHES” 

In a radical departure from traditional technique, 
a veteran cinematographer dares to light a major 
feature with quartz "clusters" replacing Brute arcs 

By HERB A. LIGHTMAN 

James Wong Howe, ASC, has been my friend and neighbor 
(my home is cantilevered from a Hollywood hillside directly 
above his) for quite a group of years. 

During all of that time and, in fact, since he first became a 
cameraman back in 1917, he has been one of the true 
innovators of cinematography—but without making a big 
deal of it. For example, the hand-held camera, so recently 
"discovered” by the new breed of film-makers, was old-hat 
to Jimmy in 1947 when he climbed into a boxing ring on a 
sound stage, wearing roller skates and hand-holding an 
Eyemo camera to film the gut-wrenching closeups for a prize 
fight sequence in "BODY AND SOUL". 

Along the way of his fabulous career he has constantly 
searched out new and different ways of using light and 
camera—not for the sake of novelty, but as a more effective 
means of telling a story on film. In his latest picture, 
Paramount's "THE MOLLY MAGUIRES", he has done it 
again—and in a way that may have great import for the entire 
film industry. 

"THE MOLLY MAGUIRES" is a multi-million-dollar saga 
of the Pennsylvania coal-mining scene back in the 1870's. It 
involved, among other challenges, the filming of night-for- 
night sequences on the mile-long main street of an actual 
mining village which served as the principal location. And as 
if that weren't enough, there was the added problem of 
lighting the 400-foot tunnel of a coal-mine presumably 1200 
feet underground. 

(ABOVE RIGHT) "Jimmy" and "Marty" are, respectively. Director of Photography James Wong Howe, ASC, and Director Martin Ritt, shown on 
location while filming Paramount's "THE MOLLY MAGUIRES" in Eckley, Pa. 96-foot-high coal breaker in background was built at cost of $200,000 
for the film. (BELOW) Mood-lighted compositions blend stylistic elements of Greek tragedy and "American Gothic"—plus being evocative of John 
Ford's classic, "HOW GREEN WAS MY VALLEY". 



(LEFT) Cinematographer Howe, clad in white "dust suit" to protect his clothes, surveys incredible coal-mine "set" stretching 400 feet through 
Paramount Stages 12, 14 and 15. Massive construction was an exact reproduction of an actual mine created by Art Director Tambi Larsen using 138 
plaster casts of the mine walls. (RIGHT) The Hollywood coal-mine ready for a take, lighted with concealed quartz lights. 

These two sequences alone would have, in the past, 
absolutely dictated that a full platoon of powerful arc lights 
be included in the equipment budget—but "THE MOLLY 
MAGUIRES" was photographed in its entirety without the 
use of a single arc light. 

It is fair to question why a Director of Photography, faced 
with such enormous lighting problems, would opt to risk 
discarding so tried-and-true a unit as the arc. Almost from 
the inception of artificial lighting, arcs of one type or 
another have been a mainstay of the film industry—and still 

* are, where large set areas are to be lighted or a dependable 
"booster" source is needed for fill light in exterior shooting. 

There is no denying that the arc is an excellent unit for 
such applications—but it is a mixed blessing. For one thing, 
arcs require a tremendous amount of current for operation— 
anywhere from 160 to 350 amps per light (the most popular 
unit, the "Brute", draws 225 amps). This means that a fleet 
of huge generators (with operators) is needed to run them on 
location. Each light must have its own individual, skilled 
operator. They are extremely heavy, requiring a couple of 
grips to move each light into place. They tend to smoke, 
flicker and sputter, thus causing frequent hold-ups in 

k shooting. For these and several other reasons, they are 
hellishly expensive to use on location. 

Howe's reasons for suggesting the elimination of arcs in 
photographing "THE MOLLY MAGUIRES" are best 
summed up in his own words: 

"It wasn't because I dislike arcs. They have their place in 
cinematography. But a light that is motorized and burns 
carbons is only as good as its operator. We don't have so 
many good ones today. The older ones have retired and not 
enough of the young fellows have become that skilled yet. 

^ "I went to the Director, Martin Ritt, and said: 'Marty, 
don't you find it very frustrating when you are in the middle 
of a scene that is going well, to have one of these arcs 
suddenly start to flicker? You have to cut the scene and wait 
while they change carbons, plus a few more minutes while it 
burns in. They re-light the lamp and it still flickers, so you 
have to wait some more while they change grids. By this 
time, the sunlight is changing and tensions are building. The 
actors are upset and you, as a director, are ready to commit 
suicide.' 

"Marty admitted that this was all very true, so I said: 
'What if I brought along a type of light that never flickers, so 

4 

T 

that you could shoot your scene as long as you wanted, as 
many times as you wanted, without having to cut it because 
a light flickered or began to hum?' 

" 'That would be a godsend,' he said, 'If you can do that 
I'll buy you a good dinner.' 

"So, that's how I decided to use nothing but quartz light 
on this picture. It doesn't matter to me what kind of light I 
use, as long as it gives me the correct color temperature and 
enough foot-candles at a certain distance to get my exposure 
or to fill in when shooting exteriors. All I need is a light that 
will fill the shadows from 5 to 25 feet away. There's no need 
to fill shadows 50, 100 or 200 feet away, because these are 
natural shadows. All I want is shape and form—and the 
quartz units gave me enough light for this purpose." 

The lights selected to do the jobs ordinarily assigned to 
arcs were of the by-now-familiar multiple-quartz "cluster" 
variety—or more specifically, the Berkey-ColorTran Mini- 
Brute 6 and Mini-Brute 9 units. These luminaires accommo¬ 
date respectively, six and nine PAR 36 lamps, with total 
wattages of 3900 watts and 5850 watts. 

One of the possible objections to multiple-quartz clusters 
is that, inevitably, they throw multiple shadows, but this 
didn't particularly bother Howe. 

"I tried to light so that the shadows didn't show," he 
explains, "or if they did show, they were on the ground 
where they wouldn't be noticed. I did have a problem for a 
short time when using these lamps (the type coated with 
dichroic filter material) for exterior shooting. We began 
getting reports from the lab that the faces were going a bit 
red. What had happened, as it turned out, was that I had told 
my chief electrician that the lamps must be kept clean. 
Otherwise we would lose a lot of illumination. The boys 
would take a cloth and start wiping the globes, not realizing 
that they were wiping off part of the dichroic coating and 
causing us to lose color temperature. Now they have a new 
type of lamp with the coating on the inside, and it doesn't 
fade. This is going to be a very wonderful light in the 
fiitiirp—anrl I'm surp thev will develoD even better lights." 

Arriving at the photographic style ultimately to be used in 
filming "THE MOLLY MAGUIRES" progressed through an 
evolution that required a certain amount of soul-searching. 
Questions had to be asked and answered as to whether 
artistic integrity would have to be sacrificed in a practical 
compromise with realistic necessity. 
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(LEFT) Shooting down the main street of Eckley, Pa., the only "coal patch town" in America that exists almost as it did a century ago. In the foreground 
are three Berkey/Colortran Mini-Brute luminaires, each accommodating nine PAR 36 tungsten-halogen lamps. (RIGHT) A bank of quartz-cluster units 
lights up location exterior on an overcast day. Such units completely replaced cumbersome arc lights formerly considered absolutely essential on a 
feature of so vast a scope. 

"My involvement with the project began when I received a 
call from Martin Ritt, whom I admire very much for his 
work, his integrity and simply as a person," Howe recalls. 
"We had worked together on three previous pictures: 'HUD', 
'THE OUTRAGE' and 'HOMBRE'. He told me that he 
wanted to do 'THE MOLLY MAGUIRES' in black-and-white 
because it was a coal-mining story and he hoped to make it 
visually stark and gutsy. However, the Paramount top 
executives were opposed to shooting it in black-and-white 
because they said it would greatly reduce the picture's value 
for television release. 

"Marty liked the story very much and didn't want to give 
up the project because he had been working on it so long. At 
the same time, he was afraid of ending up with bright, pretty 
colors for a film that tells a somber story. He asked me if we 
could get more of a muted effect by using a system he had 
heard about which involves pre-fogging the film through 
exposure to a gray card. 

"While pre-fogging does soften the shadows a little and 

dulls the colors, I have always been opposed to this method 
because it creates an overall gray cast—like dropping a curtain 
between the audience and the screen. I did, however, make 
some tests, but Ritt didn't like the effect when he saw it. I 
knew that in order to get what he wanted, we would have to 
'design' it into the picture." 

A meeting was held which included Ritt, Howe, Art 
Director Tambi Larsen, Costume Designer Dorothy Jeakins 
and Co-producer Walter Bernstein. The Art Director said that 
buildings and sets could be painted in neutral shades and that 
any bright colors that might exist on location could be 
sprayed down. The Costume Designer brought samples of 
drab-colored fabrics to use in muting the wardrobe. Finally 
satisfied that the effect he had in mind could be achieved in 
this way, Ritt said, "You know what I want now, so you 
folks put your heads together to plan it all out and I'll go 
according to your ideas." 

The main challenge toward capturing the degree of realism 
required was to find a place that even remotely resembled a 

Director of Photography James Wong Howe, 
ASC, takes an incident tight reading for a scene 
involving stars Samantha Eggar and Richard 
Harris. A two time Academy Award winner, 
Howe received his first "Oscar" in 1955 for 
black-and-white cinematography of "THE 
ROSE TATTOO" and was also nominated in 
the color cinematography category for "PIC¬ 
NIC". He received second statuette in 1963 for 
his photography of "HUD". Howe has always 
been a quiet innovator, never hesitating to 
"gamble" on a new technique he believes to be 
of value, rather than "playing it safe." t 
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Howe and Ritt supervise lining up of a crane 
shot outside the village church. The brilliant 
cinematographer-director team had previously 
collaborated on such outstanding features as 
"HUD", "THE OUTRAGE" and HOMBRE". 
They work together with a special rapport born 
of mutual respect for each other's qualities as 
artists and individuals. 

coal mining community of the 1870's. By a stroke of rare 
good fortune, Art Director Larsen discovered exactly what 
was needed in the small town of Eckley, Pa., the only "coal 
patch town" in America which still exists almost as it did a 
century ago. 

At the time of the Mollies, Eckley's population was 
several thousand. Today, the population is only 86 and the 
62 families living there are almost all from another genera¬ 
tion, since most of its younger people have gone away to 
school or to other occupations. The 40 occupied homes 
remaining today were augmented by the studio with 20 
additional temporary structures to give the community 
greater dimension. The original houses, painted in bright 
colors during the last century were all repainted to the 
uniform slate gray appearance which resulted from the coal 
dust settling on the town from the working mines that 
surrounded it a century ago. 

The location trip had been made in the dead of winter 
when the trees were naked of leaves and the bare branches 
stood stark against the gray sky. Howe reminded Larsen that, 

although this was the bleak effect the director wanted, by 
the time the company was ready to shoot the trees would all 
be in beautiful green leaf. Certain of the trees which later 
would bud out and into the kind of colorful beauty not 
wanted for the grimness of the setting were removed and 
replanted nearby to be returned to their original sites after 
the completion of filming. They were replaced by birch trees 
such as existed there in the 1870's. Shrubs and flowers also 
were removed and replanted out of camera range for 
restoration later. 

Even so, it was necessary to hire a dozen of the local 
people to pick the buds off of remaining trees to keep them 
from leafing (a procedure protested by certain of the 
citizens) and the larger trees in the background which could 
be neither removed nor defoliated were sprayed down to a 
duller hue. 

To complete the effect, all signs of the present day were 
obliterated. Telephone and power lines were put under¬ 
ground at a cost of $105,000—a nightmarish operation since, 
at the time, the ground was frozen three feet deep. However, 

"THE MOLLY MAGUIRES" includes several rough-and-tumble sequences in which the oppressed Irish immigrant miners unleash their pent-up 
frustrations. (LEFT) Sean Connery, a far cry from James Bond, mixes it up in a game of Irish football, another term for organized mayhem. (RIGHT) Art 
Lund kicks Richard Harris in the chops during a punch-up in the local pub. All of the stars disdained doubles for these violent sequences, rehearsed them 
well and suffered only minor injuries. 



(LEFT) Camera crew sets up for long shot down Eckley, Pa. main street. Original buildings, since repainted in bright colors, were painted in dull gray or 
covered with drab siding. Concrete roadway was covered with deep layer of dirt and coal dust. Television antennas and power lines were replaced with 
underground installations—all to restore the aura of the 1870's. (RIGHT) Several somber sequences were ear-marked to be shot on rainy days, during 
which the road became a sea of black mud. 

to the townspeople, this was a welcomed permanent installa¬ 
tion. Television roof aerials were removed and inside aerials 
installed so the occupants need not miss their regular 
programs. The Eckley recreation hall was converted into the 
Emerald House saloon of the story. As one looked up the 
mile-long main street afterward, the effect was almost like 
seeing something out of a time capsule. 

During filming, the paved highway was buried beneath 
tons of dirt and coal dust to recreate the look of the period, 
but upon the completion of filming in Eckley the houses 
were restored to their original color and design, the dirt and 
coal dust removed from the highway to uncover its original 
paved surface and the recently added decorative touches of 
antiquity were eliminated. 

It is very likely, however, that the huge 96-foot high 
coal-breaker built at a cost of $200,000 for the film to 
dominate the town will remain. Eckley citizens have peti¬ 

tioned Paramount to let it stand as a landmark and reminder 
of one of the great experiences in their lives. 

The advent of the film unit brought about a change in the 
Eckley economy which affected every one of its inhabitants 
in one way or another. For their cooperation. Paramount 
agreed to pay for six months the rent they paid monthly for 
their homes to George Huss, owner of the 8000-acre coalfield 
property of which Eckley is the center. Eckley is, in fact, the 
only community in the hard coal belt entirely owned by a 
coal operator. 

Almost all of the Eckleyans are used as film extras and for 
working in what practically is their own front yard, they 
received a daily fee even greater than their usual monthly 
rent. Some were given speaking roles for which they received 
$392.00 per week. And a final touch of prosperity came 
when an enterprising group from the Eckley Social Club 
conceived an additional income-making idea. They set up 
stands selling souvenirs, hot-dogs, candy, soft drinks and 
books on the history of The Molly Maguires to the several 
thousand visitors who came from the surrounding area and as 
far away as Philadelphia, Pittsburgh and New York each 
Sunday to roam through the set which, of necessity, was 
blocked off to sightseers during the weekday filming. 

The filming schedule for "THE MOLLY MAGUIRES" 
called for 70 per cent of the multi-million dollar production 
to be shot on location in Pennsylvania, with the remaining 30 
per cent to be filmed at the Paramount Studios in Holly¬ 
wood. 

The sequences specified for location shooting included 
quite a few interiors, several of which were filmed in existing 
buildings. Typical is the church sequence, lighted by James 
Wong Howe in such a way as to take on an aura of pure 
American Gothic. 

Commenting on the photography of that sequence, he 
says: "The windows were so high that I couldn't cover them 
with 85 gels—so we fitted the dichroic-filtered lamps into the 
lights and balanced the interior lighting with the daylight 
coming in the windows. Actually, I let the outside light go a 
little hotter, because I think that's the way it is in real life. In 
many pictures I see, the interiors have just as much light as 
the outdoor part of the scene. I think that's just a bit too 
evenly balanced. I lose the feel of the indoors. A little 
over-exposure of the exterior area of the scene doesn't 
bother me at all." 

Jimmy Howe and Samantha Eggar pose with crew, including (left to 
right) Key Grip John Hennessy, Gaffer Warren Hoag, Camera Operator 
Fred Porret and First Assistant Charles Termini. Howe holds Super-8 
camera, which he uses on location as a "sketch-pad" for noting possible 
camera set-ups, unusual natural liqhtinq effects, etc. 
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The climactic sequence in which Richard Harris and Sean 
Connery run amuck in the general store, smashing everything 
in the place and finally burning it down, was also filmed in 
the Eckley location. It was an especially difficult sequence to 
light, because there was little or no source indicated. 

"I believe in source lighting—having the light in the scene 
come from the direction of whatever would be producing the 
main source of light in real life,” Howe explains. "For a 
daylight interior, it would usually be a window—at night, a 
table lamp or overhead fixture. But in that warehouse 
sequence we had a problem. There actually wasn't supposed 
to be any light inside. There were no street lights along the 
entire street outside. There was only a lantern hanging over 
the entrance of the saloon down the block. But you can't 
photograph anything if there is no light, so, in this case, I had 
to simulate a source. I played most of it coming from the 
direction of the door and put another light near the window 
so that I could get some dramatic cross-lighting on the men 
in the scene. 

"It was what you would call 'low-key' lighting, I guess. 
You felt the darkness, but at the same time there was enough 
light so that you could see what was going on. The problem 
was that the action in some of the scenes called for a certain 
depth of field. This meant stopping down to F/4 and using 
probably 150 to 200 foot-candles for the source, and very 
little fill light. Then, too, we had varying degrees of fire going 
in this sequence—which calls for careful handling, because, if 
there is too much exposure of the flame, it washes out; if 
there is too little exposure, it goes unnaturally red. You aim 
at trying to keep the tone of the flame consistent throughout 
the sequence, while trying to keep your set lighting consis¬ 
tent, too. This is one of the things that is much easier to do 
in black and white." 

With the paved highway running through Eckley tempo¬ 
rarily covered by tons of dirt and coal dust, rain became 
something of a disaster. The road turned into a mess of black 
mud. Certain sequences, requiring an especially dismal mood, 
were filmed in the rain, but as a contingency against being 
held up by inclement weather, several "cover" sets were built 
inside a local warehouse. These were mainly small rooms 
duplicating the interiors of the miners' homes and they were 
built to actual size, with ceilings intact. 

Howe, who had photographed "THE HEART IS A 
LONELY HUNTER" entirely on location, including many 
small rooms, was hardly dismayed by this. 

"I find it an interesting challenge to work this way," he 
comments. "You end up with something you just don't get 
in the studio, where the first thing they do is put up a 
catwalk with all those lights. It's a temptation to use them, 
because they're handy and you have a schedule to meet, but 
this doesn't always result in a style of photography that is 
really right for the subject. 

"In 'MOLLY MAGUIRES' we would have, for example, a 
living room set no more than 10x12 feet in area—and there 
would be 20 to 30 people crammed into it, as there was in 
the wake sequence. I've found that it's much more difficult 
to light such a small, confined set than it would be to light a 
large ballroom where you can use large lighting units and set 
them far back from the people. This keeps the shadows more 
or less normal in relation to the subjects. In a small set your 
light is much closer to the people and it's easy for the 
shadows to become exaggerated out of perspective. 

"I didn't try to dramatize the lighting by using something 
like a coucoloris. I haven't used one of those in the last 15 
years. I used to, but I found it was a little too decorative. I 
like plain surface. I like space. I don't believe in artificially 
gimmicked shadows falling across people and backgrounds." 

Although the greatest portion of the location filming was 
done at Eckley, important scenes also were filmed in other 
factual locations in the vicinity of Wilkes-Barre and Hazleton. 
Production headquarters were established at Hazleton for the 
three months of such filming, which ranged over Luzerne, 
Carbon, Schuylkill and Columbia counties and such other 
towns as Jim Thorpe (the original Mauch Chunk, where the 
major Mollies' trials took place), Bloomsburg, Weatherly, 
Ashland and Llewelyn. 

Scenes in Jim Thorpe were filmed in the actual 100-year- 
old courthouse, where the trials were held and where Molly 
ringleaders were convicted on the testimony of James 
McParlan. Only slight changes were necessary to reconvert it 
back to the 1876 period of the story. Other scenes were 
filmed in the ancient jail, where they were subsequently 
hung. 

The influx of the film unit which included 182 cast and 
crew members into the region so taxed the available 
accommodations that producer-director Martin Ritt estab¬ 
lished a helicopter shuttle service to transport some of the 
company from Wilkes-Barre to Eckley, 40 miles apart. 

The longest interior setting ever constructed on a Holly¬ 
wood sound stage was erected at the Paramount Studios to 
recreate the interior of an anthracite coal mine of the 1870's 
for "THE MOLLY MAGUIRES." 

Designed by Art Director Larsen to reproduce to the most 
minute detail the tunnels, shafts, up-and-down slopes, and 
entrances and exits of a mine some 1200 feet below the 
surface, the unusual setting extended approximately 400 feet 
through stages 12, 14 and 15 of the studio. These are the 
same stages on which the late Cecil B. DeMille staged some of 
the biggest scenes for his memorable "THE TEN COM¬ 
MANDMENTS." 

Continued on Page 344 

Howe peers through viewfinder, framing composition for low-angle 
dolly shot, while electricians set two of the Mini-Brute quartz clusters to 
serve as booster fill lights. Compact, light-weight units could be handled 
much more quickly and easily than customary Brute arcs. 



By VOLKER BAHNEMANN, 
Arriflex Corporation of America 

MOTION PICTURE CAMERAS 
The highly sophisticated filming machines of today, 

require proper care by expert technicians utilizing 

the most advanced testing and calibrating equipment 

It is quite common to expose 
100,000 feet, or more, of film in a 
motion picture camera during the pro¬ 
duction of a single major TV special. 
And it certainly is not unusual to 
expose over half a million feet of film 
during the production of a theatrical 
feature, as Joe Biroc, ASC, did recently 

in the filming of Robert Aldrich's "TOO 
LATE THE HERO"; or even a million 
feet of 16mm for a Disney nature film. 
Flawless performance of a professional 
motion picture camera is taken almost 
for granted in these situations, even 
under extreme environmental condi¬ 
tions. 

Arriflex technician, Juergen Schwinzer uses slide projector as light source to project camera aperture 
onto target for groundglass installation and checking procedure. Target is held by magnets so that it 
can be freely moved vertically and horizontally for alignment with camera lens axis. Camera being 
checked is Arriflex 16S. 
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To get this expected level of camera 
performance, proper servicing of the 
equipment is essential. Preventive main¬ 
tenance on a regular basis is vital; it can 
avoid breakdown of the camera equip¬ 
ment, costly repairs, and—most impor¬ 
tant—the loss of irreplaceable and inval¬ 
uable footage. 

Therefore, it is desirable to have a 
motion picture camera inspected by 
qualified technicians after it has had 
several hundred thousand feet of film 
run through it. A preventive mainte¬ 
nance check is even more important 
before and after a camera is subjected to 
exceptionally rough handling or high 
humidity, temperature extremes, or oth¬ 
er severe environmental conditions, such 
as salt water or sand. 

The reason why precision motion 
picture cameras and accessories need 
proper care is their technical complexi¬ 
ty. Many cinematographers do not real¬ 
ize how much more sophisticated mod¬ 
ern motion picture cameras are com¬ 
pared to their predecessors. Consider 
our light-weight, hand-holdable Arriflex 
cameras which offer the same, or great¬ 
er, precision as the much heavier, tri- 
pod-dependent cameras which were in 
vogue ten and twenty years ago. 

Consider also that, not too many 
years ago, a 25mm focal-length lens was 
considered to be a pretty fair wide-angle 
lens for a 35mm camera. Today, any¬ 
thing longer than 18mm or even 9.8mm 
would not earn the description of a 
truly "wide-angle lens". With this de¬ 
crease in focal lengths, the manufactur¬ 
ers of lenses and motion picture cameras 
have had to tighten their mechanical 
tolerances considerably to stay within 
the narrow back-focus depth necessary 
with extremely short focal-length lenses. 
This requires that lens mounts, turret 
assemblies—and everything that can af¬ 
fect the flange focal distance from the 
lens mount to the film gate—be kept 
within extremely tight tolerances. 

The introduction of zoom lenses was 
another typical example of changing 
requirements. A zoom lens can be per¬ 
fectly sharp at its long focal length, but 
if it is not mounted properly and the 
flange focal distance is not maintained 
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4 (LEFT) Service Department's Shelly Glickman fills customer parts order from stock. Extensive and complete in-depth parts inventory is vital to 
good service operation. (RIGHT) Arriflex technician and electronics specialist Wolfgang Roessel checks out Arriflex 16BL universal motor with the 
aid of an extremely advanced oscilloscope and special test console. Extensive use of solid state components in modern motion picture cameras has 
obsoleted "back-of-the-store" type service operations. Years of specialized training and thousands of dollars of equipment are necessary to properly 
service camera equipment. 

correctly it will gradually go out of 
focus as you zoom back to the wide- 
angle position. If the lens mount is not 
properly centered along the optical axis 
of the lens, the object which you so 
carefully centered on the ground glass 
will slowly drift off to one side during 
zooming. 

Some of the most significant ad¬ 
vances have been made in the field of 
electronics. These achievements, attri¬ 
buted primarily to space-age technol¬ 
ogy, have brought exciting changes to 
the industry. Some years ago, when 
primarily synchronous motor drives 
were used, the camera would perform at 
an, at that time, acceptable standard of 
precision, but the equipment was tied to 
the wall plug. Now, with the increasing 
need for wireless double-system 
synch-sound shooting and many special 
applications, such as multicamera oper¬ 
ations, which demand a high degree of 
precision, complex and sophisticated 
drive systems have been developed for 
newer cameras. The drives themselves 
are available in different technical vari¬ 
eties, but basically they are all just 
about as complex as your home color 
television set. This might not be appar¬ 
ent until such a unit breaks down and 
you have to find somebody who can 
repair it, which at times can prove 
rather difficult. Therefore, when buying 
modern, sophisticated equipment, make 
sure that it is backed by excellent 
service facilities. 16mm equipment in 
particular is subjected to great demands. 
You can appreciate the fact that a 
16mm original, which sometimes has to 
be blown up to a 35mm release print, or 
projected on a theatrical-size screen, 
better be perfect in every respect; other¬ 
wise the film won't be worth the stock 
it is printed on. Camera steadiness, lens 

A partial view of the Arriflex Corporation's New York service headquarters. Experience has shown 
that a roomy, clean, well-lighted shop and pleasant working conditions are prerequisite for top 
quality work. Camera on tripod is Arriflex 16BL. 

resolution, focus and framing must be 
"par excellence". With the introduction 
of new film emulsions, such as the 
forthcoming 7252 Ektachrome Com¬ 
mercial from Kodak, film stock can 
resolve more and is no longer the 
limiting factor it used to be. 

We realize that much of the Arriflex 
equipment used in film production is 
leased from the major motion picture 
rental houses and any number of lenses, 
magazines or other accessories can go 
with one or more camera bodies. It is, 
therefore, of vital importance that the 

camera outfit be checked and adjusted 
to the very specific tolerances to which 
each component conformed when it left 
the factory. If this is done one can take 
any given lens, magazine or motor and 
interchange it with any camera body 
and be assured of maximum perfor¬ 
mance. The same, naturally, holds true 
for the adjustment of individual lenses 
and other subcomponents of a camera 
outfit. To be able to perform these 
important tasks and to maintain profes¬ 
sional equipment to stringent factory 

Continued on Page 358 



L man, his work, and his camera 
lldwin Baker Jr.—Director, Writer, Cinematographer. 

fot long ago, I shot some western footage in Jackson 
)le, Wyoming. 
cause my 16mm Beaulieu is so mobile, I was able to 
pture some marvelous flavor. It’s a personal kind of thing, 
ike to hold my camera as close as I can. Actually I 
nost cradle it. In fact, I saw a copy of a letter from 
meone at MGM in New York. He said, ‘Trying to shake 
nds with Baker is a real experience. You reach for 
3 hand, and you shake his camera instead.’ 
le of my most recent experiences with my Beaulieu was the 
n I did with Stan Kenton and his orchestra on the road. 
ravelled over 3,000 miles with the band on the bus, and 
y Beaulieu was always in my lap or at my eye. That’s 
lat’s great about the Beaulieu. It’s so small and light, it’s 

like an extension of my arm. Anyway, what I wanted 
to do with the Kenton thing was to take the viewer right 
into the bus; to show him what a series of one night 
stands were really like. By the way, the name of the film 
—it’s a TV special—is “Bound to be Heard.” For the 
on the bus flavor, I used the Beaulieu with an extreme 
wide angle lens from the back seat. In that series of shots, 
you’d swear you were there. I used an Eclair for all the 
lip sync sequences, but for the feeling, for the real 
color, I used the Beaulieu. 
One important thing of course, is that you have to be 
ready to grab everything the first time around, so it doesn’t 
look restaged. You know, like the Hindenburg only came 
down once. In the Kenton picture, 90% of it unfolds just the 
way it happened. In a thing like that, I feel as though 
you’re capturing a moment in time. 
And, as a film-maker, you had damn well better be there 
when it’s happening.” 

Beaulieu. It lets you be there when it’s happening. 

"The motor speed is constant and the 
footage rock steady...no problem 

intercutting between the Beaulieu 
and any other professional 16mm camera.” 



To receive literature on the Beaulieu 16mm camera, visit your finest camera store 
or write Cinema Beaulieu, GeneralOffice: 14225 Ventura Blvd., Sherman Oaks, California 91403. 

1HI / CINEMA <X3> tjjexmwm 
A DIVISION OF HERVIC CORPORATION 

.. impressed by the automatic iris control, liked 
the way it corrects for exposure as you pan. It doesn’t 
seem to be obvious... very subtle.. 

“The brightness through the Beaulieu’s reflex 
view finder is almost unbelievable. And since the 
mirrored shutter always stops closed, I’m 
usually ready to shoot faster than anyone else.” 

“Reloading the Beaulieu R16B becomes a 
very, very fast operation once you get the feel 
of it... the next thing to automatic loading.” 

1 
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“In a cherrypicker, high up a mast, 
in a helicopter... the Beaulieu 

is easily adaptable to difficult shooting 
conditions without assistance, 

rigging or time consuming 
planning. I prefer the Beaulieu to any 

other camera for my aerial work.” 



We spent 
months 
inside this 
Portable 35MM 
Projection System 

Our engineers literally lived inside 
this system, checking out optics, 
sound fidelity, frequency response, 
light efficiency and every shaft, 
roller, plate, sprocket, mask, collar 
and screw. In the opinion of our 
engineers, this 35mm sound 
projection system is built to take 
it, built to deliver everything you 
expect in terms of performance, 
portability, ease of operation, 
economy, and a long, mainte¬ 
nance-free life. That’s why we call 
this system ‘the sure one’, and 
that’s why we gladly gave it our 
name ... THE SOS/TOKIWA 
35MM PORTABLE SOUND 
PROJECTION SYSTEM. For full 
details, write Dept. AC-4-0 

Master Charge Honored 

O 

SOS PHOTO-CINE-OPTICS, INC. 
Speaker Amplifier Carrying Cases A DIVISION OF F&B/CECO INDUSTRIES, INC. 

40 Kero Road • Carlstadt, N. J. 07072 
(201) 939-5250 

7051 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood, California 90038 (213) 469-3601 51 East Tenth Avenue, Hialeah, Florida 33010 (305) 888-4604 
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When deadlines loom large, and you 
keep running into one delay after 
another, call Reela. Nobody offers 

faster service. And nobody will 
give you better quality work. 

Reela's speed and high quality 
come about because of three things: 
1. Competent, dedicated people. 
2. Jet transportation, and an outfit 

that knows how to exploit it. 
3. Sophisticated new equipment. 

How many release prints do you need 
—20? 100? Reela can make them. 

Perfect. Sharp. Color-balanced. 
Back in your hands (or drop-shipped 
if you want) before you know it. 

Why settle for less than the best? 
Call Reela now. 

REELA OFFERS: 
Complete editorial services • complete 
producer's services — animation 
— titling — sound • complete 8,1 6, 
and 35mm laboratory services, 
including black and white or color 
dailies for Florida frlming 
• Super 8 printing and cartridging. 

JSSSS* 
33° Z79-8665 
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BROOKS' CAMERAS For 
Arriflex Prafe’siional Equipment 

Our Professional Department offers every¬ 
thing the professional needs for the fully 
equipped studio/ darkroom, or field assign¬ 
ment. Included in our complete line of motion 
picture equipment are the versatile Arriflex 
cameras and Siemens projectors. 

® ARRIFLEX I6S/B 
Movie Camera 

Professional 16mm camera for double- or 
single-perforated film. With, new bayonet 
lock lens mount and turret. Takes 100- 
foot daylight or 400-foot darkroom-load 
magazines. Mirror reflex shutter and 
finder with diopter adjustment. Tri-lens 
turret. Electric motor drive. 0-50 fps. and 
single frames. Price, without motor, lenses, 
magazine or matte-box. 

$268000 

Cameras sold with customer’s choice of 
motor, lenses and matte-box. Prices on 
request. 

Arriflex Blimp *520000 

® SIEMENS 2000 
Double/Sixteen Sound Projector 

Single/double system 16mm sound pro¬ 
jector with edge track. Optical or mag¬ 
netic or both. Records and plays back on 
both. Modular construction permits ad¬ 
aptations for special applications at min¬ 
imum cost. Loudspeakers additional. 
Price range from *2I9500 up 

© ARRIFLEX 16 BL 
16mm Movie Camera 

New extra quiet self-blimped camera 
with quiet all gear take-up device 

and self-blimped 12-120 Angenieux 
Zoom lens. Takes 400' magazines. 

Price, without motor, magazine, 
or matte-box but includes auto, clap 
stick. $640000 

392-1902 (Area Code 415) 

45 KEARNY at Maiden Lane 
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. 

94108 
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3 Channel 35MM Pic-Up Master Recorder 

RMEBR 
The forgettable equipment 
because it’s engineered 
that way. 
Amega is designed to perform efficiently, 
quietly, and dependably to allow 
today’s creative film makers the freedom 
to concentrate on their films, without 
worrying about possible malfunctions 
or breakdowns. 

In an era when time is money, and 
down-time is panic, stay up with Amega, 
the performer that’s so dependable 
you’ll almost forget that it’s there. 

See you at Booth 50 at the SMPTE Show. 

For immediate information contact 
Irv Brodsky at (213) 987-3456 

AMEGA CORPORATION, 8750 SHIRLEY AVENUE 
NORTHRIDGE, CALIFORNIA 91324 
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An electronic "brain" 
that can generate images 
within itself, or do 
wonderful things with an 
artist's designs—all 
in "real" time—promises 
unlimited possibilities 
in low-budget animation 

Bing Crosby at the Computer Image Beverly Hills facility during the filming of intricate animated 
titles for his "COOLING IT" television Special. 

These impressions were acquired be¬ 
fore I met Lee Harrison in the editing 
room at the University of Denver's 
Department of Mass Communications 
where I'd been a teacher of motion 
picture writing, production, and cinema¬ 
tography for nearly twenty years. He 
had a shopping bag filled with bits and 
pieces of 16mm black and white reversal 
film. Lee's problem was, ''How do you 
glue this stuff together?" My astonish¬ 
ment was that he could have created the 
images on those pieces of film with a 
computer, and photographed them at 
24 frames per second. 

What I saw on film that day hit a 
nerve. I quit teaching school to help Lee 
and his brilliant group of young research 
engineers build his new company; al¬ 
though, at the time, we didn't even have 
a name for it. Just a homemade, do-it- 
yourself computer, and hope. The 
images I saw that afternoon were pro¬ 
duced on a hybrid computer we now 
call Animac. Animac has since been 
supplemented with a simpler graphics 
animating device called Scanimate. 

I also learned to differentiate be¬ 
tween digital and analog computers. The 
difference is significant to the concept 
of computers, as I shall try to explain 
later. But most important to anyone's 
opinion about computers is that they 
are not scientific Frankensteins with 

Famed graphics and film designer Saul Bass works with the Scanimate computer in Denver to 
animate his new logo design for A.T. & T. Afterward, Bass expressed satisfaction at being able to 
create an animal visual, see it, change it, control it and film it in "real" time. 
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By MYRON P. SMITH 
Director of Photography, Computer Image Corporation 

"Yesterday I couldn't spell 'com¬ 
puter', today I are one," summarized 
my ignorance about the newest dimen¬ 
sion in motion picture animation, when, 
in 1967, I first met Lee Harrison III, 
founder of Computer Image Corpora¬ 
tion and inventor of its computers. I 
wasn't afraid of a computer, but I felt I 
wouldn't be comfortable sitting close to 
one. I shared the general misconception 

that in order to "talk" to one, you had 
to learn a strange new language with an 
incomprehensible name like Algol or 
Fortran, and that a computer was re¬ 
sponsible for confusing my wife's de¬ 
partment store charge accounts, sending 
me anonymous, personalized letters 
from complete strangers, and otherwise 
folding, spindling, and mutilating my 
privacy on a random access basis. 



produced on a cathode ray tube by 
what is fundamentally a digital ap¬ 
proach to image creation. And some 
very sophisticated, beautiful imagery it 
is, too, if you've seen, for example, the 
work of John Whitney and his sons. It 
was produced digitally: a unit or ele¬ 
ment of the image at a time. Translated 
to images, a unit is a point or a dot of 
light. String a thousand of these points 
together and you create a line either 
straight or curved, depending upon the 
position of the points. To move the line, 
or to make it appear to move on the 
screen, with the digital system it is 
necessary to begin at the first point in 
each frame and recalculate the new 
(displaced) position of each of the 
thousand points of light which produce 
the illusion of a moving line. 

Chuck Jones, former head of the M-G-M car¬ 
toon department, tries his hand at animating 
"THE DIN". This character, one of the earliest 
developed, is primitive compared to animation 
now available. 

electronic “brains” dedicated to the 
enslavement, replacement, and destruc¬ 
tion of human values. I learned that 
computers, in one form or another, have 
been around almost as long as any of 
man's tools, and when you hear stories 
of computers making mistakes, creating 
consternation and confusion, the blame 
must rest on a fallible human being, not 
on the computer. To think otherwise is 
like blaming your automobile when you 
back it through your garage door with¬ 
out opening it. 

A computer is a device, in many 
cases, much less perverse and complex 

(RIGHT) Developer of the system Lee Harri¬ 
son, III, creates within the computer a pulsat¬ 
ing animated character called "THE DIN" 
(BELOW) who perfectly lip-syncs a song about 
hntAi miir»h ho Iil/oc nnico 

* 
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than an automobile, designed for a 
specific task, and intended to free 
human beings from the tedium of repe¬ 
tition. But not from the responsibility 
of creative thinking. The creative proc¬ 
ess will remain forever a unique monop¬ 
oly of the human mind. So will the 
science fiction which leads people to a 
negative opinion about computers. 

Before I describe the process of 
animating with a computer, a word 
about the difference between "digital" 
and "analog". We often meet animators 
and motion picture producers who say, 
"Oh, sure, I've seen computer anima¬ 
tion. Long ago. It was very interesting, 
but what else is new?" What they've 
seen is animation produced by a conven¬ 
tional animation stand, controlled by a 
digital memory system, or animation 



(LEFT) Jones volunteers to have electronic sensors attached to his body so that his movements can be faithfully duplicated by the animated character 
created within the computer. (CENTER) Detail of the sensor attached to his back and trunk section. (RIGHT) Detail of the sensor attached to his lower 
leg. Sensors are very light in weight, permitting completely free action. 

Since a relatively simple digital image 
may be composed of an almost infinite 
number of dots or points, such a system 
requires the storage of an incredible 
number of positions, and electronic data 
storage on a tape or a disc requires 
ancillary equipment, increased program¬ 
ming time, and a slowdown in the 
retrieval process. Digital animation 
equipment is consequently elaborate 
and costly, and becomes increasingly 
more time-consuming in proportion to 
the increased complexity of the image. 
The resultant image, however, once pro¬ 
grammed and recorded, is exceptionally 

precise and of excellent photographic 
quality. 

The analog process, which is funda¬ 
mental to Computer Image Corpora¬ 
tion's computers, is essentially an elec¬ 
tronic "pencil" which draws continu¬ 
ously at very high speed (the speed of 
light). The electron beam is the pencil 
point which, in motion, produces a line. 
It draws randomly and continuously on 
the phosphor of a cathode ray tube. The 
lines create an image when the beam is 
moved coherently by a deflection signal. 
The deflection is produced by a coor¬ 
dinated group of circuits or analogs, 

(BELOW) Harrison adjusts Animac computer, while Jones goes through a series of movements 
which he can watch an animated character duplicate exactly on the cathode tube. (RIGHT) Jones 
doodled sketch of his famous cartoon creation, "Bugs Bunny", as wrathful rabbit reacted to the 
computer that spews out animation. 

each of which guides the beam over part 
of the image. The result is an image in 
four dimensions: width, height, depth, 
and the fourth dimension which is time 
or motion (animation). 

Since one analog performs the same 
function over and over in constructing a 
part of the image, and since all of the 
circuits are coordinated to produce all 
other parts of the image coherently, 
data storage can be eliminated entirely, 
and retrieval time is measured in micro¬ 
seconds. Thus, an analog image, though 

Continued on Page 384 
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Eclair, 

Goodbye to jerky starts. Goodbye to mid-zoom hesita¬ 
tion. Hello to long, steady zooms. If you have been 
afraid to simulate dolly moves, forget it . . . Cinema 
Product’s two new “Joy Stick” zoom controls (inte¬ 
grated J2 for sound stage use, and the J3, the “one 
armer,” for documentary and one man camera crews 
. . . tapes to panhandle) practically eliminate dollys. 

Steady zooms are guaranteed at all speeds, be¬ 
cause drive unit incorporates an exclusive 
feedback generator to accurately sense 
speed and torque demands. Motor provides 
all the torque needed for constant zoom 
even with rough spots on lens. This unique 
servo feedback system assures smooth per¬ 
formance not heretofore available; from 
lx/2 seconds to iy2 minute zooms, a 60 

to 1 ratio. 
Max rate knob is set to desired speed. By grad¬ 
ually pushing “Joy Stick” in desired direction, you 
then have continuously variable control from zero at 

Arri BL 

mid-position to the pre-set maximum speed 
in either direction, and you can "feather” on 
and off zooms that result in gradual starts 
and stops to duplicate dolly performance. 
All TV shows at Universal and Paramount 
are photographed with “Joy Stick” zoom 

controls. Cinema Product “Joy Stick” controls 
meet sound stage requirements for si¬ 
lence at all zoom speeds of 5 seconds or 
slower for full zoom. Bracketry available 
for use with 3 lenses . . . Angenieux 12- 
120mm and 12-240mm (16mm format) and 
25-250mm (35mm format) and cameras such 
as Eclair, Arriflex 16, Arri BL (16mm) and Arri 

and Mitchell (35mm). Highly efficient motor and large 
capacity, internal rechargeable battery guarantee all 
day shooting without auxiliary power. 

Mitchell 

Arri 

Goodbye Dolly. 
Detailed specifications available. 
Samuelson Film Service in Europe; Victor Duncan in the Midwest. 

CINEMA PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT COMPANY 
2044 COTNER AVENUE, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90025 
TELEPHONE (213) 478-0711 • CABLE ADDRESS CINEDEVCO 

f 
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THE BASICS OF SOUND SYNCHRONISM 
A technical guide to the fundamental aspects 
of single-system and double-system sound 

By ARTHUR G. EVANS recording as employed by today's film industry 

Ever since the advent of "talkies", 
the matter of synchronizing the record¬ 
ing of pictures with that of sound has 
been of prime concern to motion pic¬ 
ture technicians. 

Today, almost all sound, outside of 
newsreel photography, is recorded on 
1/4-inch tape. Modern tape recorders 
have numerous advantages over other 
methods of sound recording: 
1. Almost any tape recorder costing 
over $100.00 will deliver higher fidelity 
sound than the final optical track on 
16mm release prints. 
2. 1/4-inch tape recorders are much less 
expensive than other types of recorders 
(probably due to the volume of produc¬ 
tion demanded by the Hi-Fi market.) 
3. Tape recorders are lighter in weight 
and quieter than other machines. 
4. 1/4-inch tape is inexpensive and not 
bulky. 

Among many practitioners and tech¬ 
nicians, however, there seems to be a 

1. Since the picture movement must be 
intermittent and the sound movement 
smooth, the design and construction of 
single-systems are rather expensive and 
complicated. 
2. Optical sound-on-film recording does 
not yield high quality sound because the 
silver halide grain clumps of original 
camera film are too large. 

3. Camera raw stock with a magnetic 
stripe attached is considerably more 
expensive than film without it. 
4. For other than direct projection of 
the camera original film, sound-on-film 
requires a separate transfer operation in 
order to permit editing, which may 
damage the film. 
5. Not all camera raw stock emulsions 

FILM 
RECORDER 

FIGURE 1—When film recorders are used in lip-sync cinematography today, electronic rather 
than mechanical means of synchronization are employed. The most common electronic method 
is to drive both camera and film recorder with AC synchronous motors, operating from a 
common line current. 

SYNCHRONOUS 

%" TAPE 
RECORDER 

FIGURE 2—Modern 1/4-inch magnetic tape recorders maintain sync by recording a 60-cycle 
alternating current pulse (providing the camera motor speed information) on another track of the 
tape. But tape recorders cannot accept a signal as strong as 110 volts. So the current must be 
transformed to a voltage which is acceptable. For most machines, this is 1 to 2 volts. 

great deal of uncertainty as to just how 
actual synchronism is accomplished 
with a 1/4-inch machine. 

In order to understand 1/4-inch 
synchronism, it is first necessary to 
understand how synchronism is accom¬ 
plished in the "normal" manner. 

The two basic systems of synchro¬ 
nism are double-system and single¬ 
system. Single-system is used primarily 
in news work. The sound track is 
recorded, in the camera, directly on the 
picture film, either magnetically, or 
optically. Using this method, the 
synchronism is absolute, but single¬ 
system has a number of drawbacks: 

are available with a magnetic stripe. 
6. The iron oxide of magnetic stripes 
tends to come off in the picture gate, 
creating an additional cleaning problem. 
7. Magnetic striped film is more bulky 
than non-striped stock; therefore, less 
film can be loaded in a magazine. 

The second major system, and that 
with which we are here concerned, is 
double-system. Double-system means 
that the camera and the recorder are 
separate instruments and that synchro¬ 
nism is maintained by mechanical or 
electronic means. There are a number of 
ways of accomplishing this. 

The most direct method, and the 

FIGURE 3—It is possible to supply a pulse mechanically by attaching camera motor shaft to the 
sync-pulse generator, which is geared to yield a 60-cycle pulse at 24 frames per second. Since the 
shaft used is the camera motor shaft, any variation in camera motor speed will be reflected by the 
generator and recorded on tape. 

CAMERA %"TAPE RECORDER 
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method which preceded the current use 
of 1/4-inch machines, involves the use 
of a film recorder. The simplest way 
would be to construct the camera and 
the film recorder so that both machines 
are driven by a common shaft. This 
would be a rather cumbersome outfit 
insofar as photography is concerned. A 
variation of this idea would be to use a 
flexible rather than a solid shaft. 

These methods, while simple and 
direct, present numerous mechanical 
problems. When film recorders are used 
in lip-sync photography today, elec¬ 
tronic rather than mechanical means are 
used. 

The most common electronic meth¬ 
od is to drive both camera and film 
recorder with synchronous AC motors. 
Synchronism between camera and re¬ 
corder is maintained because the speed 
of synchronous motors is determined by 
the alternating current supplied by the 
municipal electric company. The clap- 
stick marker at the start of each take is 
necessary because the two motors will 
come to speed at different rates. 

The use of synchronous motors and a 
film recorder is a proven and positive 
method of picture-sound synchronism. 
But still the system has drawbacks: 
1. The system requires reliable alternat¬ 
ing current. This can be cumbersome 
and expensive on location work. 
2. Synchronous motors are generally 
heavier and often more expensive than 
DC motors. 
3. Film recorders and sound film are 
more expensive and larger than their 
counterparts in tape. 
4. Film recorders make a considerable 
amount of noise so they must be 
blimped or placed in another location 
from that of the filming. 

The principle involved in recording 
with a 1/4-inch tape machine in sync 
with a motion picture camera is based 
on the two synchronous motors system. 

First of all, 1/4-inch tape synchro¬ 
nous* recording requires two tracks on 
the recorder. This requirement, of 
course, is supplied by any stereophonic 
recorder. The most commonly used 
machines in the motion picture industry 
today—Nagra, Uher, Stellovox—were 
originally monaural machines to which 
an additional recording head has been 
attached. 

Now, let's suppose that the picture is 

(ABOUT THE AUTHOR: ARTHUR G. 
EVANS, President of Cinema Engineering, 
Inc., received his AB and MS degrees at the 
University of Southern California. A former 
Assistant Professor of Photography and De¬ 
partment Chairman at Orange Coast College, 
he is an Active Member of the Society of 
Motion Picture and Television Engineers.) 

FIGURE 4—In order to transfer sync sound from 1/4-inch tape to sprocketed magnetic film, the 
output of the tape recorder is hooked to the input of the magnetic film recorder. Accurate speed, 
based on the 60-cycle pulse previously recorded on the 1/4-inch tape, is maintained by means of 
a device commonly called a Resolver, which, in this diagram, is shown controlling the speed of 
the film recorder. 

being taken with a camera which is 
driven by a synchronous motor. A 
60-cycle pulse (alternating current) is 
emanating from the circuit at (in the 
United States, at least) approximately 
110 volts. This current is driving the 
camera's synchronous motor. By defini¬ 
tion, the speed of the motor is deter¬ 
mined by the pulse or rate of the 
alternation of the current. If the pulse 
should vary, the speed of the motor will 
also vary. 

If sound were to be recorded with a 
1/4-inch tape machine, sound and pic¬ 
ture would soon (probably within sec¬ 
onds) be out of synchronism. This is 
because of the varying speeds of the two 
motors, camera and recorder, and be¬ 
cause tape will slip and stretch. 

Since the tape slips and stretches and 
the film does not (because of the 
sprocket holes) information as to the 
speed of the camera motor needs to be 

Continued on Page 377 

FIGURE 5—An alternate resolving system, as diagrammed here, controls the speed of the tape 
recorder to conform with the original camera motor speed, rather than the film recorder. In order 
to use this method, however, it is necessary to use a variable-sync type of tape recorder (such as 

VARIABLE SPEED TAPE RECORDER SUCH AS A NAGRA 
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Its all 
in there. 
Everything you told us you wanted is self-contained in our new Mitchellmatic 16, the 

hand-held 16mm documentary camera designed for fast, on-the-spot action filming. 

□ It’s exactly right. Quiet. Cordless. Cassette-loading. Rugged. No umbilical cord, no 

separate battery pack.□ And it weighs just 14 pounds, including loaded 200-foot film 

magazine, rechargeable power pack, crystal-controlled variable-speed motor, lens 

and hand grip. □ With comparable features and accessories, the Mitchellmatic 16 is 

lighter and more accurate than any other hand-held professional 16mm documen¬ 

tary motion picture camera in the world. It’s built for one-hand operation, with the 

“On-Off" control contained in a contoured hand grip, and its weight is distributed so 

the center of gravity is over the operator’s shoulder. □ Read about its reflex viewing, 

its wide, wide shutter opening and a dozen other great features in our new data sheet. 

Write today for complete specifica¬ 

tions and a price list that will prove 

how really competitive the 

Mitchellmatic 16 is! 

MITCHELL CAMERA CORPORATION, 

666 West Harvard Street, 

Glendale, California 91209. 

Telephone (213) 245-1085. 

* "*.A ^ 

MITCHELLMATIC 16 
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Nagra IV — newest model 
of the industry's most popular 
synchronous recorder (Cat. #2345) 

Arriflex 35 2C/B - 
camera with new 
bayonet lens mount 
and turret lock 
(Cat. #1001) 

Elemack — the famed Spyder dolly 
that permits you to shoot 
from the most inaccessible areas 
(Cat. #1933) 

O’Connor ‘‘50” — compact and 
liqhtweight fluid head 
for steady, smooth panning 
(Cat. #1819) 

GET ON THE 
ColorTran LQF-20 — 
the powerful light 
with multi-beam control 
(Cat. #1979) 

42" Square Reflector — 
specially designed for 
mobile vans (New Item) 

WAGON! 

BNCR — all-new studio 
Mitchell BNC Reflex 
— not a conversion 
(New Itemj 

ColorTran Mini-Brute — 
the light that gives you 
“more light per pound” 
(Cat. #1945) 

Worrall — gives you 
precision, perfectly balanced 
floating action 
(Cat. #1859) 

If you’re outfitting a mobile studio van, make 
Alan Gordon Enterprises your one-stop 
headquarters for all your equipment needs, 
including cameras, lenses, magazines, motors, 
tripods, dollies, sound, lighting and grip 
equipment. Mobile vans are among the newest 
and most exciting innovations in the industry and 

AGE Inc. has supplied equipment for the 
leading cinema mobile vans in the United States. 
If you’re thinking of designing a van, bus or truck, 
get on the van wagon with 
Alan Gordon Enterprises. 

Most pros do. 

SERVING THE WORLD 

wngordon enterprises me. 
5362 NORTH CAHUENGA BOULEVARD, NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA 91601 

Telephone (Area Code 213) 985-5500 

SALES AND RENTAL: 1430 N. CAHUENGA BLVD. • HOLLYWOOD, CALIF. 90028 • SALES (213) 985-5500 • RENTALS (213) 466-3561 
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SHOOTING IN CANADA ? 
Rent from the complete rental house 

Cameras — BNC Reflex — NC Reflex — Standard High Speed 
Arriflex — 16mm & 35mm — blimps & zooms 
Worrall — O’Connor — Sachtler & Wolf Gyro 

Studios — Dollies — Lighting & Grip Equipment — Generators 
Crews — Video Tape — Set Design & Construction — Post Production 

CAMERA MAINTENANCE & MACHINE SHOP SERVICE ON PREMISES 

CINEQUIP MODIFICATIONS 

35mm Arri Blimp 
with Zoom Housing NC Reflex 

Mitchell 
Standard high speed 

Quick change to standard lenses. All Arri mount 
110 volt AC — 24 volt DC sync. lenses from 9.8 up. 

Full set BNC mount 
Cooke lenses. 
28-280mm reflex zoom. 

CINEQUIP — Motion Picture Camera and Equipment Rentals 
41 Scollard Street, Toronto, Ontario, Canada Phone 920-5424 
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Kodak 
presents 

a fully automatic 
cartridge-loading 
projector that 
makes it a snap 

■ ■ 

to show 
movies. U 

Snap" 

Kodak’s done it for you—snap-on movies with the new 
cartridge-loading Kodak Ektagraphic 120 Movie Projector. 
Just snap on the new Kodak super 8 cartridge, and the 
show’s on. 

With the Ektagraphic 120 Projector, there’s now a 
low-cost, portable, easy-to-use display system that makes it 
a snap for anyone to show films. Mean anything to you 
and your business? Like the fact that now your films are 
more usable by more people in more places? And the fact 
that now’s the time to consider reducing more of your 16mm 
films to super 8 for even wider distribution? Think about it. 

The Ektagraphic 120 Projector is rugged —completely 
dependable. You can instantly repeat any part of the film 
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY Atlanta: 404/351-6510 Chicago: 312/654-0200 
Dallas: 214/351-3221 Hollywood: 213/464 6131 New York' 212/262-7100 

by just pressing a button. You can also project any frame as 
a still picture. At the end, the film automatically rewinds back 
into the cartridge—ready to show again, right from the start. 

And the unique new Kodak cartridge? It’s also a snap to 
load or unload with standard super 8 reels in 50- or 100-foot 
lengths. Just snap it open. Drop in the film reel. Snap the 
cartridge closed, and it’s ready for showing. To edit or clean 
the film, simply snap open the cartridge. 

A Kodak Audiovisual Dealer will be glad to show 
you how the new Kodak Ektagraphic 120 Movie Jjr 
Projector can become a convenience tool in ^jKodak 
your film operation See him, or contact 
the nearest office listed below. 

San Francisco: 415/776 6055 



THE 3rd BILL COSBY SPECIAL • NBC 
TITLES AND GRAPHICS DESIGNED BY DON RECORD 

DON RFCORD & ASSOCIATFS / FILM & GRAPHIC CONCEPT, DESIGN, AND PRODUCTION / HOLLYWOOD 935-6566 



you putting 
today’s films on 

yesterday’s 
reels? 

Or in yesterday's cans? 
There are a few people who still use metal reels and cans. And 

they have their reasons. Like tradition. Nostalgia. "It's the kind we've 
always used." 

But when you consider that Plio-Magic plastic reels, cans and 
cases offer far greater protection, and are far cheaper to ship, the old 
reasons just don't have a convincing ring any more. 

Plio-Magic reels, cans and cases are far more resilient than metal. 
They withstand impact. Don't bend. Don't dent. 

Even more importantly, Plio-Magic reels, cases and cans weigh a 
lot less than their metal counterparts. As a result, you save at the Post 
Office. Up to 65% in mailing costs. And our cases hold our reels 
securely. With four positive locks. Snug against a bed of packing foam. 

It all means that your films will be stored and shipped with the 
same loving care that went into making them. 

We make a complete line of plastic accessories for the film indus¬ 
try. Write for our catalog. Plastic Reel Corporation of America, 640 So. 

“sty' 07V07n2Ue' 

Someday, you’ll wind up with plastic. 



SEE IT AT 
THE 107th 

SMPTE EXHIBIT 

...AND 
DON’T MISS THE 
SUPER 8 LINE-UP: 

Continuous Optical 
Reduction Printer 

WHAT’S NEW 
FROM 

BELL & HOWELL? 

FILM PROCESSING EQUIPMENT 
A COMPLETE LINE, custom designed, using standard modules, to meet your 
requirements for all color or black and white chemistries. 

Super 8 Magnetic Sound 
Transfer Console 

Super 8 Additive Color 
Contact Printer Model C 

B & H/Depue Super 8 
Dual-rank Step Printer 

• Lab-designed, performance proven 
• Unmatched quality and reliability 
• Installation included, 12-month warranty 
• Automatic Burrette replenishment 

system 

Now you can enjoy Bell & Howell quality and guaranteed ser¬ 
vice on your processing equipment needs, too. Optional drive 
systems, solid state electronic controls, rotary buffer squee¬ 
gees, stainless steel construction (insulated) and unique “fail¬ 
safe” monitors are features you will want to see before you 
decide on your next processor. 

VISIT OUR BOOTH NUMBERS 1, 2 & 3. 
Take a conducted tour through the Bell & Howell 
Plant, and look to Bell & Howell for "What's 
New" in 1970! 

PRDFESSIOnAL EOUIPfTlEnT DIVISIDH 
7100 McCORMICK ROAD, CHICAGO, ILL. 60645 U.S.A. 

Q BELL & HOWELL 

DOMESTIC 

BELL & HOWELL/PROFESSIONAL 
7100 McCORMICK ROAD 
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60645 U.S.A. 

CANADA 

BELL & HOWELL CANADA LTD. 
125 N0RFINCH DRIVE 
D0WNSVIEW, ONTARIO. CANADA 

INTERNATIONAL 

BELL & HOWELL, LTD. 
ALPERT0N HOUSE, BRIDGEWATER RD. 
WEMBLEY, MIDDLESEX, ENGLAND 

CENTRAL-SOUTH AMERICA 

BELL & HOWELL/INTERNATIONAL 
7100 McCORMICK ROAD 
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60645 U.S.A. 



Now, for the first time, you can have a motion picture 

floodlight that produces a beam comparable in size and 

density to large carbon arc lights, provides color tempera¬ 

ture matching natural sunlight, stays constant over wide 

variations of input power, lasts for 1000 hours of operation, 

First of the NEW Xenon generation.. 

MODEL XE-20 (2K) — Front View 
BEAM DIA: Flood: 8'at 15'distance 

Spot: 5' at 15' distance 

D ID jjj uu 
c~3 iT.M. 

PURE, POWERFUL 
PORTABLE SUNLIGHT! 

5950° KELVIN! 
Only 29 lbs.! 

and is so compact and lightweight that it can be carried 

easily from one location to another! 
DENSITY: Flood: 600 F.C. • Spot: 1400 F.C. 
WEIGHT: 25 lbs. 

Moreover, the Sunbrute offers a beautiful flat field, pro¬ 

vides “fill” light with the same color temperature as sun¬ 

light, is so small that it saves space on trucks, and can 

be operated directly from a generator, battery cart, or 

lightweight power supply. 

Sunbrute is priced about the same as comparable carbon 

arc lights, but it costs only $1.00 per hour to operate. 

Think how much money you’ll save in one thousand hours 

of operation! — Not to mention the convenience of easy 

portability, quick set-ups, and the finest natural sunlight 

any cinematographer could possibly hope for! 

MODEL XE-40 (4K) — Back View 
BEAM DIA: Flood: 10'at 15'distance 

Spot: 7' at 15' distance 
DENSITY: Flood: 1500 F.C. • Spot: 3500 F.C. 
WEIGHT: 29 lbs. 

<2&notecti Inc. 
7824 Sepulveda Blvd. • Van Nuys, Calif. 91405 • (213) 786-7000 

Write or call for full details on new 
XE-20 or XE-40 Sunbrute Xenon Lights! 



0 THE FIVE BEST 
W PHOTOGRAPHED 
| MOTION PICTURES 

JBL OF 1969 
By HERB A. LIGHTMAN 

On the evening of April 7, night of the 42nd Annual 
Awards Presentation of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts 
and Sciences, a bejeweled, be-limousined, formally dressed 
crowd of motion picture luminaries will arrive at the glowing 
Los Angeles Music Center, walk past bleachers full of 
goggle-eyed fans, and enter the elegantly architectured 
Dorothy Chandler Pavilion. Meanwhile, throughout the 
nation and the world, an estimated 80,000,000 television 
viewers will tune in on the film industry's Big Show, and the 
presentation of the coveted "Oscars" will begin. 

They are coveted, these familiar gold statuettes, because 
they represent the industry's tribute to its own. The artists 
and technicians who are the recipients of this honor regard it 
as the highest accolade because it is voted by their peers, 
their fellow artists and technicians in the motion picture 
industry. 

This year, the five films nominated for Best Achievement 
in Cinematography represent a wide spectrum of styles, and 
to chose from among them a single "winner" is almost 
impossible. By what criterion, for example, must one judge 
the candy valentine photography of "HELLO, DOLLY!" 
against the raw and virile style of "BUTCH CASSIDY AND 
THE SUNDANCE KID"—or the living tapestry of "ANNE 
OF THE THOUSAND DAYS" against the science-fact aura 
of "MAROONED"? 

It is precisely because it is almost impossible to narrow 
down to a single choice in a field of such excellence that the 
members of the American Society of Cinematographers 
consider the nomination to be as important as the Award 
itself, and it is with that thought in mind that the 
membership of ASC salutes with pride the following Direc¬ 
tors of Photography who have received nominations for 
"Best Achievement in Cinematography" for the Academy's 
42nd Annual Awards Presentation. 

DANIEL FAPP, ASC 
"Marooned” 

CONRAD HALL, ASC 
"Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid" 

ARTHUR IBBETS0N, BSC 
"Anne of the Thousand Days" 

CHARLES B. LANG, ASC 
"Bob & Carol & Ted & Alice" 

HARRY STRADLING, ASC 
"Hello, Dolly!" 

"ANNE OF THE THOUSAND DAYS- 
photographed by Arthur Ibbetson, BSC, 
is the story of Henry VIII and Anne 
Boleyn, but told in a way that empha¬ 
sizes the court intrigue and the mon¬ 
arch's iron will that changed history, 
rather than his ribald, throwing-the- 
bo nes-over-the-shoulder side. Arthur 
Ibbetson's rich style of photography is 
ideally suited to the subject. Emphasiz¬ 
ing dramatic mood, it is "old fashioned" 
in the best possible way—avoiding 
"mod" camera fripperies, such as wild 
zooms and tricky selective-focus shots 
which would have been anachronistic to 
this 7 6th century drama. 

ARTHUR IBBETSON, BSC 
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"BUTCH CASSIDY AND THE SUN¬ 
DANCE KID"—photographed by Conrad 
Hall, A SC, is a film that might well have 
been photographed in an ordinary way, 
but Hall, once more proving his unlimit¬ 
ed versatility as an artist-cinematog¬ 
rapher, brings to it a visual variety and 
excitement that raises it to the level of 

4 cinematic art. Perfectly complementing 
the film's varying moods, the photog¬ 
raphy is alternately raw and gutsy, wist¬ 
ful and dreamy, somber and foreboding. 
It precisely fulfills the prime function of 
cinematography: to help tell the story in 
the most appropriate and interesting 
way. 

"HELLO, DOLLY!"—photographed by 
the late Harry Stradling, A SC, is a 
joyous, rollicking, giant-size candy box 
of sheer entertainment. Stradling has 
photographed it in a bright and airy style 
that is perfectly matched to the film's 
spirit and has vastly expanded its visual 
scope beyond the confines of the origi¬ 
nal stage form. The photography is 
technically superb—sharp and crisp, pre¬ 
cisely composed, imaginatively lighted 
and wonderfully fluid in its coverage of 
the intricate choreography. It is the 
work of a true "pro" perfectionist—and 
a fitting tribute to a great cinematog¬ 
rapher. 
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"MAROONED"—photographed by Dan¬ 
iel Fapp, ASC, throws out the challenge 
of creating a fictional film that is as 
believable as the amazing events of our 
actual space program. Fapp's expertly 
directed photography aids immensely in 
establishing the visual credibility of what 
was formerly thought of as "science-fic¬ 
tion", but is now fact. His technical skill 
is evident, not only in his lighting of the 
cramped space capsule, but in his ultra- 
realistic visualization of the hurricane 
sequence and the suspense-filled mood 
of the Houston Space Center Mission 
Control room, as reproduced in the 
studio. 

"BOB & CAROL & TED & AL/CE"- 
photographed by Charles B. Lang, ASC, 
posed more of a photographic challenge 
than might be evident to the casual 
viewer. It plays like a comedy, but the 
underlying theme is serious indeed: the 
basic alienation of today's young "mod¬ 
erns" who are desperately seeking to 
communicate in a meaningful way. V 
Lang's photography is rich with the 
subtleties required to visually point up 
these intricate undercurrents. One of the 
most versatile and technically skilled 
cinematographers in the industry, he 
proves that an "ordinary" story can be 
made quite special. 
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HOW NOMINATIONS ARE MADE 
FOR THE ACADEMY AWARDS 

The procedure for arriving at the “Final Five" 
contenders for “Oscar" in each award category 
is more exacting than most people would imagine 

In preparation for the upcoming 
42nd Annual Awards Presentation, 
3,100 members of the Academy of 
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences have 
cast their ballots for the best achieve¬ 
ments in filmmaking during 1969. Most 
of the votes were cast in Hollywood, 
but the Academy does mail ballots to 
members who live abroad or who may 
be away, filming on location. 

The nominations recently announced 
represent the five achievements in each 
of 22 categories as nominated by Acade¬ 
my craft branch members. 

The Academy's nominating proce¬ 
dure is based on a 22-rule handbook 
which is constantly being updated in 
order to cover every possible con¬ 
tingency. 

Any motion picture which was ex¬ 
hibited for paid admissions in the Los 
Angeles area in 1969 was eligible for 
Awards consideration if the picture 
played at least a week, after opening, 
before midnight of December 31. 

With the exception of Foreign Lan¬ 
guage Films, Short Subjects and Docu¬ 
mentary Films, pictures are not "en¬ 
tered" by anyone; they automatically 
are eligible if they meet the require¬ 
ments. So if you hear or read of a 
studio, production company, producer 
or star "entering" a film in the other 
Oscar classifications, it's an error. 

In the case of the Foreign Language 
Film Award (best feature-length motion 
picture produced abroad with non- 
English sound tracks), the Academy 
invites foreign countries to submit their 
best films; each nation's selection is 
made by a group or organization com¬ 
parable to the Academy, or by a jury or 
committee composed of representatives 
from more than one film organization in 
the country. Only one picture is ac¬ 
cepted from each nation. All are then 
screened for the Foreign Language Film 
Award Committee, which votes to nom¬ 
inate five of them for Award considera¬ 
tion. 

Entries for both the Short Subjects 
Awards and the Documentary Film 
Awards are submitted by producing 
units for nominations consideration. 
The Short Subjects Branch and a special 

committee on documentary films view 
all the films submitted and select the 
nominees. Films submitted for Short 
Subject Awards may also be entered for 
Documentary Awards and vice versa, if 
they qualify. The winners, as are all 
winners in the 22 categories, are se¬ 
lected by a vote of the full Academy 
voting membership. 

In the nominations procedure, votes 
are confined to the individual branches. 
For example, only cinematographers 
vote on the nominations for best 
achievement in cinematography. Rules 
permit craft branch members who are 

also active members of other crafts to 
vote in any category in which they are 
qualified, if the branch involved gives its 
approval. This means that a director- 
writer, for instance, may nominate in 
two categories. All active members of 
the Academy vote to nominate the five 
achievements for the Best Picture of the 
Year Award. 

Each branch has its own set of rules, 
formulated by the branch and approved 
by the Academy Board of Governors. 
Each year these rules are reviewed and, 
if necessary, updated. 

In every category but two, five nomi¬ 
nations are made (only two achieve¬ 
ments are nominated for the Special 
Visual Effects Award and in the case of 
the Short Subjects Award less than five 
nominations may be voted if not 
enough of the films being considered 
meet the branch's standards). The rea¬ 
son for selecting five nominations may 
be the result of the Academy's 36 
charter members nominating five films 
for Best Picture honors in the first Oscar 
competition 42 years ago. "Wings" won 
that year, with another Award going to 
"Sunrise" for artistic quality. 

For four years the five nominations 
were adhered to, but in 1932 the list 
was expanded to eight ("Grand Hotel" 
won that year). The number grew to an 
even dozen for two years, in 1934 and 
1935 ("It Happened One Night" and 
"Mutiny On The Bounty" took the 
prizes in those years). For the next eight 
years, 10 pictures were nominated an¬ 
nually. In 1944, the maximum-of-five 
rule was established ("Going My Way" 
was the winner). 

In the rules for acting Awards, two 
interesting paragraphs appear. One es¬ 
tablishes that no player can be put in 
the position of running against himself 
by being nominated for two different 
roles. If it should happen that a player 
gets enough nomination votes for two 
or more films, he or she competes only 
for the performance that first receives 
the quota of votes necessary to nomi¬ 
nate. 

The other interesting rule is one that 
makes it impossible for a thespian to 

Continued on Page 374 
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On this assignment, the cameraman had to 
disguise himself as a delivery boy, 
and shoot scenes on board a New York City bus 
with his camera inside a cardboard box. 

On board ship, cruising to Bermuda, 
the filming crew pretended they were tourists, 
and carried the camera and recorder to 
each new secret setup inside small suitcases. 

What they were doing was shooting sync 
sound sequences for (gasp!) Candid Camera. 
What they were using was an NPR. 

Smile — you’re on Cardboard Box. 

The cameraman boarded the 
bus with his cardboard box, and 
sat down by himself. The sound¬ 
man got on at the next bus stop, 
with his Nagra in its leather case 
hanging unobtrusively from his 
shoulder. The director was wait¬ 
ing at the next stop, with a trom¬ 
bone player from the local high 
school band, in full band uniform 
with trombone. And at every stop 
thereafter, another member of 
the band, in uniform with instru¬ 
ment, climbed on the bus and 
joined those already on board in 
playing selections from Sousa. 

Through the small holes in his 
cardboard box, the cameraman 
shot the bus driver’s reactions, 
which ranged from amazement 

to fury. When the driver stopped 
the bus to look for a policeman, 
director-interviewer Bob 
Schwartz tapped him on the 
shoulder and delivered the im¬ 
mortal lines: “You’re on Candid 
Camera.” The bus driver didn’t 
believe it, even when the camera¬ 
man got up and walked over to 
him, still rolling, to get a close- 
up of his expression as Mr. 
Schwartz told him that inside 
that cardboard box was a motion 
picture camera. Gasp. 

Psst! — Hand me a Chicken Leg. 

The cruise to Bermuda took 
four days. If the Candid Camera 
team were discovered by a pas¬ 
senger, the news would spread 
fast and they would be unable to 
work for the rest of the time at 
sea. Several bizarre situations 

had to be set up and shot without 
their victims knowing what had 
been going on until the last day 
of the trip. The film crew ate in 
the passengers’ dining room; the 
actors had to skulk inside their 
cabins all the time—except when 
they were impersonating soup- 
spilling stewards or starving 
stowaways. Hidden inside one of 
the lifeboats, the “stowaway” 
would lift its canvas cover a few 
inches and ask a passing pas- 
sengerto bring him a chicken leg 
from the buffet table. 

Suspicious Suitcases Prohibited. 

To get to each new setup, the 
film crew carried their equip¬ 
ment casually through the pas¬ 
sageways inside small suitcases 
— big cases would look too sus- 
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picious. For this, they needed a 
camera about the size and shape 
of a briefcase — and luckily they 
had one. The NPR. At the setup, 
anyplace where there was room 
to shoot they couldn’t use, be- 

4 cause a passenger might wander 
in. Anyplace where they wouldn't 
be discovered was too small to 
shoot in — so they used that. 

The great Film Runout Problem. 

No room for 1200 foot loads 
* in there. No AC power, usually. 

No tripod, even, half the time. 
Certainly no blimp. But if ever 
there was a show that needed 
1200 foot loads, it was Candid 
Camera. The classic problems of 
shooting un-rehearsed action, 
plus the necessity for total 
secrecy. The program’s shooting 
to aired-footage ratio averaged 

t 

around a hundred to one! And 
the best action very often hap¬ 
pened precisely at film runout, 
of course. Gasp. 

I said Sync, Madam — not Sink. 

But Mr. Schwartz reports that 
the two-man crews got to the 
point where they could change 
the NPR’s magazine literally in 
three seconds. They left the tape 
recorder running; and the NPR’s 
built-in clapper automatically re¬ 
established sync. With earlier 
cameras, they had used a system 
of warning lights to let the inter¬ 
viewer know that he should stall 
the action while the crew 
changed magazines. But with 
the NPR, all that was found to 
be unnecessary. The NPR, in 
fact, turned out to be the ideal 
Candid Camera camera. 

We have a brochure on the NPR 
that we'd like to send to you. Just 
let us know your address. Ours is 
Eclair Corporation of America, 
7262 Melrose Avenue, Los Angeles 
Calif. 90046. Call (213) 933-7182 

eclair 
Camera makers since 1909 
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A DOUBLE FRONT-PROJECTION SET-UP 
THAT USES SLIDES FOR BACKGROUNDS 

A simple way to add static backgrounds 
to your scenes-with a dissolve capability 

(EDITOR'S NOTE: The following, repro¬ 

duced from the current issue of "The Aper¬ 

ture", official publication of Calvin Commu¬ 

nications, Inc., details a simple but effective 

method of front-projection utilizing two 
standard slide projectors rigged to provide 

static background "plates" for the filming of 

composite scenes—with a background dissolve 

capability. I/Ve pass it on to our readers as yet 

another application of front-projection, one 

that is easy to set up and operate.) 

Calvin's Camera Department has 
been experimenting with some exciting 
front screen projection materials and 
techniques lately. We've learned some 
things that might interest producers 
who— 

a. have limited studio space 
b. are working on low budget pro¬ 

ductions 
c. need to get worldwide locations 

into a film, but have those loca¬ 
tions only on 35mm slides 

d. want quality that is hard to get 
with rear-screen projection. 

We've concluded that we can do a 
better job cheaper using 3M Scotch-lite 

retro-reflective screen material (#7610) 
and shooting from out front. . . than 
we can with the rear-screen method. 

The troubles with rear-screen are 
pretty well known: You have to have as 
much space behind the screen as in 
front because the projector has to have 
room to throw the image to the screen. 
The projector has to be powerful, and 
usually that creates hot spots on the 
projected image. With rear-screen pro¬ 
jection, you can't tolerate any spill light 
on the front of the screen; the image 
will wash out. The talent has to stand 
close to the screen because there is not 
enough light on the screen to give the 
cameraman any depth-of-field. He has 
to shoot wide-open, and there's always 
the danger of the rear-screen image 
coming out fuzzy. Most rear-screen 
work has to be done with special equip¬ 
ment, using 4" x 5'' transparencies, for 
example. The emulsion has to be ce¬ 
mented to glass and the film base 
removed so it won't melt or turn brown 
from the heat of the projector. All these 
disadvantages can be eliminated through 

front-screen projection with a set-up 
like that indicated in the following 
diagram: 

If only one projector is used, it 
would be #1 in the diagram. The image 
is thrown to mirror #1 which bends the 
light 90° to the screen. The screen 
reflects light straight back to its point of 
origin, which in the diagram set-up is 
the camera lens. Using two projectors 
equipped with dissolve units (and an¬ 
other mirror mounted in position #2) 
you can even get dissolve effects. Or, 
using black slides in one of the two 
projectors, you can get fade-in or fade- 
out effects. The mirrors referred to, it 
should be pointed out, are front¬ 
surfaced mirrors, with 30% reflectance 
and 70% transmission characteristics. 

The advantages of this kind of front- 
screen projection are several: 

a. The screen image is extremely 
brilliant. In fact, we've had to use 
a neutral density filter in order to 
keep over-all light levels tolerable 

Continued on Page 369 

The front-projection system used at Calvin Communications, Inc. employs two 35mm slide projectors equipped with dissolve units. The 
front-surfaced mirrors, set at a 45-degree angle to the projectors, reflect 30% of the projected light and transmit 70%. The retro-reflective screen 
material, with its tremendous gain capability reflects an extremely bright image, but only when viewed from a position dead center to the nodal 
point of the film camera's lens. 

PROJECTOR #1 

SCREEN 
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tension and constant speed! 

ALLIED FILM LAB modified a 10-year-old processor 
with SBR-Drive ... and now it runs like new! 
Join the many leaders, like Allied Film Lab, Foto-Kem, News Film 
Laboratories, University Microfilm, etc., who are already benefiting 
from this revolutionary “step forward” in processor design. Write to¬ 
day for complete details about our modification program. Modernize 
your processor with Treise SBR-Drive! 

When using SBR-Drive, 
the elevator is kept at a 
fixed position less than 
an inch from the bottom 
of the tank, thus permit¬ 
ting full utilization of 
chemical solutions. SBR- 
Drive comes either in individual lift-out racks or as part of 
a complete unit lifted out by hoist, for quick easy servicing. 

SBR-Drive includes an automatic braking system to stop 
the processor, in the event a film breaks due to some 
error in handling. 

The new Treise SBR-Drive Processors feature stainless 
steel tanks, with hastelloy or titanium components in ferri 
bleach areas. Models are available to accommodate any 
film size from 8mm to 105mm, to handle any kind of pro¬ 
cess, and to operate at speeds from 30 fpm to 250 fpm. 

Bill Smith, Allied Film President, 
checks over his SBR-Drive. 

Any laboratory that changes film sizes frequently or plans to 
process multi-perforated film will find the new Treise Pro¬ 
cessors a dream to operate. They feature a revolutionary new 
type of demand-drive that assures uniform controllable tension 
and constant film speed throughout the processor. 

The heart of the Treise SBR-Drive is a unique new film 
roller with a flexible heavy-duty 5-leaf spring insert. The spring 
bearing rollers (SBR) are mounted on a stationary shaft at the 
top of each rack and are free to rotate. An overdrive shaft is 
mounted directly underneath. As film tension increases (or 
decreases), the SBR contact (or pull away from) the drive 
shaft. The result is individual strand control! Due to the un¬ 
usual construction of the Treise spring insert, the distance 
between the rollers and the drive shaft is so small that the 
slightest change in film tension creates a response and thus 
maintains a remarkable degree of equilibrium. 

All SBR are equipped with “soft touch tires” that firmly 
grip the film and smoothly move it along without the slightest 
scratch or abrasion. Treise processors operate smoother, too, 
because they feature heavy-duty gear box drive and torque 
motor take-ups. 

Write for full information about SBR-Drive! 

REISE ENGINEERING, INC. 
1941 FIRST STREET • SAN FERNANDO, CALIF. 91340 • (213) 365-3124 



When you’re the whole show, you need the one-man camera: Bolex 
A man in your position can’t afford 
to bother with a 16mm camera 
that’s temperamental, cumbersome, A 
incomplete, or experimental. 
You need a hundred percent solid 
pro camera that’s proven itself iB' 
from the registration claw on out. M 
You need a Bolex. It can do 
anything you need it to do. ^B 
Documentary and news filming, 
with the Vario-Switar 86 OE ^ 
automatic thru-the-lens light 
metering zoom. 
Close-up photography, with pre-set 
diaphragm Switar macro lenses or 
bellows extension. Available 
light filming, with the incredible jjjJ 
high speed Switar* f/1.1 lens. §■ 
Special effects filming—lap 
dissolves, fades, double exposures. 
Animation and time lapse photography, 
accurately accomplished with single 
frame exposures and the built-in 
frame counter. 12 minutes of 
uninterrupted shooting, with the 
400 foot magazine. Fast action filming 
with compact 100 foot load, spring 
wind, and automatic threading. f 

Variable speed filming, from 12 to 64 f.p.s. Sync, 
sound, with the constant speed (24 f.p.s.) motor. 

Cinephotomicrography—without disturbing 
^ vibrations, because of the Bolex circular 

shutter. Underwater filming, with the 
special Bolex underwater housing. 

|||^% Bolex is so versatile and reliable that 
\ it becomes an extension of yourself. 

B More than a camera. More like a friend. 
■ ... |. If you want the free 32 page 16mm 

hj Product Buying Guide write to 
address below: 

Paillard Incorporated 
1900 Lower Road, Linden, N.J. 07036. 

Other products: Hasselblad cameras and equipment. 
Hermes typewriters and figuring machines. 

Kern Switar lenses were selected 
to film the moon landing. 



UNIVERSAL 
LONG LENS 
SUPPORT 
CRADLE 
DESIGNED BY F&B/CECO 

With the help of the cinematographers in the industry, 

F&B/CECO has designed a universal long lens support 
cradle that easily adapts to all popular cameras. You asked 
for it. Here it is. The lens rides on ball bearing bushings 
which allows finger-touch focusing. F&B/CECO thanks 

you for your help. 

EASILY ADAPTS TO 

16mm Arriflex 

16mm Eclair NPR 

16mm Mitchell 

ALL POPULAR CAMERAS 

16mm Milliken 

35mm Arriflex 

35mm Mitchell R35 Mark II 

F&B/CECO C. 
Branches in: Cleveland/Atlanta/Washington, D.C./Buffalo 

315 W. 43rd St. 
New York, N.Y. 10036 

Telex: 1-25497 
(212) JU 6-1420 

7051 Santa Monica Blvd. 
Hollywood, Calif. 90038 

Telex: 69-4536 
(213) 469-3601 

51 East 10th Avenue 
Hialeah, Florida 33010 

Telex: 51532 
(305) 888-4604 
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PHOTOGRAPHING "THE MOLLY MAGUIRES" 
Continued from Page 311 

Much of the walls of the mine were covered with actual 
casts from one of the deepest coal mines in northeastern 
Pennsylvania. A total of 135 different casts were made by 
plaster experts in areas in which it would have been 
impractical to stretch the necessary cables and set up lighting 
equipment for filming. 

These casts reproduced every type of coal tunnel wall and 
ceiling, including glistening anthracite, or "blue coal" stratas, 
dull-gray slag stratas, iron ore veins and areas in which all 
three were exposed. 

After the casts were "laced” together, the seams were 
closed with a mixture of plastic and plaster and the entire 
surface sprayed with a plastic-like material. This, in turn, was 
painted as required to ensure an effect so realistic that 
visitors knocked on its surface to determine which was the 
imitation wall and which was the real anthracite, of which 
200 tons were shipped from Mahanoy, Pa., to the studio in 
Hollywood. An arrangement of dripping water and tiny 
rivulets seeping through the walls formed a murky sludge on 
the tunnel floors to add to the discomfiture of the 
film-makers just as it did to the miners in the time of the 
story. 

Not only did the tunnels curve and vary in height from 
five feet to a nine-foot center to permit mules to haul the 
coal cars over the tracks provided for that purpose, but there 
were various off-shoots and pockets. At times the actors 
worked in areas 38 feet above the sound stage floor. The 
highest point of the setting, which extended 45 feet to the 
top of the stage, reproduced the slope entrance of the actual 
mine in Pennsylvania. Especially installed engines controlled 
the cables which raised and lowered the coal cars and the cars 
on which the miners descended and ascended from the mine 
depths. 

Among the areas within the mine set were the stable for 
the mules which spend their entire lives in the mine and 
eventually become blind, a blacksmith shop and a turntable 
which permitted the coal cars to be turned and shunted in 
various directions. 

During the shooting, director Martin Ritt and his crew 
assumed more the appearance of mine workers than film¬ 

makers. Special cover-all suits were issued to the crew as ^ 
protection from the all-pervading dirt and coal dust, and 
painters' masks were worn as protection from breathing the 
dust during the filming of action and explosion scenes. 

Before leaving the Eckley location to go toil in Para¬ 
mount's ersatz coal mine-on-the-lot, Howe had, in the 
interest of realism, paid a visit to the real thing—1200 feet 
under ground. 

"I didn't really care much about going down into those 
mines," he confesses. "The timbers were rotten and there 
was water dripping all over the place. But going down there . 
and seeing how they worked gave me an idea of what the , 
lighting should look like. At first you can't see anything, but 
then the pupils of your eyes open up and it's amazing how 
much you can see. Even so, there's not enough foot-candles 
to photograph anything-but I knew I would have to find a 
way to light our coal mine set so that it would have this 
appearance, while still giving me enough light to get an 
exposure. 

"Now, of course, coal miners wear little electric lights on 
their caps, but during the period of our story they wore oil 
lamps backed up with little reflectors. Here and there would v 
be larger oil lamps with huge wicks, as well as candles set in 
spikes driven into the walls of the shaft. 

"There were a few other problems I could foresee. The 
coal miners' faces are black from the coal dust. Their clothes 
are almost black for the same reason. And you have to 
photograph them against a black background. If we had shot 
this picture in black and white I would have had a difficult 
time getting separation between the characters and the 
background. In color the chances were a little bit better. 

"I had always thought that coal was black, but it's 
surprising how much color there is in it under lights-mostly 
blue. Also, it's not a photographically dead material. It shines V 
and sparkles with a lot of life." 

Back in the Hollywood coal mines, Howe set about trying 
to duplicate the look of the real thing, circa 1870. The set 
had been built exactly to the proportions of the actual 
mine—with no "wild" walls. The highest point of the main 
tunnel was about nine feet. There was a track running down 
the middle to accommodate the little coal cars pulled by 
mules, and smaller tunnels, where the digging was actually 
going on, slanted off of the main one. They were only three 

(LEFT) Two Panavision cameras are set for filming inside the 100-year-old courthouse in the town of Jim Thorpe. (RIGHT) Sequence duplicates actual 
trial of the Molly ringleaders held in this courtroom, which required only minor changes to restore it to 1876 authenticity. The rebels were convicted on 
the testimony of company spy James McParlan, played in the film by Richard Harris, who infiltrated their ranks and actually participated in several of 
their capers. 



(LEFT) Plotting by lamplight, the Molly leaders look like figures in a classic painting. Howe favors clean source lighting, dislikes decorative shadows on 
the background. (CENTER) Harsh cross-light inside the mine, provided by small quartz units, accentuates the rugged masculinity of the miners. (RIGHT) 
Miners of the period wore oil lamps with miniature reflectors on their caps. For shots in which they were faced away from camera, Howe substituted tiny, 
battery-powered high-intensity lamps. 

or four feet high, just big enough for a miner to crawl around 
inside. 

It was necessary to separate the planes of the tunnel to 
indicate its depth and show where the sub-tunnels branched 
off, but due to the cramped quarters it was impossible to use 
conventional studio lighting units, such as 5-K's and 10-K's. 
Instead, ColorTran Mini-lite 6 units (650 watts) and Set 
Lights (1000 watts) were "hidden” behind convenient 
out-croppings of coal. 

"For this purpose, I needed small units that would give 
me an even flat light over a large area, because I didn't want 
the long shots to look too spotty," Howe explains. “If I had 
used spotlights the shadows would have been too sharp. I 
wanted softer shadows, or better yet, an absence of shadow, 
because I don't think black shadows against a dark back¬ 
ground would have helped the effect any." 

The critical element was that of duplicating the feel of 
source light coming from the small oil lamps the miners wore 
on their caps. To achieve the effect, Howe bought several 
dozen of the tiny high-intensity lamps used to light certain 
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instruments on space ships. No larger than a marble, they are 
extremely rugged and can be operated from a battery pack. 
These were mounted in the cap-lights of the actors playing 
the roles of miners. They used them mostly when turned 
away from the camera, wearing the battery pack in front. Off 
in the background they looked like so many fireflies. 

"Of course, when the actors were facing right into the 
lens, especially in close shots, they would switch to the oil 
lamps with polished reflectors," explains Howe, "but when 
they were faced in the other direction or walking away, the 
little globes worked very well. The reflectors spread the light 
out so that you didn't get a spot effect, which would have 
been bad. Exposure-wise, I was able to get quite a bit from 
these little lamps—mainly because of reflections from the 
coal. The film picked up quite a bit of color because of the 
sheen and I was also able to silhouette miners against a coal 
background. If the coal had been dead black, without any 
reflective surface, this wouldn't have been possible." 

For shooting the extensive night-for-night scenes in "THE 
Continued on Page 371 
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Harris and Connery, playing company under¬ 
cover spy and Molly ringleader, respectively, 
relish a moment of genuine camaraderie as they 
enjoy the blaze they have set inside the com¬ 
pany-owned general store. Sequence was 
filmed in an actual building on location. Low- 
key lighting was tricky because of extreme 
depth-of-field required, plus necessity of main¬ 
taining consistent color tone of the flame from 
scene to scene. 



A light-weight, low-amperage, compact unit that is 

cool to the touch, but puts out almost as much light 

as a Brute arc, promises much for location filming. 

XENON LIGHTS FOR 

Compact size of the Sunbrute 4000-watt 
Xenon Floodlight is evident here, as the unit 
is used to "buck" high-noon sunlight. The 
light weighs less than 30 pounds, and is equip¬ 
ped with a bail compatible with most pedestal 
stands now in use. 

ficiently close to sunlight for many 
noncritical applications. Clusters of 
these lamps, in rectangular and circular 
arrays containing up to twelve bulbs 
(7.8KW), are readily available. Their 
operating cost is high, they produce 
multiple shadows (one for each lamp), 
and the illumination field from a mul¬ 
tiple-lamp array leaves much to be 
desired. But they are simple to build, 
operate and wrap. 

Xenotech, Inc., has developed a new 
type of lightweight, high radiance, 
xenon arc floodlight for motion picture 
and television cinematography. The 
units incorporate many of the desirable 
features of both carbon arc and tung¬ 
sten lights, while eliminating many of 
the limitations of this equipment. The 
new xenon lights, trade-named "Sun- 
brute”tm, are presently available in 

By JEFF HUTCHINSON, Vice President, 
Xenotech, Inc., Van Nuys, California 

The problem of illuminating shadows 
in scenes lighted by natural sunlight is 
one that has plagued photographers 
since the invention of color film. Unless 
the "fill" light has nearly the same color 
temperature as sunlight, objects illum¬ 
inated by the sun plus the fill light will 
have different color values than those 
lighted only by the sun. The original fill 
light was the sun itself, bounced from 
reflectors into important shadows, a 
practice that became even more popular 
when aluminum foil became available. 
When the conditions are right, no arti¬ 
ficial fill light can beat this system for 
simplicity or low cost. 

Carbon arc lights are, and have been, 
the mainstay of sun-fill "booster" light¬ 
ing for at least the last twenty years. 
The units are rugged, simple to operate, 
and produce a powerful beam that 
comes close to matching the color tem¬ 
peratures of sunlight. They are also 

heavy: 175 to 250 pounds for the 
"head" itself, plus another 80 pounds 
for the grid, and 215 pounds for the 
electrically-operated elevator that must 
be used to raise and lower the light. 
Their weight and bulk were not particu¬ 
larly significant in the days when big 
budget feature films were made primar¬ 
ily on large Hollywood sets, where 
power and people were in plentiful 
supply. 

The so-called "FAY-light", a dichro- 
ic-filter-coated, tungsten-iodide lamp, 
developed originally for home movie¬ 
makers, swept the professional market 
several years ago. Its simplicity, low 
initial cost, and light weight have made 
it a favorite with many location com¬ 
panies. Basically, the FAY-light is a 650- 
Watt tungsten-iodide lamp, with a filter 
coating on the bulb that raises the 
apparent color temperature of the pro¬ 
jected beam to 4500-4800° Kelvin, suf¬ 

ln this scene, the subject was sprawled across the front seat of the automobile. Shadows were 
filled by means of a single Sunbrute 4000-watt Xenon Floodlight. Excellent color balance was 
maintained without auxiliary filtering, because of the light's 6000 K inherent color temperature. 
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COMPARATIVE PERFORMANCE SUMMARY * 

Input Power 
Beam Intensity 

At 25 Ft. 

Beam Size 
Between 50% 
Power Points 

Beam 
Lumens 

Efficiency, Color 
Lumens/Watt Temp. Weight 

1. 225-Amp Carbon Arc* 120V.D.C., 225A. Flood: 595 F.C. Avg. 14.5 Ft. Dia. 98,000 3.5 5000°K 305 lbs. 
With Grid (27,000 Wts.) Spot: 2185 F.C. Avg. 4.0 Ft. Dia. 27,500 1.0 5000°K 

2. 225-Amp Carbon Arc, 68V.D.C., 225A. Same Same Same 6.20 5000°K 225 lbs. 
+ 
( 

Without Grid (15,300 Wts.) 1.76 5000°K 

Beam Intensity 
At 15 Ft. 

3. Nine-Lamp "FAY-Light” 120V., 48A. 950 F.C. Avg. 4.5' x 7.0' 29,900 5.1 4500 to 32 lbs. 
(5850 Wts.) Elliptical 5000°K 

4. Sunbrute XE-20 30V.D.C., 67A. Flood: 600 F.C. Avg. 8.0 Ft. Dia. 30,160 15.5 6000°K 25 lbs. 
(2000 Wts.) Spot: 1400 F.C. Avg. 5.0 Ft. Dia. 27,500 13.7 6000°K 25 lbs. 

f 5. Sunbrute XE-40 30V.D.C., 134A. Flood: 1500 F.C. Avg. 8.5 Ft. Dia. 85,000 21.2 6000°K 29 lbs. | (4000 Wts.) Spot: 3500 F.C. Avg. 5.5 Ft. Dia. 83,000 20.7 6000°K 29 lbs. 

*Data from tests at MGM London Studios, Sept. 10-11,1969. 

COMPARATIVE OPERATING COSTS (EXCLUDING LABOR) 

6-Lamp 
FAY-lite 

9-Lamp 
FAY-lite 

225A Carbon 
Arc "Brute" Sunbrute 2K Sunbrute 4K 

^Initial Cost, light source^1 ^ $84.00 $126.00 $1.68/trim $550.00 $725.00 

Rated Lifetime, lamp set(2) 30 hrs. 30 hrs. 
40 mins/pos 
80 mins/neg 500 hrs. 500 hrs. 

Operating Cost per hour (light source only) $2.80/hr. $4.20/hr. $2.09/hr. $1.10/hr. $1.45/hr. 

.abor time to change lamp set 30 mins. 45 mins. 
3 mins/change 
2 mins/burn-in 15 mins. 15 mins. 

Total Labor, 500 hours operation 8.3 hrs. 12.45 hrs. 31 hrs. 15 mins. 15 mins. 

(1) Based on average 1969 low net selling prices to high-volume users. 
(2) Lifetimes of lamps based on manufacturer's warranty. 

Practical use of xenon lamps depends on careful design of the reflector and any other optical elements used with the lamp. The Sunbrute reflector 
collects more than 80% of the radiation produced by the horizontal xenon arc, and reflects it through an optical "mixer" element to the 
illumination plane. The arc, only one-quarter of an inch long at the lamp, is magnified almost 500 times to light a ten-foot diameter field. This great 
magnification demands that the reflector contour design and surface quality be flawless. 



Director of Photography Phil Lathrop, ASC, on location in Alabama during the shooting of "THE 
TRAVELING EXECUTIONER". Sunbrute 2000-watt xenon floodlights, operating from AC power 
supplies, were also used for several interior set-ups to buck daylight coming through the windows. 
6000 Kelvin color temperature makes filter correction unnecessary. 

2000 and 4000-watt sizes. The 2K unit 
is roughly equivalent to a 10-lamp FAY- 
light, while the 4K unit is comparable in 
light output to a 225-ampere carbon arc 
"Brute". The lights may be operated 
from batteries, portable generator sets, 
or from rectifiers connected to A.C. 
mains. The Sunbrute 2K weighs about 
25 pounds, and the 4K unit weighs 
about 30 pounds. 

A great amount of effort has been 
expended to make these new lights 
compatible with equipment now in use. 
The 2K and 4K yokes are designed to fit 
all standard pedestals. The lights will be 
equipped with diffuser holders that will 
accept all standard "Junior" grip equip¬ 
ment. The beam spread and density 
range of both lights allow for their use 
in roughly the same way, at the same 
distances, as FAY-lights and Brutes, 
although the unique design of Sunbrute 
lights probably will facilitate many new, 
heretofore impractical, lighting 
methods. The xenon lights may be 
positioned in tight corners, lighted, and 
left burning unattended, while rehear¬ 
sals and other setups are being made. 
Large arrays of the Sunbrutes could be 
lighted by remote control. Their light 
weight and small size makes possible 
direct mounting of the lights on boom 
cars and insert cars where they could be 
"bore-sighted" with the camera to il¬ 
luminate whatever is seen in the view¬ 
finder. Both the 2K and 4K Sunbrutes 
are equipped with focusing adjustments 
that provide control over the beam 
width. 

Based on our early experiences, Sun¬ 

brute 2K lights seem destined primarily 
for lighting interiors, to buck sunlight 
coming through windows and doors, 
and as special effects lights. A good 
example of the latter would be the 
simulation of sunbeams coming into a 
room from outside a set. 

The Sunbrute 4K light will probably 
have more universal appeal, because of 
its many advantages over the large car¬ 
bon arc, whose performance it nearly 
equals. 

One important factor that has made 
possible the design of new xenon lights 
like the Sunbrutes is the dramatic im¬ 
provement in the quality and availa¬ 
bility of xenon lamps. The U. S. Army, 
since 1962, has purchased over ten 
thousand 2.2 kilowatt xenon tank 
searchlights. The Army's requirement 
for these searchlights, and for other 
military lights using larger and smaller 
lamps, has created a large market for 
high quality, reliable xenon lamps. U. S. 
manufacturers now producing xenon 
lamps include PEK Laboratories, ILC 
Laboratories, Illumination Industries, 
Durotest, Westinghouse, Hanovia, and 
General Electric. Osram lamps, from 
Germany, are imported by MacBeth 
Sales Company, while Ushio lamps, 
from Japan, are distributed in the 
United States by Radiarc, Inc. This 
ready availability of lamps is a far cry 
from the days of 1960 when xenon 
lamps were virtually unknown in the 
United States. The Army's seemingly 
unrealistic (in 1962) environmental tests 
for military lamps also contributed to 
the development of reliable, long-life 

lamps which are now commercially 
available. 

Xenon lamps radiate energy from 
xenon gas molecules which are excited 
by an electrical arc between the lamp 
electrodes, rather than from the con¬ 
sumption of the electrodes, as in the 
carbon arc. Since xenon molecules radi¬ 
ate at approximately the same part of 
the spectrum, regardless of lamp input 
power, the brightness, or color tempera¬ 
ture, of the light will remain constant 
over wide input power variations. This 
property gives xenon lamps a decided 
advantage over any filamented lamps, all 
of which change color temperature with 
input power changes. Tests of the Sun¬ 
brute XE-40 4K xenon light show that 
the color temperature remains between 
5700-5950° Kelvin over an input power 
range of 2000-4000 Watts. 

Continued on Page 362 

of M-G-M Studios' Electrical Department and 
a world-renowned authority on motion pic¬ 
ture lighting, has worked closely as a consult¬ 
ant in the development of xenon units for use 
in cinematography. The following is his state¬ 
ment concerning the most recent progress in 
the state of the art: 

The byword until now has been that "We 

will do the job with whatever is available," 

and the economic restraints that are presently 

demanded of every producer bring back the 

persistent questions: When will lightweight 
xenon lamp units be developed for our 

industry? How soon will they be available? 

Xenotech has not only answered all the 

questions, but has succeeded in designing the 

first of a new generation of xenon lamps that 

rather stun the imagination. They offer possi¬ 
bilities that have heretofore been thought of 
only in terms of "maybe in the future." 

It is gratifying that / have had the oppor¬ 
tunity to be a small part in this development 

that will do so much to improve our ability to 

be more competitive in this most competitive 
business. 
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NEED A JD IN EUROPE? 

1 

t 

SHOOTING 
—f=>ANAVISION 

IN 
EUROPE? 

FOR ALL YOUR PRODUCTION REQUIREMENTS 
CAMERAS: 

LENSES: 
PANAVISION: 

DOLLIES: 
CRANES: 

TRIPOD HEADS: 
HELICOPTER MOUNTS: 

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT: 
RECORDERS: 

SOUND ACCESSORIES: 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS: 

SOUND TRANSFER: 
EDITING EQUIPMENT: 

EDITING FACILITIES: 

DUBBING: 
VIEWING: 

PORTABLE PROJECTION: 
STILL CAMERAS: 

CLOSED CIRCUIT T.V: 
CAMERA CARS: 

HELICOPTERS: 
PRODUCTION FACILITIES: 

TECHNICIANS: 
FREIGHT AND 

PASSENGER HANDLING: 

Arriflex, Auricon, Bolex, Eclair, Mitchell, etc. 
Wide Aperture, Wide Angle, Normal, Telephoto and Zoom. 
Anamorphic lenses, 35 and 65mm. cameras, etc. 
Colortran, Elemack & Moviola. 
Up to 28ft. lens height. 
Cartoni, Miller, Moy, O'Connor, Vinten & Worrall. 
Tyler Major & Mini. 
Colortran, Lowell, Mole Richardson, Battery portable, etc. 
Nagra, Westrex, etc., mono or stereo. 
Fisher Booms, all types of microphones. 
Walkie talkies, Transmitter/receivers up to 25 watts output, 
Loudhailers, etc. 
14in., 8, 16, 17.5 and 35mm., by Westrex. 
Moviola & Steenbeck Editing Machines, Joiners, Synchronisers, 
Moy Numbering Machines, etc. 
Cutting Rooms, Productions Offices, Music & Effects Libraries, 
Mobile Cutting Room & Viewing Theatre. 
Westrex 16mm. Reversible. 
16 and 35mm. Single or Double Head. 
16 or 35mm. Single or Double Head. 
Pentax, Polaroid. 
Plumbicon & Vidicon, T.V. Viewfinders for Film Cameras, VTR. 
With front, roof and rear platforms, Casper Camera Cars. 
Alouette II Astazou, Bell 47G4A. 
Full technical crews as required. 
All grades. 

Our own Offices at London & Amsterdam Airports. 

DAY& NIGHT ■ 7 DAYS A WEEK 
►»»>»3 
SAMUELSON 
FILM SERVICE 
LIMITED 

SAMCINE HOUSE, 
303-305 Cricklewood Broadway, 
London, N.W.2. 
ENGLAND. 

Telephone: (01) 452 8090 
Telex: 21430 
Cables: SAMCINE, London. 

- WORLD WIDE SERVICE 
Schiphol Airport (East), 

TWWWWWWWA Building 106, 
Amsterdam, 
HOLLAND. SAMUEISON 

IHTIRNATIOHAL 
NV 

Telephone:(020) 171990 
Telex: 14613 
Cables: SAMCINE, Amsterdam. 



The Newcomer- 
.The Cradle Gear 

Head 

The Industry Standard C and H 

THE NCE FAMILY 

of HYDROFLUID 
TRIPODS 

The Workhorse— 
Tl>e Master 

Here are ready choices of the unit best suited to your pro¬ 
duction needs. 

Each tripod base and head built for enduring dependable 
service: steady, sturdy and rock-like yet as flexible and 
smooth working as a delicate tool. 

* Hydrofluid, Jr., offspring of the NCE family, is being 
distributed by Cinema Beaulieu (Hervic Corp.) 

ALL ARE NOW AVAILABLE 

Registered 
Trade Mark 
Patent No. 
3,353,776 

Write for Prices and Information 

National Cine Equipment Inc. 
37 West 65th Street, New York City 10023 
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ALL AURICON EQUIPMENT IS SOLD WITH 
A 30 DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE. 

“CINE-VOICE II” 16mm Optical Sound-On-Film Camera. 

•* 100 ft. film capacity for 2
3A minutes of 

recording; 6-Volt DC Convertor or 115-Volt AC 
operation.'* $1180.00 (and up). 

“AURICON PR0-600“16mm Optical Sound-On-FIlm Camera. 
600 ft. film capacity for I6Y2 minutes of 

recording.** $1820.00 (and up) with 30 day 
money-back guarantee. 

“SUPER 1200” 16 mm Optical Sound-On-Film Camara. 
1200 ft, film capacity for 33 minutes of 

recording. * $6425.00 (and up) complete for 
“High-Fidelity” Talking Pictures. 

“PR0-600 SPECIAL" 16mm tight-Weieht Camera. 
•4c 400 ft. film capacity for 11 minutes of 
recording.** $1620.00 (and up). 

PORTABLE POWER SUPPLY UNIT—Model PS-21... Silent 
in operation, furnishes 115-Volt AC power to drive 
“Single System” or “Double System” Auricon 
Equipment from 12 Volt Storage Battery, for 
remote “location” filming..* $337.00 

FILMA6NETIC —Finger points to Magnetic pre-stripe 
on unexposed film for recording lip-synchronized 
magnetic sound with your picture. Can be used 
with all Auricon Cameras, ■*$1325.00 (and up). 

Strictly for Profit 
CHOOSE AURICON 

ff it's profit you’re after in the production of 

16 mm Sound-On Film Talking Pictures, Auricon 
Cameras provide ideal working tools for shooting 
profitable Television Newsreels, film commercials, 
inserts, and local candid-camera programming. 
Now you can get Lip-Synchronized Optical or 

Magnetic Sound WITH your picture using Auricon 
16 mm Sound-On-Film Cameras. Precision designed 
and built to “take it.” 

Strictly for Profit—Choose Auricon! 

TRIP0D— Models FT-10 and FT-10S12... 
Pan-Tilt Head Professional Tripod for 
velvet-smooth action. Perfectly counter-balanced 
to prevent Camera “dumping."-* $406.25 (and up). 

A.tTRICOST, Zi 
€3003 Romaine Street, Hollywood 38, CaliC 

HO LLYWOOD 3-00 31 

Auricon Equipment is sold with a 30-day Money-Back Guarantee. You must be satisfied. 

Write for your Is 

free copy of 
this 74-page 
Auricon Catalog 

B3 OF> PROFESSIONAL 16MM CAMERAS SINCE 1S31 
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AN EVALUATION OF QUARTZ SET-LIGHTING 
EQUIPMENT Versus CONVENTIONAL INCANDESCENT 
AND BRUTE ARC SET-LIGHTING EQUIPMENT 

The results of a full-scale test conducted by 

Paramount Studios to determine if tungsten-halogen 

lamps can truly duplicate the mood and quality of 
lighting achieved until now with standard equipment 

By GLENN FARR 
Engineering Research and Development, Paramount Studios 

Because of the many controversial 
aspects in the use of quartz halogen 
bromine clear, and dichroic-coated, 
PAR type lamps, Paramount Pictures 
Corporation, Facilities Division, re¬ 
quired actual photographic results to 
evaluate the feasibility of this type of 
lamp for set lighting. 

Mr. Russ Brown initiated the motiva¬ 
tion to obtain these photographic evalu¬ 
ations, with live action, and set dressing 
in interior and exterior sets for cinema¬ 
tography to compare quartz lighting 
with conventional incandescent lighting 
and with brute arc lighting. 

To obtain optimum results, the pho¬ 
tography was directed by James Wong 
Howe, ASC, who, by the application of 
his artistic ability, is without a peer in 
his profession. 

Eastman Color Film 5254 was used 
for the photography. 

Set lighting units necessary to con¬ 
duct the tests were supplied by Berkey- 
Colortran Company and Mole-Richard- 
son Company. General Electric Lamps, 
Cat. No. G.E. Q1000 PAR 64/7D were 
supplied by Berkey-Colortran Company. 
Dichroic coating on this type was ap¬ 
plied by Optical Coating Laboratories, 
Inc., Santa Rosa. Dichroic coating on 
650-watt PAR 36 lamps, by G.E. Photo 
Lamp Division, Nela Park, Cleveland, is 
a new hard dichroic coating designated 
on FBE lamp cartons as YW. These 
lamps were also supplied by Berkey- 
Colortran. 

In all tests various luminaires were 
used for light distribution, but not all 
lamps in units were burning. Amount of 

James Wong Howe, ASC, shown on location for "THE MOLLY MAGUIRES" with star Samantha 
Eggar, was commissioned by Paramount Studios to conduct an in-depth test of tungsten-halogen 
lighting units, following his extensive use of them in photographing "MAGUIRES". In background 
are two of the Mini-Brute quartz clusters which he used to replace arcs on location. 

units used for tests with total wattage 
and amperes will be indicated. 

Scene 1-Take 1 was a test of an 
interior set. Dressing of all sets was 
supervised by Bud Brooks. This was to 
observe the results of photography with 
all dichroic coated lamps for light 
sources. This test was conducted to 
observe results for evaluation only, for 
color observation, using a 35mm camera 
lens, with an 85 filter on camera, key 
light 350 F.C., fill light 100 F.C., 
over-all 400 F.C. and shot at a lens stop 
of F.4. Closeups, Scene 2-Take 1, and 
Scene 3-Take 1 are identical lighting 
except with 75mm lens. Total lumin¬ 
aires used was 15, some Mole-Richard- 
son, some Berkey-Colortran. Total wat¬ 
tage 21,100, total amps. 175. 

Scenes 4-Take 1, 5-Take 1, and 6- 
Take 1 are all lighted with 3200° K 
clear quartz lamps in 15 luminaires with 
a total of 17,750 watts, 148 amps. 
Action shots with 35mm camera lens at 
stop F.4, key light 200 F.C., fill light 50 
F.C., over-all 200 F.C., closeups with 
75mm lens. 

Scenes 8-Take 1, 9-Take 1, and 
10-Take 1, identical conditions except 
lighting was all incandescent using 15 
luminaires with a total of 30,000 watts, 
250 amps. 

Comparison tests as seen in Scenes 
12-Take 1 and 13-Take 1 were to 
evaluate the use of one 1000 dichroic 
coated lamp for moonlight effect 
through a window with balance of 
lighting all incandescent, versus an arc 
brute for moonlight effect. In both test 
shots all following other conditions 
were identical. Ten incandescent units 
used, wattage including 1000w dichroic 
coated PAR 64 lamp, 9490 watts, 80 
amps, versus same with arc brute at 
33,990 watts, 283 amps. Moonlight 
effect on wall 100 F.C. over-all key 150 
F.C., camera lens 35mm at F.3 stop. 

Comparison tests were made as above 
except quartz lighting was used in place 
of incandescent lighting in reverse order 
Scene 14-Take 1 with arc brute and 9 
quartz luminaires with a total of 33,240 
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A bank of Mini-Brute tungsten-halogen units set up on location for filming of "THE MOLLY 
MAGUIRES" (See story on Page 306). Howe's meticulous tests proved that, with only minor 
variations, every effect heretofore achieved with conventional incandescent and arc equipment can 
be duplicated by means of intelligently used quartz units—and with far less amperage. 

Scene 39-Take 1, night shot, using all 
3200° K clear quartz lamps in 11 light¬ 
ing units. Practical fixtures as photo¬ 
graphed lighted with #1 250-watt 
photofloods and regular 100 and 
150-watt globes, total 11,700 watts, 98 
amps., 150 F.C. camera lens 35mm, 
stop 3.5. 

Scene 40-Take 1, closeup, all condi¬ 
tions same as 39-Take 1. 

Scene 41-Take 1, similar conditions, 
except with 11 incandescent lighting 
luminaires, total 14,750 watts, 123 
amps. 

Scene 42-Take 1, closeup, same light¬ 
ing and conditions as 41-Take 1. 

The results of these tests indicate the 
present possibilities using quartz light¬ 
weight set lighting units with clear 
quartz lamps. 

The manufacturers of set lighting 
units to accept PAR type and other 
types of quartz lamps have made avail¬ 

able to the producers of theatrical and 
television film exceptionally lightweight 
equipment. 

The scenes from Paramount Pictures 
Corporation production "THE MOLLY 
MAGUIRES" of which James Wong 
Howe was Director of Cinematography, 
were made without the use of any arc 
brutes, as was the entire production. 
Interior scenes of church and courtroom 
were lighted entirely with dichroic coat¬ 
ed quartz lamps. The night scene was 
lighted with clear quartz lamps and 
incandescent lamps as follows: 

Interior of Church and Courtroom: 
All dichroic coated PAR 36, 650-watt 
lamps. 

Night, long shot of street: A combi¬ 
nation of conventional incandescent 
lighting units and lighting units with 
650-watt clear quartz bromine halogen 
lamps and 1000 watt clear bromine 
halogen lamps. ■ 

watts, 277 amps, versus Scene 15-Take 
1. Same test using one 1000 watt 
dichroic coated lamp for moonlight 
effect with 8740 watts, 73 amps. Same 
identical conditions as before, namely, 
moonlight effect 100 F.C., over-all key 
150 F.C., camera lens 35mm at stop 
F.3. 

Comparison test shots of moonlight 
effect through window on stairway wall, 
Scenes 16, 17, 18, 19, all Take 1, were 
done using an arc brute for the moon¬ 
light effect versus one 2000-watt clear 
quartz lamp in Multibeam with dichroic 
filter. All with balance of lighting quartz 
or incandescent, except in all scenes, 
light effect of moonlight reflection on 
girl's hair was with a 2000-watt Multi¬ 
beam unit with clear quartz lamp and 
dichroic filter on luminaire. Lighting 
units used with arc brute and quartz 
lighting totaled 5, total watts 29,800, 
248 amps. Scene 17 with arc brute and 
incandescent units, 30,500 watts, 250 
amps. Scene 18 with 2000-watt clear 
quartz in Multibeam with dichroic filter 
for moonlight effect and balance incan¬ 
descent 7000 watts, 67 amps. Scene 19 
same, except quartz lighting in place of 
incandescent 6300 watts, 52 amps. 

All above at same lighting and cam¬ 
era conditions, front light 125 F.C., 
cross light 150 F.C., backlight on girl's 
hair 100 F.C., moonlight effect on wall 
200 F.C., lower staircase wall 10 F.C., 
back of main set wall 40 F.C., camera 
lens 35mm, stop F.3. 

Scene 35-Take 1 is comparison in 
photography to determine results under 
adverse conditions, shooting toward 
double glass doors and windows from 
interior set without diffusion on doors 
or windows, with 6-light Maxi-brutes 
using six 1000-watt dichroic lamps in 
each unit. One unit inside for front 
lighting, 2 units outside toward subject, 
1 unit outside toward double glass doors 
and windows, no diffusion, 24,000 
watts, 200 amps., camera filter 85N3, 
35mm lens, stop F.10, 5000 F.C. 

Scene 36-Take 1, same conditions 
throughout test, except arc brutes with 
Y1 filters. Total watts 102,000, 840 
amps. 

Scene 37-Take 1, day shot of exter¬ 
ior set lighted with 5 arc brutes as 
follows: 3 for background, 1 for fore¬ 
ground, 1 left cross, all with Y1 filters. 
Total 127,500 watts, 1060 amps., 1000 
F.C. camera filter 85, 35mm lens, stop 
F.7. 

Scene 38-Take 1, same as Scene 37 
except five 6-light Maxi-brutes used 
with six 1000-watt dichroic coated 
lamps burning in each unit. Same cam¬ 
era conditions at 1000 F.C. Total 
30,000 watts, 250 amps. 
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NEW WAY OF SEEING... * 
FRESH WAY OF FILMING 

"Today, the ski slope. . . tomorrow, the world!" might 
well be the motto of this company of individualistic 
young film-makers who use an exciting cinema language 
to communicate ideas on a scale that is global in scope 

Roger Brown, President of Summit 
Films, Inc., has announced seven new 
ski films produced by the company for 
immediate release. 

"The Moebius Flip" is a fantasy 
movie about a group of skiers (the Hart 
Ski Company talent team) who find 
that the world has flip-flopped onto the 
other side of reality. The skiers perform 
a variety of dare-devil stunts in an 
attempt to return to reality including 
the sensational "Moebius Flip" by Her¬ 
mann Gollner. The 28-minute, full-color 
film includes some stunning visual ef¬ 
fects and pioneering film techniques. 
"The Moebius Flip" was co-produced 
and directed by Roger Brown and Barry 
Corbet and is being distributed by Asso¬ 
ciation Films and Modern Talking Pic¬ 
tures Service. Sponsors include the Hart 

Ski Company, Trans World Airlines, 
White Stag and Ski Magazine. 

"Ski Racer", sponsored by The 
Lange Company (a major American 
ski-boot manufacturer) is "one of the 
most moving statements about ski rac¬ 
ing ever put on film" according to 
Brown. The highly personal and mood- 
provoking treatment of Producer- 
Director Paul Ryan has captured the 
excitement, anxiety and thrills of com¬ 
petition skiing. The 36-minute full-color 
film also features a closing sequence of 
free pleasure skiing by super-star Jean 
Claude Killy. "Ski Racer" is being dis¬ 
tributed by Modern Talking Picture 
Service. 

Vail, the famous Colorado ski resort 
and original home of Summit Films, 
also announces release of another Sum¬ 

mit production "Skileidoscope", a 
28-minute 16mm full-color film. Joern 
Gerdts, producer and director of the 
Vail film, has worked with the children 
of Vail to create a warm and often 
humorous treatment of skiing pleasure 
at this fast-growing and ever-popular 
Colorado resort. "Skileidoscope" is dis¬ 
tributed by Modern Talking Picture 
Service. ► 

Perhaps the most "far out" sports 
film ever produced is "Ski the Sky" 
produced and directed by Summit film¬ 
maker Robert Fulton and sponsored by 
the Vermont winter resort, Killington 
Ski Area. 

"Ski the Sky" is a "delightful and 
dizzying visual experience" according to 
Brown. Fast cuts, triple exposures, mul¬ 
tiple overlays and a variety of other 

At Vail, Colorado, a gem of a ski resort land-locked in a magnificent valley of the Rockies, producer-cameramen Roger Brown and Barry Corbet record 
scenes for the much-honored "SKI THE OUTER LIMITS" a film which, like none before, captures the special mystique of a sport that turns skiers into 
addicts. Appearing before the cameras are members of the Hart Ski Demonstration team. (LEFT TO RIGHT:) Bill Peterson, Arthur Furrer, Hermann 
Goellner and Tom LeRoy. 
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Barry Corbet, operating a Milliken DBL camera, and Roger Brown, using an Arriflex 16S, film tow-angle shots of Tom LeRoy. Summit Films, Inc. began 
humbly at Vail with films that concentrated on skiing. Its small but highly creative production teams now operate throughout the world shooting a vast 
variety of subject matter. 

cinematic techniques give the viewer a 
feeling of the mood and excitement of 
skiing at Killington. Accompanying the 
strong visual treatment, "Ski the Sky" 
features a sound track of folk, jazz, 
classical and electronic rock music. Dis¬ 
tributed by Association Films. 

The films emerging from Summit 
Films, Inc., have a special, truly unique 
flair, the result of magnificent visuals 
that achieve distinctive mood and ex¬ 
citement through a blend of creative 
imagination and intricate cinematic 
techniques. But the films are no more 
unusual than the production organiza¬ 
tion itself. Comprised of a handful of 
young, highly individualistic all-around 
film-makers who know their craft, but 
whose "secret weapon" is imagination 
that recognizes no boundaries, Summit 
breaks all the rules and comes up with 
films of sheer physical beauty and deep, 
pervading mood. 

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER 

has asked one of Summit's "one-man 
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film teams" to tell about this "far-out" 
approach to creating excitement on the 
screen and to detail some of the highly 
sophisticated techniques used. The fol¬ 
lowing is Summit as Barry Corbet sees 
it: 

A GLOBAL FILM COMMUNITY . . . 

By BARRY CORBET 

A decentralized film company? With 
offices in Vail, Colorado (where?)? And 
Aspen? That's a bigger town; (pop. 
1500). Well, it used to be worse—there 
was an office in Jackson Hole, Wyoming 
but that one moved to Denver. Then 
there is the San Francisco office. Real¬ 
ly! They all produce films. Another 
far-flung filmic giant, a veritable net¬ 
work . . .consisting of a bare handful of 
movie makers. 

The Vail office exists because Roger 
Brown lives there. He is the president of 
Summit Films. His cutting rooms are 
small, but his back yard studio (200,000 

acres) is stupendous and is contiguous 
with that of Bob Fulton, whose back 
yard is in Aspen. 

San Francisco? That is for Paul 
Ryan, who likes it there and so makes 
films there. Denver is a cutting room for 
Barry Corbet and administrative base 
for executive producer, Carl Rapp. 

What? No account executives? No 
outside editors? Nope, they're all in 
New York, Chicago, and Los Angeles, 
which is to say that they are out of it. 
That's just the point—no interruptions, 
no committee-produced films, just a 
private facility in which one camera- 
man-director-editor-producer makes one 
film at a time under his own direction. 

Brown and Corbet, co-owners of 
Summit Films, started off with several 
assumptions. For example, that there is 
virtually no place an Arriflex can't go; 
that small location crews work infinitely 
faster and better than large ones; that 
some activities and endeavors have a 

Continued on Page 367 
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use an Arriflex on your next assignment. 

work work work 

ARRIFLEX 
masters schuss 
and slalom for 
spectacular TV 

ski sequence 

need some unusual and exciting ski 
s tor an important TV account." the 

John Stephens could and did. The 
30-year old ski expert and second camera- 

tional Photographers ot the Motion Picture 

designed camera rig and his Arriflex 35mm 
and headed for Utah 

Stephens, rig and Arriflex proved an^in- 

maneuvering into hairpin turns and execut¬ 
ing sudden stops Extraordinary angles of 
action were possible r'k ——* 

Stephens' head, from 
behind a clamped ski  

The finished footage was fantastic, far 

ARRIFLEX® goes on the road 
for ALLSTATE INSURANCE CO. 

I conjunction with the Allstate 
mutating the behind the-wheel 

work at work 

ARRIFLEX at work 

1 rone (illusion tuaii* 

ARRIFLEX records retinal circulation via 
new fluorescence cinematography technique , . Arriflex with a wide aperture- lens and a binocular opthalmosco 

paper recently published m The lournal ol Laboratdeyindduual ^ .-Thf ctmt„ ,5 tocused on the retina, through the opthaU. 
, bears lore signatures and the imposir^ title^ flu0,e5ttin tf*. mjected into the patients arnt ,s pho oirapne 
—MOTH s-STXSttSSXSSZ 

ARRIFLEX 

cond lor a period of 

work ONE OF A SERIES" 

ARRIFLEX* 
scales the Alps, Andes and 

Himalayas with Austrian 
cameraman-mountaineer 

a lihely'purwir £“» ?£!!!.'**• m«r"lam chmbrne is 
cenc. of the A,os a, you, ' *" *" "* 
Become eipert at both do them ,..u 
into a single career and you're i. 0n comtl'"* them 
ew professional cinematL. °>Me world's 
"* MESS »" 

ARRIFLEX at work 
at work 

» 

city Duncan, staff Director of Photography with 
radian Broadcasting Corporation, assignments 

g,mot 

>endicular mountain wall. 

w'Sfsai’sft 

i on immediate corrective c 
big Stumbling block to qui 

1 ollncar said .^''Movement 
ite minimum. I squeezed ^ii 

■merulrl “'Sfand 
reciseyiew ** 1 on m0un,A'" 

Raditschmg relatw* I "hen packed in a ruck 

arajsS 
****Mages lhat no 

sr the shoulder 
and portability 

returned from a live month 

' climate and location. POSea 10 

!^^£."5ysas 
, ufig 

mg m the crowded confines possible." 

flex s through-the-lens viewing system. 
sd. "was the Arri- 

it facilitated the traveling at high speed 
the shattering effect of Filming 

at work at work ARRIFLEX at work 

ARRIFLEX plays dual role—shoots animation and 
live action for Multiple Sclerosis Society of America 

ing them how limited animation can strengthen their message while 
reducing costs.” 

ARRIFLEXES BY-THE-DOZEN 
HELP FILM TOURNAMENT OF ROSES PARADE 

fleets of Multiple Sclerosis in some 
id—m only 83 seconds of running 

113V4 minute SOF color production 
of America. "Even more restrictive 

ARRIFLEX* is astronomer’s aide at Kitt Peak National Observatory If you tried to rent an Arriflex in Hollywood 
January 2, 1967, chances are. you were out 
luck. William E. Brusseau. Director of Prodi 
tions for Producer's Signature Corporation c 

put it: 'Because we 
moved at their own p 

nightmare! As Brusseau 
ere following objects that 
:e. and we were unable to 

i 
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.. if oil'll be in good compang! 

COMPANY. 

ADDRESS- 

CITY  

STATE. ZIP. 

-so I began again with an ARRIFLEX. "STEICHEN 

The popular Arriflex-at-Work series of case studies is 
now available in a new 40 page brochure. Read how film¬ 
makers have used their ingenuity and Arriflex versatility 
to solve problems which you may face on your next as¬ 
signment. For your free copy, fill in and mail the coupon 
today. 

The hand-held ARRIFLEX'35 gives a new freedom 
to filmed color TV commercials 

nunung X Lc goes RR A ARRIFLEX DELVES THE OCEAN DEEP WITH RON CHURCH 
Missouri the with 

drop of molten solder and 

SF ARRIFLEX* tSSr 
gets the — 

^   ONE OF A SERIES* ARRIFLEX at work - ONE 

ES 

achieves macrocinematographic 
°bLectlve f°r Moody Institute of Science 

ARRIFLEX” 
serves medicine 
1 Cineradiography 

with 
nwiaiMi-Winnina team triumohs aoain al exQ967 Anal! 

‘ARRIFLEX® at work’ 
WRITE FOR OUR NEW 40 PAGE BROCHURE 

ARRIFLEX CORPORATION OF AMERICA 
WOODSIDE, N.Y. 11377 

NAME 

ARRIFLEX a! work — ONE OF 

net your coon! □ Please send me your 
new 40 page brochure 

4 
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MAINTAINING MODERN CAMERAS 

Continued from Page 313 

tolerances takes an experienced profes¬ 
sional service department, backed up by 
the manufacturer. It requires a wide 
range of complex and expensive test 
equipment and special tools, a group of 
skilled maintenance technicians and a 
well stocked and organized spare parts 
department. 

The Arriflex Corporation of Ameri¬ 
ca, for example, maintains two technical 

service centers, one at its Woodside, 
N.Y. headquarters, and one in Burbank, 
California. We employ a full staff of 
factory-trained technicians, most of 
whom spent several years of training 
and working at the Arriflex plant in 
Munich prior to joining Arriflex in the 
U.S. 

Let's follow a camera through the 
Arriflex Service Department and high¬ 
light some procedures: 

When a camera enters the Service 
Department it is thoroughly examined 

and an estimate of the work involved is 
forwarded to the equipment owner on a 
detailed work sheet covering every as¬ 
sembly of the camera. This procedure is 
in addition to reviewing the repair in¬ 
structions received from the customer 
and repairs will only be made after the 
Service Department is authorized to 
perform all the work necessary as out¬ 
lined on the estimate. Only by applying 
Arriflex standards and working to fac¬ 
tory original specifications can we en¬ 
sure top performance of the equipment. 
Therefore, for example, if you send 
your camera in to have the switch 
repaired, and Arriflex discovers your 
finder to be out of alignment, we will 
ask approval for repairing all of the 
defects, not only the ones you were 
aware of. 

Let us tell you about some of the 
routine procedures that each camera has 
to undergo in our Repair Department: 

First, every turret cavity is checked 
for proper flange focal distance with a 
precision dial gauge measuring against a 
flat steel plate inserted behind the film 
gate. If this measurement shows any 
deviation from the very close tolerances 
(±. 01mm — .015mm resp. 
.0004''—.0006”) it must be corrected 
before any further checking can be 
done. 

With the proper focal distance estab¬ 
lished, the camera is then loaded with 
fresh film and equipped with a steel 
mounted fixed test lens focused at 
infinity. The image on the running film 
is visually examined through a Zoomar 
Autocollimator. While observing the 
image, varying tension is manually ap¬ 
plied to the back pressure plate to see 
when maximum image sharpness is ob¬ 
tained. The pressure plate is then me¬ 
chanically adjusted to this position. 
After this sequence of tests the camera 
should be as perfect as possible with 
regard to image sharpness. 

The next, and equally important, 
step is to assure that the reflex finder 
focus coincides exactly with the film 
plane focus. To test the reflex finder 
system, the camera (loaded with film) is 
mounted on a test bench in front of a 
step-target at exactly two feet distance 
from center target to film plane. A lens 
fixed in a steel mount, precisely aligned 
to focus at two feet only, and with a 
resulting depth of field slightly narrower 
than the total spread between the two 
extreme targets, is used to shoot a short 
test film. This film is processed and 
examined carefully under a stereo¬ 
microscope with 10x magnification 
(same as the viewfinder). The target 
image observed on the viewfinder 
ground glass must be identical to the 

The precise alignment of the transport claw and the registration pin is checked through the use of a 
profile projector which makes available a greatly magnified image of the components. 

* 

V 
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(LEFT) Arriflex mirror shutter alignment and operating tolerances are checked and adjusted through use of special jig shown. Dial gauge measures to 
0.00004" and is used in conjunction with thin gold foil to adjust mirror to operate within a tolerance of 0.00016" (RIGHT) Arriflex technician adjusts 
target grid on test bench in preparation for image steadiness test on Arriflex 16S. In background technician checks lens on autocollimator. 

one recorded on the film. If there is any 
deviation, the viewfinder is adjusted 
accordingly. 

The reflex finder system not only has 
to reproduce the same focus on the 
ground glass that is in the film plane, 
but also the exact framing of the sub¬ 
ject. To accomplish this there must be 
no parallax error in the system. The best 
way of checking parallax is to project 
the film gate opening on a screen by 
placing a prism in the film gate and 
sending a light beam through it. The 
edges of this projected field are marked 
by a frame corresponding to the exact 
dimensions (aspect ratio) of the SMPTE- 
Standards for film gates. After the 
camera is positioned so that the pro¬ 
jected area falls exactly within the 
markings, the prism is removed from the 
aperture and, with the mirror shutter 
rotated 180°, the same projection is 
made through the reflex finder system. 
The ground glass markings are now 
visible on the screen and must fall 
concentric within the marked frame. By 
rotating the mirror shutter through one 
revolution and observing the ground 
glass markings one can detect if the 
mirror shutter does not rotate perfectly 
flat because the lines would move slight¬ 
ly. If it is necessary to realign the mirror 
shutter the movement mechanism is 
removed from the camera and fastened 
in a special alignment jig equipped with 
a dial gauge reading to 
.001mm (.00004"). The mirror shutter 
is mounted on its flange and balanced 
with gold leaves until it turns true to 
,004mm (.00016") variation on the larg¬ 
est diameter. 

Film, by its very nature, is an ex¬ 
tremely difficult material to work with; 
it shrinks, swells, scratches easily, flexes 
and bends and has to move through a 
film gate at high acceleration rates and 
come to an abrupt stop 24-times per 
second, while recording a high-quality 

picture on an area less than a half inch 
square. The pull down claw and registra¬ 
tion pin must work with chronometer¬ 
like precision, yet handle the film with 
great care. The claws and pins must be 
polished to an absolute smooth surface 
finish so that perforations are not dam¬ 
aged or the film lifted off the aperture 
plate when transported, causing image 
deterioration. The timing cycle between 
pulldown (dark time) and shutter open¬ 
ing (exposure) must allow the film to be 
at full rest from the first opening of the 
shutter until it is fully closed; move¬ 
ment of the film during exposure could 
result in a complete loss of image, in 
severe cases, or "ghosting" of a small 
portion on the upper or lower edge. If 
frame after frame is not positioned 

accurately by the registration pin it will 
cause picture unsteadiness, easily visible 
on the screen. On the other hand, if the 
film moves very slightly during expo¬ 
sure, despite perfect registration, the 
result is a loss of resolution which many 
people falsely attribute to be caused by 
a "soft" lens. 

To align and check the film transport 
movement, Arriflex uses a variety of 
precision tools, among them a profile 
projector that displays a 20x magnified 
image of the movement on a large 
viewing screen. Using standard Kodak 
steel film, both transport claw and 
registration pin action can be measured 
and adjusted with great precision. 

Modern motion picture cameras are 
Continued on Page 382 

Technician adjusts amplifier control while testing Arriflex 16BL Single System Sound Module. 
Recording quality and characteristics are checked through use of oscilloscope and wow and 
flutter meter. 
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There’s nothing new about 
a film lab. 

Nothing fancy. 
Nothing spectacular. 

Nothing dramatic. 
Nothing glamorous. 

It’s just the place with the respon¬ 
sibility of printing and processing every¬ 
thing you’ve struggled to capture on film. 

You want perfect prints. Usually in 
quantity. Always on a rigid schedule. 

And no lab understands this better 
than Cine Magnetics. 

It’s why we’ve invested so heavily 
in modern equipment, like our new high¬ 
speed Optronics Mark X Quad Printer 
and our new Filmline black-and-white 
processor. 

It’s why we’ve created new facilities 
and enlarged old ones. 

And it’s why we’ve accepted only 
the most experienced people. 

Today, we have a complete 8mm, 
Super 8mm and i6mm center for motion 
picture duplication and preprint services. 

(The man to call: Ed Schuller, 
General Manager. He’ll be glad to discuss 
your print needs, arrange a tour of the lab, 
or send one of our salesmen to see you.) 

We print. We process. We load car¬ 
tridges; Kodak, Technicolor, Fairchild, 
Jay ark, Bohn-Benton and others. 

Not terribly exciting. 
But incredibly professional. 

* 

f 

V 

1 

Cine Magnetics Film Laboratory 
A DIVISION OF CINE MAGNETICS, INC. 

520 North Barry Avenue, Mamaroneck, N.Y. 10543 (914) 698-3434 
New York Receiving Center: 202 East 44th St. (212) 682-2780 
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BOOK BEVIEW 

THE TECHNIQUE OF THE FILM 
CUTTING ROOM By Ernest Walter. 
New York: Hastings House, Publishers. 
1969. Illustrated. 282 pages. 

This book deals with the mechanics 
of editing 35mm film as it is applied to 
the motion picture industry. It is not 
intended to deal with the creative as¬ 
pects of editing or the theory, but 
rather the physical side—the day-by-day 
labors that all film-making requires. 

The author states in the introduction 
that the role of the film editor is a 
mystery to most people who are not 
directly involved in film production. 
"Indeed," he writes, "it is seldom fully 
understood by those other film produc¬ 
tion departments who are directly in¬ 
volved." After reading and studying this 
book (it is essentially a textbook) there 
will be a clearer understanding of what 
the film editor must do with the some¬ 
times complicated maze of film that 
must be assembled into a smooth¬ 
running motion picture. 

The editor's work is divided into two 
parts. The artistic assembly of the film 
and the physical problems of handling 
it. One is impossible without the other. 
The physical handling of film can some¬ 
times vary a great deal. For example, as 
the author states, a 20-second TV com¬ 
mercial may often present as many 
problems in film cutting as will a half- 
hour or one-hour filmed TV series. 
Consider then, the film editor who must 
deal with the miles of film that go to 
make up a multi-million dollar feature 
picture. There are many aspects to 
handling such a bulk of film which will 
also include sound effects, music and 
dialogue tracks in addition to the pic¬ 
ture elements. All of these problems are 
thoroughly and even painstakingly dis¬ 
cussed in this excellent book. 

There is a chapter on the cutting 
room in which the various pieces of 
equipment used are discussed and even 
compared. For example, the horizontal 
editing table such as the Steenbeck and 
the more conventional editing machine 
such as the famous Moviola. Other 
points covered in this chapter include: 
cutting room layouts, film benches (in¬ 
cluding a comparison of the difference 

Continued on Page 365 

Mounting for the 
Eclair Camera. Also 

available for 
flat base 

Tilts to 30 degrees 

Leo-Pod does 
the moving, 

not the cameraman. 

Telescoping 
camera support 

One time adjustment 
makes the Leo-Pod 

customfit to all. 

The pod withstands all 
types of weather. 

Even distribution 
of weight makes 
shooting easier. 

Strong lightweight 
construction (less 

than 5 lbs.) 
for easier handling. 

Quick release enables 
cameraman to dispose 

of camera 
and pod fast. 

Price reduced. 
For the Eclair 
only $99.50. 
For flat base 
only $85.00. 

The Ugly Leo-Pod? 
(Not with all of those comforting features) 

The Leo-Pod is now available to all cameramen no matter what type of camera he uses. The pod 
is specifically designed to leave his hands free for zoom, iris, focus or sound adjustments. It is 
completely adjustable to the individual cameraman. The Leo-Pod comes equipped with a mounting 
designed to hold the Eclair camera or also is obtainable 
with a flat base mounting for the Arriflex 16 or 35mm, 
Auricon.Bolex or Kodak cameras. Guaranteed for 1 year. 
Model 125A for flat base cameras, price reduced to only $85.00. 
Model 125E for the Eclair camera, price reduced to only $99.50. 

Call or write now for further information. ENTERPRISES, INC. 
Leopold Enterprises • 1 N. Merrick Avenue • Merrick, New York 11566 • (516) 379-0020 

ultra-smooth 
extra light head 

for cameras 
to 100 lbs. 

Model 100. 
• Extremely light- 16 lbs. 
• Camera is quickly mounted 
with new tie-down "cinch lever." 
• Super smooth panning/tilting. 
• Pan and tilt drag adjustments. 
• Independent pan and tilt locks. 
• Camera is counterbalanced. 
• Rotates on ball bearings. 
• Overriding feature permits 
quick return on pan and tilt. 
• Sealed against water, dust, etc. 
• Operates from —0° to +120°F. 

v____ 

O CONNOR 

FLUID CAMERA HEADS 
O'Connor Engineering Laboratories, Inc. 
3490 E. Foothill, Pasadena, Cal. 91107 
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XENON LIGHTING 
Continued from Page 348 

The basic design of the Sunbrute was 
taken from the Nightsun Model SX-16 
xenon searchlight, manufactured by 
Spectrolab, to whom Xenotech is an 
exclusive licensee. Many internal 
changes in the SX-16 were made in 
order to adapt it to the needs of 
cinematographers, but the inherently 
rugged and reliable design, necessary to 
permit its survival in the helicopter 
environment, was retained. 

Xenon lamps are not without their 
problems. If not properly cooled, their 
end seals will leak, causing loss of gas 
pressure, and failure of the lamp. The 
explosive failures of early xenon lamps, 
however, are rare today due to advances 
in the automation of quartz envelope 
blowing, formerly a "black-art” hand 
operation. 

Sunbrute lights are equipped with 
thick front windows that also serve as 
beam mixers. These specially designed 
windows will safely contain fragments 

of the xenon lamp, in the unlikely event 
of an explosion inside the housing. The 
safety window serves a third purpose by 
being a filter that intercepts untraviolet 
radiation from the lamp that might 
otherwise cause discomfort. 

Xenon lamps, by their nature, oper¬ 
ate at voltages between 25-35 volts, 

Jim Rochester, Xenotech Technical Director, and the author, with a Sunbrute 4000-watt xenon 
light during tests at Columbia Pictures. The lights, operating from a Cinemobile Mark V mobile 
production unit, will be used for all location filming of "KANE", a new Columbia feature starring 
Sidney Poitier. 

V 

This photo, made on location during filming of "THE TRAVELING EXECUTIONER”, shows how 
the Sunbrute 4K adapts to existing lamp stands. Its light weight eliminates the need for an electric 
elevator to adjust lamp height. This light is equipped with "ears" that permit use of all standard 
"Junior" grip equipment. 

D.C. Through the cooperation of West- 
inghouse Electric Company, a method 
has been devised that permits their 
motor generator sets, used on all of 
Fouad Said's Cinemobiles, to deliver up 
to 600 Amperes of 30 volt, D.C. power, 
while simultaneously supplying 120 
volt, D.C. power for incandescent lights. 

A similar arrangement has been made 
with Sweinhart Electric Company to 
permit use of the Sunbrute lights on 
their "LASER" battery carts. Various 
sizes and shapes of A.C. line-operated 
supplies are also available, as are D.C. 
aircraft generators, which operate satis¬ 
factorily in the 28-34 volt range. The 
lights may also be used in conjunction 
with resistive "grids", directly from 120 
volt, D.C. power, with an attendant loss 
in power conversion efficiency. 

Our task of developing this new 
equipment would have been insur¬ 
mountable without the guidance and 
encouragement of many old-line Holly¬ 
wood lighting "pros", who graciously 
allowed us to share their time and 
experiences. Fenton Hamilton and Tom 
Howard, of MGM, John Pofahl, of CBS, 
and many others, have saved us from 
pursuing countless blind paths. We are 
sincerely grateful for all the help we 
have received. ■ 

i 



ADVERTISEMENT ADVERTISEMENT ADVERTISEMENT 

Notes about Frezzolini Products from 
General Research Laboratories 
by JAMES J. CRAWFORD, Vice-President Engineering. 

Every TV News cameraman carries 
around a spring wind 100 foot 16mm 
motion picture camera for silent stories 
and fast mobility. The spring wind 
cameras store their energy kinetically 
and release it with the expansion of the 
spring. Great where there is no other 
power but the camera will only run less 
than one minute. 

But what about electric motor cam¬ 
eras? Frezzolini has two great Power 
Packs for them: the 100-DX and the 
1000-DX. They solve the cameraman’s 
portable power problems. What are 
these Packs anyway? In fact they are 
portable self-contained power plants. 

Half of the Power Pack is a recharge¬ 
able battery. The other half contains an 
inverter and a battery charger. The bat¬ 
tery charger can recharge the battery 
anywhere in the world where AC power 
is available (110 volts or 220 volts, 50 
cycles or 60 cycles). 

The inverter changes the direct current 
from the battery to alternating current 
(AC) and at the same time increases 
the voltage to 110 volts, 60 cycles for 
the camera motor. The Power Pack out¬ 
put voltage is adjustable to match the 
motor power requirements of your par¬ 
ticular camera. 

What about the accuracy of the 50 or 
60 cycle AC output of the Power Pack? 
Frezzolini Power Packs are built with 
precision solid-state oscillators to con¬ 
trol the Power Pack AC output fre¬ 
quency within plus or minus V2 -cycle. 
This is excellent for filming single¬ 
system sound. 

In either the 100-DX or the 1000-DX 
Power Packs the oscillator module is 
quickly interchangeable with our Tem¬ 
perature-Compensated Crystal-Control 
Module, the best in the business for 
accuracy and stability. It controls the 
Power Pack AC output frequency with 

an accuracy of plus or minus 0.0006 
cycle. This means you have dead syn¬ 
chronization in double-system filming 
from beginning to end of a 1200 foot 
16mm roll of film. The Crystal-Control 
Module can be purchased as an acces¬ 
sory or originally installed instead of 
the solid-state oscillator module in your 
Pack. (The Crystal-Control Module 
costs more so that’s why we make two 
different kinds of modules.) 

Model 1000-DX Power Pack 

With solid-state 
oscillator 
module, $798. 

With crystal-control 
module, $998. 

Spare battery 
pack, $155. 

Separate extra 
charger, $189. 

Either Power Pack can be used to oper¬ 
ate 60 cycle camera motors or switched 
to 50 cycle output which is generally 
used for European 16mm camera 
motors. What’s the difference between 
the Frezzolini Power Packs and why do 
we tell you about the two Power Packs? 

The Frezzolini 100-DX Power Pack is a 
basic unit weighing slightly less than 
14 pounds. It will run about 9 four- 
hundred foot rolls of 16mm film (IV2 

hours). Are we hedging when we say 
about 9 rolls? Not at all. The running 
time depends on the battery charge. 
For example: if a power pack, any 
pack with any battery, is left in an 
unheated car trunk overnight in below- 
freezing weather it will be less efficient 
than usual. 

The Frezzolini 1000-DX Lightweight 
Power Pack weighs only 4 pounds and 
will run about 6 four-hundred foot 
rolls of 16mm film (66 minutes). It has 
an “Instant Interchange” battery (2 
pounds) for continuous filming. This is 
the Power Pack for use when the cam¬ 
eraman is on a brace and needs maxi¬ 
mum mobility. 

The 1000-DX was originally developed 
for cameramen in combat zones. Its first 
real trial was during the 1968 political 
conventions. Then they were shipped 
to Vietnam. Since then it has become 
the Lightweight Standard Power Pack 
for TV news. 

Let’s get back to the double-system 
filming using either of the Crystal- 
Controlled packs and the New Frez¬ 
zolini Nagra 537 Conversion. Any 
Nagra that you send us can be modified 
so that it is not necessary to tie the 
recorder and camera together with a 
cable. Both camera and recorder can 
now operate independently of each 
other, and still maintain perfect sync. 
How do we do it? We install a Crystal- 
Control Module (1.3 ounces) perma¬ 
nently in the Nagra, with an external 
switch. Now the Nagra can be used as 
you always have for wild sound or with 
an umbilical cord to a camera gener¬ 
ator, or WIRELESS with our built-in 
crystal-controlled sync generator. In 
addition there is a button on the Nagra 
which can be depressed to simultane¬ 
ously place a 400 cycle tone on the track 
for a positive sound start mark and to 
energize a moveable wand with a bril¬ 
liant strobe-like light that gives your 
editor his positive picture start mark. 
This eliminates the need for clapsticks. 
The editor will especially appreciate the 
400 cycle sound start mark. On rewinds 
he can find our 400 cycle sound start 
mark at high speed without slowing 
down to sound speed to locate the usual 
sound start mark. 

The Frezzolini Nagra 537 Conversion 
combined with a Frezzolini Crystal- 
Controlled Power Pack is your answer 
to the need for camera freedom and 
mobility. 

Nagra19 537 Conversion, $540. 

Your professional camera supply 
dealer has Frezzolini Power Packs and 
can arrange for Frezzolini Nagra 537 
Conversions. If you want more details 
about the Power Packs or the Conver¬ 
sions write us, or phone. For your busi¬ 
ness people, who write the orders, this 
page shows all the prices. They’re next 
to the pictures. 

Model 100-DX Power Pack 

With solid-state 
oscillator 
module, $495. 

With crystal-control 
module, $880. 

Crystal-control 
module 
separately, $495. 

General Research Laboratories 

©1970 FREZZOLINI ELECTRONICS INC. 

DIVISION OF 

Frezzolini Electronics Inc. 
7 Valley St., Hawthorne, N. J. 07506 
PHONE: (201)427-1160 
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ZO OMAR 
^=!J a OOTD 
TELE-COMBINATION 
Model''FEKOM" 

4 Focal Lengths in 1 Package 

0OOMAR,INC. 
55 Sea Cliff Avenue, Glen Cove, L. I., New York 11542 516/676-1901,1904 

IN CALIFORNIA: 
6725 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood, California 90028 213/465-2789 

The new Zoomar Tele-Combination consists of: 
1) A basic 400mm telephoto lens in focusing mount. 

2) A 600mm interchangeable front which can 
replace the 400mm unit in the focusing mount. 
3) A specially designed 2X range extender which 
converts the 400 into 800mm, and the 600 into 
1200mm focal lengths. One adapter of your choice 
for a 35mm M.P. or 16mm “C” mount camera. 
4) Handsome, compact, padded carrying case 
with double locks. 

The World's Finest for Color Release Printing . . . 

PETERSON COLOR ADDITIVE BI-DIRECTIONAL PANEL PRINTERS 
Helping a growing list of leading film laboratories 

to achieve new standards of excellence as well as 
cost economies, the PETERSON COLOR ADDI¬ 
TIVE PANEL PRINTER was specifically designed 
for high-volume color release printing. It was built 
for use with the standard one-inch 8-hole t,ape 
system. 

Join the leaders like: ALLIED FILM • BYRON 
MOTION PICTURES • DELUXE-GENERAL • 
MGM LABORATORY • MOVIELAB • NAVAL 
PHOTOGRAPHIC CENTER • AND TECHNI¬ 
COLOR who have recently acquired one or more 
of these superb machines. 

The two main concepts of the printer are (1) com¬ 
plete interchangeability with existing color additive 
printers. Any negative or program tape now in your 
vaults can be put on this machine without addi¬ 
tional negative or tape preparation. (2 Minimum 
handling of picture and sound negative. In this 
bi-directional printer, the negatives need to be 
threaded only once. 

1840 PICKWICK AVENUE • GLENVIEW, ILLINOIS 60025 • PHONES (312) 729-1010; 273-2422 

MANUFACTURERS OF 

MOTION PICTURE PRINTERS 

AND ACCESSORIES 
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BOOK REVIEW 
Continued from Page 361 

between the British and American), 
sync-machines, tape splicers and sound 
readers. 

Of special interest is the layout the 
author has given for a combination 
cutting/projection room—one in which 
the editor can work in front of his 
Moviola and cutting bench and also have 
his work projected on a screen inside 
the cutting room. This surely must be 
the ideal cutting room and one that is 
very practical. 

Here are a few of the other subjects 
covered in this book: The assistant's 
daily routine and the daily routine of 
the editor. These routine procedures 
include such things as daily studio 
screenings, selection and coverage, edi¬ 
torial coding, syncing dailies, breaking 
down rushes, first assembly, the first cut 
and the paper work—logging, filing—that 
is a "must" in any orderly cutting room. 
Incidentally, the author has worked 
mainly in British studios and he dis¬ 
cusses the differences between film 
identification systems used in Europe 
and America. Over there, on the first 
day of shooting, regardless of the num¬ 
ber of the script scene being filmed, the 
first shot of the day is numbered "slate 
one", "take one" and so on. Here, the 
script scene number is used on the slate 
board and if the first shot on the first 
day is scene 125, the slate is so marked. 
The American reader will easily get used 
to the author's reference throughout the 
book to "slate" instead of "scene". 

There are chapters on sound editing, 
music editing, post production, sound 
dubbing and preparation for picture 
negative cutting. Cinematographers will 
be especially interested in the chapters 
on special shooting period procedures 
wherein rear projection, background 
plates, steadiness test, combined pho¬ 
tography, mattes, travelling mattes, etc. 
are covered as they apply to the editor. 

The author has been a film editor for 
25 years and has worked in leading 
studios in the United States, England, 
Scandinavia and other leading countries. 
His recent credits include: "OPERA¬ 
TION CROSSBOW", "THE INN OF 
THE SIXTH HAPPINESS", "THE 
HAUNTING", "DARK OF THE SUN" 
and "THE SHOES OF THE FISHER¬ 
MAN". Mr. Walter has performed an 
outstanding service to both the motion 
picture industry and students of film 
making with this superb text. 

GEORGE J. MITCHELL 

At Lowel-Light we 
design compatible 
systems, not iso¬ 
lated equipment. 
Our location Kits 
are exceptionally 
light weight and 
compact; the most 
versatile kits going 
- and they’re going 
all over the world. 

For more information see your photo dealer or write to 

LOWEL-LIGHT 
421 WEST 54TH ST. • NEW YORK 10019 . 212 Cl 5-6744 
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WORLD LEADER IN 
MOTION PICTURE AND 

TELEVISION RECORDING 

THE NEW 

KUDELSKI 

NAGRA PLANT 

now in operation 
to produce 

NAGRA 
RECORDERS 

in sufficient 
quantities 

eliminating the long 
waiting period 

United States Distribution — Service — Sales 

NAGRA MAGNETIC RECORDERS, INC. 
19 WEST 44th STREET, NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10036 

Southern California Sales and Service 
RYDER MAGNETIC SALES, CORP. 

1147 North Vine Street • Hollywood, California 90038 

See NAGRA Booth 25 SMPTE Exhibit, Drake Hotel, Chicago April 27-30 also AES Exhibit Booth 58, Los Angeles Hilton, May 4-7 

NEWS FROM SOL-LUX CINEMA 
6510 Santa Monica Boulevard Hollywood, 
California 90038 (213) HO 7-4646 

• NO MORE HEAVY POWER PACKS ! 
• NO MORE EXTERNAL CABLES! 

SOL-LUX CINEMA 
Also 

SALE OR RENT 
ALL KIND professional 

Motion Picture Equipment 

SEND YOUR OLD CINE- 

VOICE FOR OUR MODIFI¬ 
CATION AND WE WILL MAKE 
FROM YOUR OLD CAMERA A 
NEW, MODERN ONE. 

NEW, SOL-LUX DC400" CINE-VOICE MODIFICATION WITH 12 V. DC. MOTOR AND 
BUILT-IN 5 OUNCE N.C. RECHARGABLE BATTERY RUNS WITHOUT EXTERNAL POWER 
SUPPLY FOR 45 MINUTES. 

SOL-LUX DC 400 CINE-VOICE SOL-LUX AC 400 CINE-VOICE 
MODIFICATION WITH BUILT-IN MODIFICATION WITH 120 AC 
BATTERY, SYNC OUTPUT $1,320. SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR ...$850. 

Total Weight Camera and Built-in Battery 14 lbs. 
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A NEW WAY OF SEEING 
Continued from Page 355 

unique purity which is transferable to 
audiences in a meaningful way; that life 
is motion, so the cinematographer must 
perforce become an expert on motion 
(hence, the interest in skiing); that for 
film-makers, mobility is freedom; and 
that one can proceed in total ignorance 
of Hollywood's realities and not get 
eaten alive by the fotofates. 

Summit's productions are unique, 
too. Brown started in the skiing and 
mountaineering film business, and the 
company made forty sponsored moun¬ 
tain films en route to virtually pre¬ 
empting the field. Sponsors included 
three major airlines, two state develop¬ 
ment agencies, various ski industry man¬ 
ufacturers, and many ski areas who 
liked Summit's highly interpretive ap¬ 
proach to their material. 

"SKI THE OUTER LIMITS" has 
won more national and international 
awards than any other ski film, includ¬ 
ing the Emily Award (Grand Prize) at 
the American Film Festival, first prize 
at the U. S. Industrial Film Festival, 
Cortina Film Festival and Trento Film 
Festival, and bronze medals at the At¬ 
lanta International Film Festival and 
International Film and TV Festival of 
New York. 

"SENTINEL: THE WEST FACE", a 
rock climbing film, won the Trento 
Gold Medal in 1968. 

"THE MOEBIUS FLIP" is a sequel 
to "SKI THE OUTER LIMITS". A 
Denver lab. Western Cine, provided the 
know-how and patience for multiple 
pull-back step printing with separate 
color registers for each pull-back. The 
resultant masters contained the accor¬ 
dion strobe effect with the skiers start¬ 
ing in correct register and fanning out in 
separate color register throughout the 
effect. Each image retains its color 
integrity. Scenes shot at 24 fps yielded 
best results when the several images 
were pulled back by four to eight 
frames. Much of the material was filmed 
at 400 fps, in which case separations of 
15 to 25 frames gave the best results. 
Western Cine was able to perform simi¬ 
larly from A and B rolls. This makes 
possible the cutting in of contrasty 
material, such as high-contrast black and 
white negative extensions of the Ekta- 
chrome original. The results are as¬ 
tounding, since different colors become 
dominant as the images turn serially 
into black and white, then serially 
emerge into separated colors once again. 

The years 1969 and 1970 have 
brought new horizons. "NZURI: EAST 

Continued on Page 373 

We’re not bragging about our size. 
We’re trying to tell you that Camera 
Mart can rent you the newest avail¬ 
able 16 or 35mm cameras and lenses. 

Like the new Arri 16BL and 120-S 
Sound Blimp; sound equipment (like 
Nagra Recorders and the new MK 
Condenser Lavalier Microphone), 
dollies (like the Elemack Spyder 
Dolly with the Jonathan Jib Arm 
Assembly), lighting (the complete 
Mole-Richardson line), generators, 

Moviolas and hundreds of other 
items and accessories. 

And every item is thoroughly 
checked by the best technicians 
before you get it. 

So whether you rent or buy from 
Camera Mart, you can always count 
on getting the newest, most trouble- 
free equipment when and where you 
want it. 

Even if you only need one square 
inch. 

Write today for free rental catalog. 

TheCamera Martmc. 
456 W. 55th St., (Bet. 9th & 10th Aves.) 
New York, N. Y. 10019 Phone: (212) 757-6977 
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Things are looking up 
for you, the 8mm film-maker. 

Glen Glenn Sound places at your 
disposal the same know-how, the same 

qualitative techniques they utilize when producing sound for 
major motion picture and TV films, and they do it at competitive 
prices. It’s all spelled out in this 1970 Manual which covers every¬ 
thing from service to rate schedules, from in-lab time to sync 
information. 

Write for it. Read it. Then 
order from Glen Glenn. 
You’ll find your 8mm 
sound problems are over. 

Dept. AC-4 
6624 Romaine Street 
Hollywood, Calif. 90038 • (213) 469-7221 

MICROFILMED 

BACK ISSUES OF 
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER 

4^ Per Page- 

Sold only by complete issues 

1921 through 1967 available 

UNIVERSITY 
MICROFILMS 

EDITORIAL SERVICES 
300 N. ZEEB RD. 

ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN 48106 

Model 50 cc 
MARK II 

PATENT PENDING 

NOW "THE ULTIMATE IN POWER PACKS" 

Compare these FEATURES! 

- Drives ALL AURIC0NS, ARRI BL, ECLAIR NPR 

- Crystal-Controlled (50Hz available) 

- Weight-4 Ibs/Up to 3000' Cap. 

- Full Power at Sub Zero Temp. 

- Sensing circuit guards against overloads. 

Field-Tested for six months. 

Contact: 
Alan Gordon Enterprises y , A ^ / 

SOS Photo Cine Optics, Inc. | m jOUJtd 

Victor Duncan, Inc. 851 N. Eustis Drive 
or Write: INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA 46229 
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DOUBLE FRONT-PROJECTION 
Continued from Page 340 

for the talent. Of course, this 
brilliant image means that the 
camera can be stopped down to 
bring maximum depth-of-field ad¬ 
vantages into play. 

b. Talent can be positioned at any 
distance from screen. Spill light 
on the front side of screen is not 
as serious a problem as it is with 
rear-screen projection. The image 
doesn't wash out so much. 

c. The talent masks his own shadow, 
so that there is no halo, no shad¬ 
ows, and no fringing. 

d. Pan and zoom shots are facilitated 
because the front-screen image 
can be blown up to a size that 
manual zooms and pans can be 
made clearly and smoothly 

. . . and quickly. Similar moves 
on a copy stand or Oxberry unit 
are extremely time-consuming and 
consequently expensive. 

We've also noted some limitations 
and disadvantages which should be men¬ 
tioned. For example, the camera and 
projector alignment is critical. Position 
of camera is determined by projector 
lens and size of projected image, and 
alignment must be right on. Although a 
zoom lens can be used, no dolly or 
trucking shots are possible because of 
the alignment problem. 

If a teleprompter is to be used, it will 
have to be set to one side. If placed 
directly in front of the camera lens, the 
light from the teleprompter will blind 
the talent. It is well to remember that a 
retro-reflective surface does not produce 
a satisfactory image which can be seen 
at an angle from the light source. 
Therefore, it is impossible for talent to 
see projected images of chart or graph 
material. 

Inquiries about Scotch-lite can be 
directed to the 3M Company, Minne¬ 
apolis, but the material comes in rolls 
two feet wide for those who want to try 
to manufacture their own screens. We 
have determined that overlap seams are 
virtually invisible and in no way hinder 
photography. However, do-it-yourselfers 
are warned that getting the material 
bonded smoothly and evenly to a suit¬ 
able backing is a tricky task. We don't 
recommend it. 

Instead, we suggest you let our Cam¬ 
era Department have a crack at your 
copy work or show you some of the 
more exotic applications of this interest¬ 
ing new front-screen projection tech¬ 
nique. ■ 

We build processing machines for any type color or b&w 
film. These efficient, dependable machines are pro¬ 
fessional quality throughout. Completely automatic, they 
scrupulously adhere to Kodak requirements. Each cycle is 
precisely timed, all temperatures accurately, auto¬ 
matically maintained. Feature Houston Tendency Drive 
System, using Kodak's patented spring center film spools, 
eliminating film breakage and scratches. Prices far below 
comparable machines. Superb quality. Let us quote on 
your requirements. 

A Tradition 
of Excellence 

since 1932 

HOUSTON PHOTO PRODUCTS, INC. 
655 E. 20th St. Yuma, Ariz. 85364 

Phone: (602) 782-3677 
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Over 1000 miles of Metrocolor film per week! 
...at MGM Laboratories; —enough to stretch 
from coast to coast in less than three weeks. 

Our reputation for exacting standards is 

world wide; excelling in 35mm to 70mm, 

65mm to 35mm “wet gate” printing and sound 

striping. Also “under the same roof,” our 

Optical and Title Departments, turning out 

the latest and the best, maintain a leadership 

second to none. All these combined facilities 

are uniquely programmed to service both feature 

and commercial producers. Call or write us. 

MGM LABORATORIES, INC. • CULVER CITY • CALIF. 90230 • TEL. 836-3000 • AREA CODE 213 • CABLE ADDRESS: METROFILM 

/ X 
GET THE PACKAGE DEAL FROM / / 

JACKA.FR 
COMPLETE PRODUCTION RENTAL SERVICE 

• Lighting Complete Coordinated Ser- 
• Generators vice from Start to Finish \ 
• Camera Cranes and Dollies PLUS Speedier Delivery 
• Transformers via Frost's Company Fleet 
• Technical Consultants of Trucks 

/ / \ 

JACK A.FROST 
Home Office Cobo Hall Office Canadian Office 
234 Piquette Avenue 1 Washington Blvd., Rm. 3143 335 Horner 
Detroit, Mich. 48202 Detroit, Michigan 48226 Toronto, Ontario, Canada 
TR. 3-8030 Wo. 2-1255 416-252-1115 
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THE MOLLY MAGUIRES 
Continued from Page 345 

MOLLY MAGUIRES", Howe deployed 
his Mini-Brute banks in patterns not too 
different from those he would have used 
with arcs. Since these units were less 
powerful than standard Brute arcs, how¬ 
ever, it might be assumed that a tremen¬ 
dous number of them would have been 
necessary to light the long shots, but 
such was not the case. 

"The quartz banks were very bright," 
Howe comments. "I had to place them 
far back and sometimes I had to diffuse 
them. In shooting one long shot, where 
a train pulls into the station at night, I 
used only four of the quartz banks to 
light the whole thing. I just placed them 
where they were needed. You couldn't 
see the track until the headlight of the 
train finally hit it." 

Following the completion of "THE 
MOLLY MAGUIRES", Howe was asked 
by Paramount Studios to make direct 
comparison tests on interior and exte¬ 
rior sets lighted first with conventional 
incandescent and arc units, and then, 
for exactly the same mood, with quartz 
lights exclusively. The specific results of 
these tests are presented elsewhere in 
this issue of AMERICAN CINEMA¬ 
TOGRAPHER. 

The suggestion that he might have 
been taking a considerable chance in 
dispensing with the conventional arc 
lights on a "big" picture for which their 
use (according to tradition) was clearly 
indicated brings no false heroics from 
James Wong Howe, ASC. 

"I think that today the cinematog¬ 
rapher, the director and even the actors 
have to be willing to take chances," says 
he. "They should be willing to gamble a 
little more in order to get effects that 
are a bit different. The normal thing is 
not really interesting; it's the unusual, 
and sometimes even accidental, things 
that are. Of course, you've got to know 
what you're doing—but suppose some¬ 
one walks by and accidentally kicks a 
light out of position. There are all kinds 
of apologies and the normal thing is to 
put it back where it was. But you look 
at the effect and realize it looks wonder¬ 
ful, that you never would have thought 
of putting the light there—so you leave 
it there. You're breaking the rules, 
defying tradition and maybe even taking 
a chance, but why not? You just can't 
play it safe all the time and still pro¬ 
gress. You've got to take a chance now 
and then." ■ 

Ask these people 
how to process 
16mm and 8mm 
Ektachrome film fast. 
WANE 
Ft. Wayne, Indiana 
Corinthian Stns. 
KARD 
Wichita, Kansas 
Kansas State Network Inc. 
EASTMAN KODAK 
COMPANY 
Rochester, New York 
KAUZ 
Wichita Falls, Texas 
Bass Bcstg. Stns. 
RAY-CHRIS 
PRODUCTIONS 
Little Rock, Arkansas 
CBS NEWS 
New York, New York 
CBS NEWS 
Washington, D. C. 
KCBD 
Lubbock, Texas 
Caprock Bcstg. Co. 

WCTV 
Talahassee, Florida 
J. H. Phipps Bcstg. 
Stn. 

KDVT 
Dallas, Texas 
Doubleday Stns. 

GENERAL DYNAMICS 
CORP. 
Ft. Worth, Texas 

KFDA 
Amarillo, Texas 
Bass Bcstg. Stns. 

KHOU 
Houston, Texas 
Corinthian Stns. 

CHRYSLER 
CORPORATION 
Chelsea Proving Grounds 
Chelsea, Michigan 

WHTN 
Huntington, W. Virginia 
Reeves Bcstg. Stns. 
KHVH 
Honolulu, Hawaii 
Western Telestations 
WISH 
Indianapolis, Indiana 
Corinthian Stns. 
KJAC 
Port Arthur, Texas 
Jefferson Amusement Co. 
WJAR 
Providence, Rhode Island 
Outlet Company Stns. 
WKY 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 
WKY-TV System Stns. 
NEWS FILM LAB. INC. 
Hollywood, California 
WNDU 
South Bend, Indiana 
Notre Dame University 
UNIVERSAL LAB. 
Kowloon, Hong Kong 
KNXT 
Los Angeles, California 
CBS Owned Stations 
ROJANASIL COLOR 
PROCESSING LAB. 
Bangkok, Thailand 
KOSA 
Odessa,Texas 
Doubleday Stns. 
KOTV 
Tulsa, Oklahoma 
Corinthian Stns. 
KRBC 
Abilene, Texas 
Abilene Radio & TV Stns. 
WRDW 
Augusta, Georgia 
Rust Craft Bcstg. Stns. 

KRGV 
Weslaco, Texas 
Manship Stns. 
WSWO 
Springfield, Ohio 
South-Western Ohio TV Inc. 
KTVT 
Ft. Worth, Texas 
WKY-TV System Stns. 
KVII 
Amarillo, Texas 
Marsh Media Ltd. 
KXTV 
Sacramento, California 
Corinthian Stns. 
RAI RADIO TELE¬ 
VISIONS ITALIANA 
Rome, Italy 
Italian National Network 
WBRZ 
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 
Manship Stns. 
KCST 
San Diego, California 
Bass Bcstg. Stns. 
WLUC 
Marquett, Michigan 
Post Corp Stns. 
KNTV 
San Jose, California 
Std. Radio &T.V. Co. 
KTUL 
Tulsa, Oklahoma 
Griff in-Leake Stns. 

SOUND PHOTO LAB. 
Lubbock,Texas 

WTVC 
Chattanooga, Tennessee 
Martin Theatres of 
Georgia Stns. 

KTVE 
Monroe, Louisiana 
Gray Communications Stns. 

KATV 
Little Rock, Arkansas 
Griffin-Lea ke Stns. 
WUSN 
Charleston, South Carolina 
Reeves Bcstg. 
WTTV 
Indianapolis, Indiana 
Sarkes Tarzian Stns. 
WPTA 
Ft. Wayne, Indiana 
Sarkes Tarzian Stns. 
WTVM 
Columbus, Georgia 
Martin Theatres of 
Georgia Stns. 
WTOK 
Meridian, Mississippi 
Southern TV Corp. 
KBMT 
Beaumont, Texas 
Liberty Corp. 
KFYR 
Bismark, North Dakota 
Meyer Bcstg. Stns. 
ABS-CBN 
Manila, Philippines 
Alto Bcstg. System 
WPRI 
Providence, Rhode Island 
John B. Poole Stns. 
NHK-NIPPON HOSO 
KYOKAI 
Tokyo, Japan 
Japan National Network 
J. OSAWA & CO., LTD. 
Tokyo, Japan 

Do they know 
something about 
Jamieson's Mark IV 
color processor 
you should know? 
Jamieson’s low-cost Mark IV 30 FPM color processor is the 
easiest of all machines to operate. It is fully instrumented. Auto¬ 
matically controlled. It has a warm-up time of just 10 minutes. 
A put-through time of just 23 minutes. And the Jamieson Mark IV 
delivers processed film at a rate twice that of other machines 
of its size. 
Write us for complete information on the Mark IV and our other 
processors. 

Jamieson Film Company 
EQUIPMENT DIVISION 
2817 CANTON ST., DALLAS, TEXAS 75226 
A/C (214) 747-5634 
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Hi M i ll 
S:1»«M LENSES 

by Rank-Taylor-Hobson, 
manufacturers of the 
worldfamed Cooke Speed 
Panchros and Kinetals. 

17-85mm. With or with- 
I out focusing viewfinder. 

Manual controls only. 

g 17-85mm. With or with¬ 
out focusing viewfinder. 

Motorized or manual controls. List 
prices start at $208. 

SALES & SERVICE THRU AUTHORIZED 
PHOTOGRAPHIC DEALERS OR PHONE 
(914) 358-4450 Mort Russin (East) 
(213) 985-3963 Bob Jones (West) 

RANK PRECISION 
INDUSTRIES, INC. 
A SUBSIDIARY OF THE RANK ORGANISATION 

260 North Rt. 303,West Nyack,N.Y.10994 

ANNOUNCING 
l 

By CHARLES G. CLARKE, ASC 

Professional Guidance For Aspiring Cinematographers 

SUBJECTS INCLUDE: Camera, camera mounts... Lenses, wide-screen lenses 
vi.. Filters and Filter effects... Day-for-night photography ... Exposure for 
color and black and white films... Light meters and their use... Color 
temperature meters... Equipment for set lighting and its control... Camera 
angles and techniques... Special lighting problems... Color psychology 
... Composition ... Special photographic effects... Set operation on the sound 
stage ... New film emulsions... Forced development data. 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Charles G. Clarke, ASC, a 
top Director of Photography at 20th Century-Fox 
for many years, and an ASC member, taught 
Advanced Cinematography at the' University of 
California at Los Angelas,": where he; recognized 
a need for practical professional guidance for 
students striving to be the industry’s future Di¬ 
rectors of Photography. It is this need which has 
given rise to his publication of a book on the 
subject and subsequently the latest revised edi¬ 
tion of Professional Cinematography. The first 
edition of this valuable book has become required 
reading at many universities and schools offering 
courses in cinematography. 

Order now and be assured of 
your copy of the revised edi¬ 
tion of this valuable book! 
Postpaid for only . . . 

The American Cinematographer 
P.O. Box 2230, Hollywood, California 90028 

Please send me copies of PROFESSIONAL 

CINEMATOGRAPHY @ $10.00’ea., postpaid. No 

C.O.D.'s. Single book orders will not be billed. 

Check or money order must accompany orders 

for single bocks. 

Name 

Street 

City 

State  Zip  

California residents please remit 5% Sales Tax 

(50<r per copy). Foreign buyers please pay by 

International Money Order or US funds. 
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A NEW WAY OF SEEING 
Continued from Page 367 TYLER CAMERA SYSTEMS 

THE ULTIMATE IN VIBRATIONLESS CAMERA MOUNTS 
"ACADEMY AWARD WINNING" 16-35-70mm 

Adaptable To: Helicopter, Camera Car, Airplane, 
Boat, Dolly, Crane, Wheelchair, Tripod 

WRITE OR CALL FOR RENTAL OR SALES INFO TYLER CAMERA SYSTEMS - e/o EGON STEPHAN 
801 N.W. 111th STREET MIAMI, FLORIDA 33168 TEL. (305) 757-5988 

SHOOTING IN FLORIDA OR CARRIBEAN? RENT FROM 

CINE TECH INC. 
801 N.W. 111th ST., MIAMI, FLORIDA 33168 
Call EGON STEPHAN - Tel. (305) 754-2611 

CAMERAS • ZOOM LENSES • RECORDING EQUIPMENT 
COLORTRAN LIGHTING • PORTABLE GENERATORS 

UNDERWATER CAMERA HOUSINGS • SKYDIVING HELMET CAMERAS 
Camera Repair and Machine Shop on Premises 

SERVICE 
RENTALS 

SALES 

VICE 
ITALS f\/\ 

STA£ IS 
FILMLINE'S MODEL FE-50 
A Processor for Ektachrome Film 

Processes 16mm Color Emulsions at 50 FPM. 

AFRICA", a documentary for Trans 
World Airlines, is a highly sophisticated 
exercise in matching cutting to musical 
rhythms. "OUTWARD BOUND" ex¬ 
plores the impact of severe physical 
confrontation on teenagers. Environ¬ 
mental responsibility is the theme of 
Summit's new production. In develop¬ 
mental stages are films investigating 
urban crises, architecture in a plastic- 
conformed world, ceramics, and the 
Chicano movement. 

Unique films provide unique location 
challenges. I have filmed at 27,300 feet 
on Mount Everest and on the tops of 
the four highest mountains in Antarc¬ 
tica. Brown has filmed on top of Mount 
Ararat in Turkey and Kilimanjaro in 
East Africa. All Summit's photographers 
are expert skiers (Brown once trained 
with the U. S. Olympic team). Good ski 
films require good skiers as subjects. 
Good skiers do not like to be kept 
waiting, so it is important to be able to 
transport a tripod, camera, and rucksack 
at their speed. Or to chase them with a 
handheld camera. Summit's smooth 
travel shots from skis add an important 
sense of dimension and participation to 
its films. Racks for travel shots have 
proved to augment vibration, to destroy 
versatility in framing and camera mo¬ 
tion, and to be hideously dangerous to 
the photographer. A camera cushioned 
in both hands is smoother, more accu¬ 
rate (once you know where it is point¬ 
ing—the viewfinder is not used), mobile, 
and can be thrown away in case of a fall 
or an unintentional excursion into thick 
forest. It is also possible to ski back¬ 
wards and shoot uphill (at moderate 
speeds) or ski forward shooting back 
between the legs at the subject (for high 
speeds or difficult terrain). 

Summit has a cavalier attitude on 
winterizing cameras. My only unwinter¬ 
ized camera in Antarctica (an Arriflex 
16S) outperformed all others at temper¬ 
atures down to -50°F. Outside of 
mounting ski pole baskets on tripod feet 
(old-fashioned leather-thonged ones— 
the new rubber ones bounce) and simple 
unipod attachments for mounting a 
camera to an ice-axe head, Summit's 
crews have found little need for modifi¬ 
cation of equipment. 

More important is the man filming. 
He must be so at home in hostile 
conditions that his energies are freed 
from the exigencies of survival and free 
to concentrate on the film. 

Summit also tries to provide time for 
experimentation. Bob Fulton wanted 

Who knows more about building film 
processors than Filmline? Nobody. And 
everything we've learned has gone 
into our newest Ektachrome processor, 
the FE-50. It is top quality equipment 
at a sensible price . . . the result of 
Filmline’s productive know-how. De¬ 
signed and engineered to fulfill the 
requirements of both large and small 
TV stations the FE-50 is the most 
versatile, fully automated Ektachrome 
processor ever built. 
■ EXCLUSIVE OVERDRIVE SYSTEM - 

guarantees against breaking or 
scratching film. The system is so 
sensitive that film can be held man¬ 

ually while machine is in operation, 
without breaking film or causing 
lower film assemblies to rise. 
Provisions for extended develop¬ 
ment to increase ASA indexes to 
250 and higher are incorporated. 
Machine threadup allows use of 
standard ASA indexes or acceler¬ 
ated indexes because of Filmline’s 
Film transport system features. 

■ EASY-TO-OPERATE—automated con¬ 
trols make this an ideal machine 
for unskilled personnel. 

■ VARIABLE SPEED DRIVE-speed 
range of 5 FPM to 60 FPM for 
Ektachrome emulsions. 

ADDITIONAL FILMLINE FEATURES: 
■ Stainless steel air squeegee ■ Impingement 
dry box ■ Torque motor for takeup ■ Leak- 
proof pumps for chemical solutions ■ Tem¬ 
perature controlled by precision thermistor 
controllers ■ Construction — all metal ■ Tanks 
and component parts are type 316 stainless 
steel. 
Recent FE-50 Installations: WEAT-TV, WCKT-TV, 
WMAL-TV, NBC, CBS, WT0P-TV, A-1 Labs, Precision 
Labs, Film Service Lab. 

Now available: Filmline FE-30 Ektachrome Proc¬ 
essor. Speed - 30 FPM. Complete with Replenish¬ 
ment System . . . $15,750. F.O.B. Milford, Conn. 

For more details write: AA-70 

CORPORATION 
MILFORD, CONNECTICUT 
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Let’s cut out the problems. 
Editing, one of the most essential and creative steps 
in producing a film, is the subject of a booklet 
we have produced. It contains valuable information 
about the equipment, the procedures, and the 
language of editing. 

Send today for your FREE “Colburn Comments on Editing.” 

GEO. W. COLBURN LABORATORY, INC. 
164 N. Wacker Drive • Chicago, III. 60606 
Telephone (area code 312) 332-6286 

Predsion Film Edition EauiPmenl 

NEW “PRECISION” J 
FILM EDITOR 

“PRECISION" MODEL 800 RL OPTICAL MAGNETIC SOUND 
READER, shown mounted on a base with a "Precision” Model 
S-16 mm Jr. Viewer to obtain perfect lip-sync matching of pic¬ 
ture to track. 

Magnetic 
film and 
tape 
sound 
reader 

Model 700 

Optical 
Magnetic 
Sound 
Reader 

Model 800 
$213.84 $280.26 

Optical 
Sound 
Readers 

Model 600 RL 
$210.60 Model 600 

$199.80 

Model 800 RL $291.06 
Viewer Model S-16 ...$159.50 
Base Model 1100 $59.50 

F.O.B. F«c. 
All Prices are Subject to 
Change Without Notice Send for Free Literature. 

DIVISION OF PRECISION CINE EQUIPMENT CORPORATION 

894 East 51st Street Brooklyn, l\I.Y. 11203 

the freedom of shooting sync sound 
alone, without wireless microphones or 
umbilical ties to a sound man. He can 
now walk into a crowd with a BL slung 
from one shoulder, a Nagra slung from 
the other. Taped to the recorder is a 
Sennheiser 804 directional microphone. 
There is no way of knowing he is 
shooting from both hips, in sync. His 
mobility is spectacular. So are his highly 
developed techniques of in-camera edit¬ 
ing. As a result, Bob is approaching his 
ideal of shooting a 1:1 ratio of film 
taken to film used. As he puts it, "Most 
of us eventually learn to talk 1:1; why 
not learn to film that way?" The advan¬ 
tages are not only economical, but 
include utilizing the increased integrity 
of the cameraman being the editor, at 
the same time. There is always an 
entropic loss of purpose between the 
moment of filming and the time of 
cutting unless . . . 

Research sometimes serves to inno¬ 
vate, sometimes to reinforce classicism. 
Summit's goal is to become a global film 
community embracing the best of new 
and old, a comfortable crucible for any 
talented film-maker. ■ 

ACADEMY NOMINATIONS 
Continued from Page 337 

win both an acting and a supporting 
acting award for the same role. The 
supporting categories had been estab¬ 
lished in 1936, with no one ever dream¬ 
ing that the strange occurrence of 1944 
could possibly happen. Barry Fitzgerald 
was nominated in both acting categories 
for his role in "Going My Way". Acade¬ 
my voters gave him the Oscar for his 
supporting performance, with Bing 
Crosby, also in "Going My Way", win¬ 
ning the Best Performance by an Actor 
Award. 

A rule now says that if a player 
receives enough nominations votes to be 
nominated for Best Performance by an 
Actor in both acting categories he is 
declared in the running only for the one 
in which he received the greater percent¬ 
age of total votes. Whether a role is 
voted on as leading or supporting is 
determined individually by members of 
the Actors Branch at the time of ballot¬ 
ing. 

There's nothing to prevent a player 
from being nominated for Best Perfor¬ 
mance by an Actor in one picture and 
for Best Performance by an Actor in a 
Supporting Role in another picture. It 
happened in 1938 when Fay Bainter 
was nominated for Best Supporting Ac¬ 
tress in "Jezebel" and for Best Actress 
in "White Banners". She won for her 
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supporting performance. The last time 
this rarity occurred was in 1942, when 
Teresa Wright was nominated as Best 
Supporting Actress for "Mrs. Miniver", 
and as Best Actress in "Pride of the 
Yankees". She won for her "Mrs. Mini¬ 
ver" role. 

Directors, too, have a rule that pre¬ 
vents them from competing against 
themselves. Writers are similarly pro¬ 
tected. There are two writing Awards, 
Best Screenplay (based on material from 
another medium) and Best Story and 
Screenplay (based on material not previ¬ 
ously published or produced). A writer 
could be nominated once, but not 
twice, for each Award. The same applies 
to a team of writers. But a writer can 
work with several partners and thus 
could be nominated more than once in a 
writing category. 

In all categories but acting, directing 
and writing, filmmakers can be nomi¬ 
nated for more than one achievement in 
a single classification. 

Each branch conducts its own nomi¬ 
nating procedures under rules estab¬ 
lished over the years to make the 
selection fair. With all ballots go remind¬ 
er lists which include the titles of the 
year's eligible pictures. 

After the nominations ballots are 
tallied and the nominations are an¬ 
nounced, final ballots are sent all voting 
members, who vote for one achievement 
in each of the 22 categories. 

On April 7, Awards for the 22 
achievements will be presented at the 
42nd Annual Awards Presentation, to 
be held at the Los Angeles Music Cen¬ 
ter. It will be telecast in color by the 
ABC Television Network and will be 
seen throughout the world. 

There can be no write-ins. What 
about ties? They can happen—and did, 
last year, when Katharine Hepburn and 
Barbra Streisand received the same 
number of votes for the Best Actress 
Award and were both honored. Miss 
Hepburn for "The Lion In Winter" and 
Miss Streisand for "Funny Girl". A tie 
also took place back in 1932, when 
Wallace Beery ("The Champ") and 
Fredric March ("Dr. Jekyll and Mr. 
Hyde") tied for the Best Actor Award. 

All ballots are mailed to the account¬ 
ing firm of Price Waterhouse & Co., 
official tellers for the Academy. There 
the votes are counted and the results 
kept secret until the night of the 
Awards. Tabulations are never divulged; 
if you hear someone say that a certain 
actor won his Oscar by a single vote, or 
by a landslide, you can be sure he is 
"talking through his hat." 

There is no way he could know. ■ 

f >| 

If you shoot 
8, 16, 35 or 
70mm FILM... 
COLOR OR BLACK & WHITE 

you can process 
UP TO 100' LENGTHS, 
DRY-TO-DRY 
now in your own lab 
with Jobo’s professional 
table top system. 

You can have the time-saving convenience and the personal 
control of on-premises processing with a Jobo simplified pro¬ 
fessional system. Handles film up to 100 feet long in color or 
black and white, quickly, safely and easily. Unique loading 
system is fast. Reels are lightweight plastic with built-in shape 
retaining “memory’’. Practically impossible to dent or bend out 
of alignment. 

Components consist of a film loader and appropriate reels, 
developing tank, separate washing tank and a forced air dryer. 
The Jobo Table Top Professional Processing system is 
designed to give you years of trouble-free service. 

See your dealer or write for detailed catalog sheets covering 
32', 50', and 100' systems. 

Marketed by Ehrenreich Photo-Optical 
Industries, Inc., Garden City, N.Y. 11530 

V J 
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TheCamera Martmc. 
456 W. 55th St.. (Bet. 9th & 10th Aves.) New York. N. Y. 10019 

Phone: (212) 757-6977 

Camera Mart offers the most complete line of Angenieux lenses anywhere: 

• 16mm Zoom Lenses from 17-68mm f/2.2 to 12-240mm f/3.5 

• 35mm Zoom Lenses 35*140mm f/3.5 and 25-250mm f/3.2 

• Fixed focal length 16mm lenses from 5.9mm f/1.8 to 150mm f/2.7 

• Fixed focal length 35mm lenses from 14.5mm f/3.5 to 100mm f/2.0 

Camera Mart also carries a complete line of zoom lens accessories: the Camart lens 

support bracket, motor drives, Camart sunshade and filter holders, close-up 

adapters, lens multipliers, data rings, all filters and custom carrying 

cases and lens extension tubes — for all lenses. 

Camera Mart has 
Angenieux lenses 
by the dozen 

For further information call or write today: Sales Division 212-757*6977 
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IN MEMORIAM 

Arthur Edeson, ASC 
Members of the American Society of 

Cinematographers were deeply saddened 
to learn of the recent death of their 
beloved Charter Member, Arthur 
Edeson, ASC, at the age of 78. 

One of the founders of A.S.C. more 
than a half century ago, he served as its 
President in 1953-54, as well as on the 
Board of Governors and several commit¬ 
tees. 

Among his accomplishments as a 
pioneer cameraman in the film industry 
were two of Douglas Fairbanks' greatest 
hits, "Robin Hood" and "The Thief of 
Bagdad". He soon became regarded as 
one of Hollywood's most artistic cam¬ 
eramen. 

However, Edeson's career reached a 
new pinnacle of excellence with his 
ultra-realistic photography of "All Quiet 
on the Western Front", considered by 
many motion picture historians to be 
the greatest war film ever made. 

Edeson's long list of impressive 
credits include the first (Charles 
Laughton-Clark Gable) version of "Mu¬ 
tiny on the Bounty", "Devil Dogs of the 
Air", "The Lady With Red Hair", "Cas¬ 
ablanca", "Sergeant York", "The Mal¬ 
tese Falcon", "Mask of Dimitrios" and 
"The Conspirators". 

He is survived by his widow, Alla, 
and will be sadly missed by his legion of 
friends in the film industry—especially 
by the members of the American Soci¬ 
ety of Cinematographers, which he 
helped to bring into being. 

In one of his last public appearances prior to his 
final illness, Arthur Edeson, ASC, addresses 
Society's membership during dinner meeting at 
Hollywood Clubhouse. 
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lIHLBIt MOTION PICTURE 
I FILM PEISTERS I 

35, 16, and 8mm. Contact continuous, and optical 
reduction and enlarging for color and B&W films 
Please write for information and prices: 

Uhler Cine Machine Cable: Uhlcima 
15762 Wyoming Ave., Detroit, Mich. 48238 

(313) 861-4663 

FOR ALL 16mm LAB SERVICES 

I^WESTERNC^e 
312 S. Pearl St.-Denver, Colo. 80209 

8764 Beverly Blvd., Hollywood, Ca. 90048 

HT^NAGRA IV 
W/ RECORDERS 
Jf IN STOCK Vl 
y America’s Midwest distributor V 
/ of professional recording, mo- \ 

tion picture, audio-video and 
broadcasting studio equipment. 

i AUDIO DISTRIBUTORS, INCJ 
\ 2342 S. Division Ave. / 

Grand Rapids, Michigan 49507 Ik 
(616) 452-1596 /A 

WE BUY, SELL, /^A 
TRADE ■' 

SAVE 
CUTTING TIME THE EASY WAY 
BY USING MERCER'S FILM RULE, 
FILM PATCHES AND MERCERS 
GRID-LINED TRACING PADS 
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 

663-9331 
R.C. MERCER 4241 NORMAL AVE., HOLLYWOOD 90029 CAUF 

SOUND SYNCHRONISM 
Continued from Page 325 

recorded onto the tape simultaneously 
with the sound. This information is 
provided by the 60-cycle alternating 
current driving the camera synchronous 
motor. Therefore, all that is needed to 
provide the camera motor speed infor¬ 
mation is to record the 60-cycle pulse 
on another track of the tape. But tape 
recorders cannot accept a signal as 
strong as 110 volts. So the current must 
be transformed to a voltage which is 
acceptable: for most machines, 1 to 2 
volts. 

To summarize then, if the picture is 
photographed with a camera fitted with 
a synchronous motor, the sound is 
recorded by means of a 1/4-inch ma¬ 
chine equipped with two recording 
heads, and the pulse of the alternating 
current is recorded on the second head 
through a transformer, synchronous 
sound recording is achieved. As with the 
film recorder method, a clapstick mark¬ 
er at the beginning of each take allows 
for the two motors reaching speed at 
different rates. 

But the system so far described 
requires an AC synchronous camera 
motor. In many instances, however, a 
DC camera motor would be more desir¬ 
able. For instance, batteries to supply 
AC power are more bulky and expen¬ 
sive. But by definition, there is no pulse 
involved in driving a DC motor and 
hence no pulse to record on the 174- 
inch tape. 

It is possible, though, to supply a 
pulse mechanically when using a DC 
motor. Inside the camera there are a 
number of shafts turning between the 
motor and the movement. And, of 
course, there is a shaft in the center of 
the motor. All that is required is to 
attach one of these shafts to a genera¬ 
tor. Through the use of gears, the 
generator is made to turn at the proper 
number of revolutions in order to yield 
a 60-cycle pulse when the camera is 
operating at 24 frames per second. Since 
the shaft used to generate the 60-cycle 
pulse is either the motor shaft itself, or 
one attached to it, any variation in 
camera motor speed will be reflected by 
the generator and recorded on the tape. 

A further refinement of this method 
is the use of an electric slate. The 
electric slate provides a start mark at the 
head of each take on the film and tape 
simultaneously. The electric slate then 
eliminates the necessity of someone 
standing in front of the camera and 
microphone and clapping. 

In the camera gate, the electric slate 
consists of a sub-miniature light bulb. 
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OXBERRM 

Hte:j $i :L 
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NOW...You can easily 
set up your own 

ANIMATION and 
FILMSTRIP/SLIDE 

DEPARTMENT! 

cameras on same stand: 

16mm Animation and 

35mm Filmstrip/Slide 

Automatic focus • Automatic reticle 
projection > Electric zoom control 
and other accessories 

Model 5326 
Animation Camera 
16mm • Intermittent pin 
registration • Built-in stop 
motion motor • Dissolving 

1 shutter • Rotoscope pro¬ 
jection available 

Model 5327 
Filmstrip/Slide Camera 

35mm • Multiple exposure 
without advance • Skip- 
frame facility • Auto focus 
1:1 • Automatic timer and 

predetermined counter 
(accessories) 

Manufactured and Distributed by 
BERKEY TECHNICAL-OXBERRY 

Berkey Ave., 25-15 50th St., Woodside, N.Y. 11377 
California: 1011 Chestnut St., Burbank 

At Berkey ... We Care 

When activated, it fogs a frame or two. 
At the same time the light goes on to 
fog the film, a buzzer makes a signal on 
the tape. In some cameras, as in the 
Arriflex BL and the Eclair NPR, all this 
happens automatically. In others, a but¬ 
ton must be pushed by the cameraman 
after the camera and recorder are at 
speed and before the action starts. 

At any rate, the electric slate is a 
very useful accessory. It's a little hard to 
be candid when one has to use a 
clapstick before each take. And the 
additional employee necessary to do the 
"clapping" is also eliminated. 

So far, we have discussed only the 
original sound photography and sound 
recording on 1/4-inch tape. But, of 
course, the sound as originally recorded 
on the tape is not usable at this point. 
Sound and picture must be edited. In 
order for the editing operation to take 
place, the sound must be on sprocketed 
film so the editor can run both sound 
and picture together in synchronizing 
moviolas and double-headed projectors. 
Also, the picture film and the sound 
film must be aligned in frame-for-frame 
synchronism. 

In order to get the sound from 
1/4-inch tape onto magnetic film (opti¬ 
cal film is no longer used until release 
prints are made) the sound must be 
transferred from tape to sprocketed 
film. This is accomplished by hooking 
the output of the 1/4-inch tape recorder 
to the input of a magnetic film recorder. 

If this were done, and nothing more, 
the magnetic film and the picture film 
would not be synchronized. The 
60-cycle pulse recorded on the 1/4-inch 
tape is a magnetic record of the speed of 
the camera motor during photography. 
However, if the pulse signal is used to 
either control the speed of the tape 
recorder or the film recorder during 
transfer, then synchronism can be main¬ 
tained. 

The speed control is accomplished by 
a device commonly called a resolver. 
There are two types of resolvers in 
current use; one controls the speed of 
the film recorder and the other controls 
the speed of the tape recorder. 

The resolver which controls the 
speed of the film recorder is the sim¬ 
plest to understand. First of all, of 
course, the output of the tape recorder 
is linked to the record input of the film 
recorder. Next, the 60-cycle pulse signal 
(which is on either a parallel or overlap¬ 
ping track) is fed into an amplifier. The 
output from the tape recorder is around 
one to two volts. In the amplifier, the 
pulse signal is amplified to 110 volts. 
The output of the amplifier is linked 
directly to the synchronous motor 

Reflectasol 

LARSON ENTERPRISES, INC. *12817 SO. BROADWAY 

LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90061 • PHONE (213) 323-3252 

HARRISON 

CAMERA & 

LIGHTING CORP. 
RENTALS AND SALES OF MOTION PICTURE 

EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES 
Harrison, where the service is 24 hour service 

^6745 N. E. 3rd Ave., Miami, Fla. 33138 (305)758-4409^ 

COMPLETE 
FILM SERVICES 
Processing • Printing • 
Editing • Cutting & Splicing 
• 16mm Reduction to Super 8 or Regular 8 
• Super 8 Enlargement to 16mm 

SAME DAY SERVICE 24 hour processing 
Coast to Coast Service / Send for price list 

AMERICAN FILM INDUSTRIES, inc. 
2609 W. Olive Avenue, 
Burbank, Calif 91505 
1138 N. La Brea Ave., 
Hollywood, Calif 90028 
Phone (213) 845-7471 

BEHIND THE-LENS FILTER HOLDERS 
For Angenieux lenses on all Arriflex 16, Eclair NPR 
and CM3 cameras, and lor the 25-250 Angenieux for 
3 5 mm - - in kits with gel cutter, tweezer, spare gel 
container and other convenience features. 

Ask for brochures 

CUSTOM PHOTOGRAPHICS 
P. O. Box 25007, Portland, Oregon 97225 • 503-292-5569 

\ 
CAMERA STOCKS 

16mm EKTA Color 7242, 7241, 7255 0525 
16mm B & W 7220, 7222, 7231  025 
16mm Color Negative 7254 06 
35mm Color Negative 5251  10 
35mm B & W 5220, 5222, 5231 025 

LABORATORY STOCKS 

7387,' 7253, 7385, 7234, etc. 

MAGNETIC SOUND RECORDING STOCK 

35 and 16mm New and Reclaimed 

FILM & EDITORIAL LEADER 
Black Opaque 35mm  18.50 
Black Opaque 16mrh  16.50 
Clear Leader 16mm   4.50 
Also: Painted, Personalized 
Printed & Lightstruck. 

studio film exchange 

V 
11555 VENTURA BLVD. 

STUDIO CITY, CALIF. 91604 
(213) 985-3303 
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PROFESSIONAL LAMINATED 

SOUND STRIPING 

$.03 Per Foot—$11.40 Min. Charge 
18991 RADBY ST. 

LA PUENTE, CALIF. 91745 
(Rowland Heights) 

FAST SERVICE-FREE BROCHURE 

USED EQUIPMENT 
Angenieux 25-250 Zoom $1,600 
16mm Magnasync Recorder $1,100 
Arriflex II B, w/28-50-75 mm $1,000 
Auricon 1200 $3,000 
Sennheiser and Commorex wireless 
mikes 

ABC CAMERA CORP. 
356 W. 44th St. (21 2) JU 2-1441 
New York, NY 10036 

440 MERRICK RO. 
OCEANSIDE, 
NEW YORK 11572: 

QUALITY OPTICS 
PRECISION ELECTRO OPTICAL/MECHANICAL SYSTEMS 

angemeuxcorporatipn of america 

PROFESSIONALS: We are Specialists in . . 
8mm to 16mm Blow-Ups. ★ 35mm or 16mm to 
8mm or Super 8 Reductions ★ A & B Roll 
Printing. ★ 8mm & 16mm Eastman Internegs. 
if 8mm & 16mm Eastman Color Release Prints. 
if B & W Reversal Dupes. ★ Dupe Negs. 
if B & W Positive Release Prints. ★ Single 
8mm Printinq. if Soundstriping. Splicing. Etc 

★ ★ ★ 
* FAST SERVICE on MAIL-ORDERS. 

V Finest QUALITY Work. 
✓ Guaranteed SATISFACTION! 

TAT 'A' 
Send for our Latest PROFESSIONAL Price-List. 

Write Dept. "A" 

'rtyoCCcfOVOOci VALLEY FILM LABS. 
2704 W OLIVE Ave , BURBANK, CALIF. V1505 

MOVING? 
When changing your address, please noti¬ 
fy us at least four weeks in advance. BE 
SURE to give your FORMER address as 
well as your NEW ADDRESS and ZIP 
CODE. 
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which drives the film recorder. As the 
tape in the 1/4-inch machine plays back, 
one channel dubs the sound track onto 
magnetic film while the other track 
drives the film recorder. Since the 
60-cycle pulse is a sound record of the 
speed at which the camera was operat¬ 
ing originally during shooting of the 
picture, the film recorder operates at 
exactly the same speed as the camera. 
What is achieved, then, is a second-hand 
version of using synchronous motor- 
driven camera and film recorder in the 
first place with none of the attendant 
disadvantages thereof. This method al¬ 
lows the use of any stereophonic tape 
recorder to record sync sound. 

The other resolving system controls 
the speed of the recorder to conform 
with the original camera motor speed 
rather than that of the film recorder. As 
the sound is transferred from the tape 
recorder to the film recorder, the 
60-cycle signal is sent into the resolver. 
The resolver sends an electronic message 
back to the tape recorder which varies 
its speed, thus compensating for varia¬ 
tions in camera motor speed. Of course, 
in order to use this method, it is 
necessary to use one of the variable-sync 
tape recorders on the market (such as a 
Nagra). 

The first method described here has 
the obvious advantage that any stereo¬ 
phonic tape recorder will do the job. A 
Nagra is more expensive than almost 
any stereo tape recording machine. The 
second system, however, is the standard 
of the professional motion picture in¬ 
dustry in the United States. 

Thus, the producer who wishes to 
shoot sync sound is faced with a num¬ 
ber of choices. The ultimate decision 
will be determined on the basis of: 
a) cost and b) availability of equipment. 
If money is no object and one is located 
in Los Angeles, New York or Chicago, 
all of this equipment is available on a 
rental basis from the several large equip¬ 
ment rental houses located in these 
cities. 

If rental money is short or the 
equipment is to be purchased, then 
some pencil sharpening is in order. (All 
of the equipment needed for the opera¬ 
tion, excluding editing equipment, will 
run upwards of $100.00 per day to 
rent.) Decisions as to whether to pur¬ 
chase all necessary equipment, rent it 
all, or some of both must be made 
carefully in order to avoid wasting 
money and/or delaying production. 

Without the availability of expert 
and very experienced personnel, perhaps 
the best solution for industrial in-plant 
units, for instance, would be to hire a 
consultant for a few days. ■ 

CREATE THE 
Right MOOD 
EVERY TIME 

with the 

"MAJOR” 
PRODUCTION 

MUSIC 
LIBRARY 

"MAJOR" offers you a full 

70 hours of background 

production music for titles, 

bridges, background-for 

scoring, editing, recording and 

dubbing music for your: 

• FEATURE PRODUCTIONS 

• DOCUMENTARIES 

• TV FILMS 

• SLIDE FILMS 

• ANIMATION 

• INDUSTRIAL FILMS 

• SALES PRESENTATIONS 

• COMMERCIALS 

• EDUCATIONAL 

"MAJOR" specializes in sound 

-you get exceptional technical 

know-how and beautifully- 

recorded original music on 

LP records or %-lnch Tape, 

or on 16 or 35mm Mag. 

Tape ready for a mix. 

IMPORTANT: "Major" owns its own 
copyrights on all production moon mu¬ 
sic in its library. World rights available to 
you on a completely sound legal basis. 
Music re-recording and performance 
rights available on a ''per selection" or 
"unlimited use" flat fee arrangement. 

WRITE FOR 135-PAGE CATALOGUE TO 

THOMAS J. VALENTINO 
INCORPORATED 
Established 1932 

150 W. 46 St. New York 10036 
or phone (212) 246-4675 

Also available: Detailed Catalogue 

of our complete LP library of 
471 Sound Effects. 
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MANUFACTURING, INC. 
46 DARBY RO§D, PAOLI, PA. 19301 

ZYCO MODEL *26-0002 DOUBLE RANK 8/g SLITTER SHOWN ABOVE PATENT PENDING 

CLEAN FILM SLITTING! 
WITH NO POWDERY EDGES TO SHED DUST 

I6mm EKTACHROME ECO-7255 PROCESSING 16mm CREATIVE & CONFORMING EDITING 
16mm EKTACHROME ME-4 PROCESSING 16mm CREATIVE SOUND PRODUCTION (INTERLOCK) 
16mm COLOR WORKPRINTING (I DAY SERVICE) PROFESSIONAL SLIDE PRODUCTION 
16mm RELEASE PRINTING TRANSPARENCY DUPLICATION FROM 
16mm SOUNDTRACK APPLICATION 35mm TO 30"x 40' 
16mm ULTRASONIC CLEANING 35mm FILMSTRIP SERVICE 

905 JACKSON STREET /P.O. BOX 1410 
TAMPA, FLORIDA 33601 / 813 229-7781 

WHAT'S NEW 
Continued from Page 296 

$174. f.o.b. Mountain View, California. 
It is available from stock or current 
production. For further details, contact 
Roger Dorr, marketing director, High 
Frequency Engineering Co., 2626 
Frontage Road, Mountain View, CA 
94040, Telephone (415) 321-3764. 

SYLVANIA LAMPS USED FOR FILM 
MAKING AT SAN QUENTIN PRISON 

Tungsten-halogen lamps produced by 
the Photolamp Division of Sylvania 
Electric Products Inc. are utilized as the 
major light source for film productions 
at San Quentin Prison. Sylvania is a 
subsidiary of General Telephone & Elec¬ 
tronics Corporation. 

Since its inception 10 years ago, the 
workshop has completed some 70 film 
productions ranging from 25-minute, 
color films to two-minute black and 
white film clips. 

The workshop, the only one of its 
type, is manned by inmates on a volun¬ 
tary basis under the supervision of a 
professional cameraman, Dick Queirolo 
of San Francisco. The group produces 
its own scripts, filming and soundtracks 
through use of donated materials. Of 
the 33 inmates who have participated in 
the program, nine have entered the film 
industry as the result of workshop 
training. 

Shown above going over a script and 
setting up a scene are, left to right: 
Richard Hall, cameraman and sound 
technician; Edward Costello, scriptwrit¬ 
er; Mr. Queirolo; Lt. Von C. Morris, 
institution sponsor, and Bill Lawhon, 
director of photography and film editor. 

• 

BIRNS & SAWYER OFFERS 
NEW HEAVY-DUTY TRIPOD 

Birns & Sawyer, Inc. is manufactur¬ 
ing a new, improved version of the 
Mitchell-type heavy-duty tripod. Made 
of straight-grained woods, stained and 
oil-treated, with thicker, wider ferrules 
of stainless steel, this new and more 
rugged tripod, the VGH300, is designed 
to accept all heavy-duty friction, fluid, 
and geared heads—the O'Connor 100 
and 200, Worrall, etc. The VGH300 
comes in three models: the Standard 
Tripod (Cat. #2580), the Sawed-Off 
(Cat. #2581), and the Baby (Cat. 
#2582). Additional information may be 
obtained from Birns & Sawyer, Inc., 
1026 North Highland Avenue, Los An¬ 
geles, California 90038. ■ 
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* 

Photo 
Processors Inc. 

Now Serving The 
Entire United States 

and Mexico 
With Custom Service 

SCHEDULED 
PROCESSinG! 

Permits Us To Offer 
1 to 24 hour service! 

★ 16mm Ektachrome 
ME-4 Process 

★ Super 8mm Ektachrome ME-4 
process & B/W reversal 

★ 16mm Ektachrome ECO 
★ Ektachrome R (7388) Sound 

Track Application 
★ 1/2" 4 channel Audition Tapes 
★ Bell & Howell Model 'C' 

No Extra Charge For Express Service 

for further information Write 
or Call: 

Photo 
Processors Inc. 

909 N. Congress • Austin, Texas 78701 
Telephone AC 512-472-6926 

INDUSTRY ACTIVITIES 
Continued from Page 300 

ident and station manager of WAVE- 
TV, a Louisville station. 

The D. W. Griffith Student Film Fes¬ 
tival is open to filmmakers from any¬ 
where in the United States. No institu¬ 
tional affiliation is necessary to enter 
any of the five categories. A total of 
$2,500 in prize money will go to the 
winners. The money was made available 
by co-sponsor WAVE-TV, which will 
also award at least one summer intern¬ 
ship position in its Special Projects 
Department to entrants who evidence 
special talents. 

The five categories are dramatic, doc¬ 
umentary, animated, experimental, and 
silent films. Judges for the 1970 com¬ 
petition include Richard Schickel, film 
critic for Life magazine and Pauline 
Kael, New Yorker film critic. Other 
judges will be added at a later date. 

Rules for the competition and entry 
blanks are available by contacting the 
D. W. Griffith Student Film Festival, 
the University of Louisville, University 
College, Belknap Campus, Louisville, 
Ky., 40208. Deadline for entries is May 
1, 1970. The judging will take place 
May 14, 15, and 16. 

During the week of May 11-16, 
concurrent with the competition, the 
University of Louisville will sponsor the 
D. W. Griffith Film Festival and Insti¬ 
tute. During mornings, institute regis¬ 
trants will participate in discussion and 
practical sessions in filmmaking con¬ 
ducted by a national expert on the 
cinema. Afternoons will feature screen¬ 
ings of major films that relate to that 
morning's activities. The Institute mem¬ 
bers will also view the screenings of the 
competition films and hear the judges' 
responses and decisions. A public show¬ 
ing is planned of the outstanding films. 
A small fee will be charged for the 
non-credit institute. Applications and 
information may be obtained by writing 
the D. W. Griffith Film Institute at the 
above address. 

The events honoring Griffith were 
originated by Walt Lowe of WAVE-TV's 
Special Projects Department. Mr. Lowe 
is an expert on Griffith, who directed 
some of the greatest early fiim classics, 
including Intolerance and Birth of A 
Nation. He worked with Huffman, Mor¬ 
ris Bein, Chairman of the University of 
Louisville's Division of Humanities, 
Robert Doherty, Chairman of the De¬ 
partment of Fine Arts, Leon V. Driskell 
of the English Department, and Robert 
McMahan of the Music History Depart¬ 
ment. ■ 

in 
CANADA 

MONTREAL 
and 

TORONTO 
let 

CINEVISION 
supply your 

rental needs. 
CAMERAS 

• SPR Reflex BNC • R-35 
• Mitchells • Arriflex 35 
• 1,000' and 400' blimps 

Techniscope 35 Arri's 
• Arri 16 • Arri BL 

(1200' magazines) 
• Eclair 16 • All lenses 

DOLLIES 
• Moviola • Colortran 
• Elemack • Worral 

• Fluid Heads • Tripods 

SOUND 
• Nagra III and IV 
• Electro-Voice and 

Sennheiser 

LIGHTING 
Complete Line of Studio 
and Location Equipment 

Authorized dealers for 
• Mole Richardson 

• Colortran • Sylvania 
• Westinghouse 

CAMERA SERVICE DEPARTMENT 

GENERATORS 

SOUND STAGES 

“Canadian Distributor for 
Sachtler and Wolf” 

CINEVISI1N 
LTEE 

2000 Northcliff Ave. 244 Simcoe St. 
Montreal, Quebec Toronto, Ontario 

Tel. (514) 487-5010 Tel. (416) 362-6611 
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FILM VALUABLE! 
Protect and keep in top 
condition the ECCO WAY! 
ECCO 202 
FILM CLEANING AND 
CONDITIONING SYSTEM 

Cleans Filmstrip and 

Movie Film in 8, 16 

and 35 mm. 

This compact system is for do-it-yourself 
users. An extremely simple system to use 
wherever continuous or instant cleaning 
and conditioning of film is needed, it 
will clean, condition and stop dust- 
attracting static in one operation. Cleans 
400 feet of film for less than 2 cents! 
Nationally accepted by leaders in 
industry. 

See your supplier or write direct for 

literature and prices. 

ELECTRO CHEMICAL PROD. CORP. 
DEPT. 106, 89 WALNUT STREET 

MONTCLAIR, N.J. 07042 

^optical works 
★ blow-ups 

★ reductions 
^ titles 

Slides from 16mm Movie Frames 
Super 8 - 16-35 • Liquid gate printing 

We blow up 35mm negatives from 

your 16mm originals. 

WE DO OUR OWN PROCESSING 
AND PRINTING. 

COAST TO COAST SERVICE. 

Slide Strip Laboratory, Inc. 
432 West 45th Street. New York, N.Y. 10036 

Phone (212) 247-4125 • (Cable: Slidestrip, Newyork) 

SHOOT 
SOUND ANYWHERE 

'with portable 115 volt AC power:’ 

* RVBYLITEPAC£F> Z 
1 FOR AURICON CAMERAS $269.50™ 

with life-time nickel-cad battery p 
and charger. 

FILTER SLOT Filmo or Auricon, quick I 
. service. Also Rubylite Microphone _ 
A Mixer.- Mixes 4 low-z mikes into Auricon 
_ or any pro tape or film recorder. ' 
A Write for Full Information 

m. PH0T0MART 
228 So. Franklin Street 
Tampa, Florida, 33602 

MAINTAINING MODERN CAMERAS 

Continued from Page 359 

designed with an ever-increasing portion 
of electronic systems to be able to meet 
the demand for higher precision, ease of 
operation and lighter camera weight. In 
addition, electronic slating devices for 
double-system sound shooting, electric 
controls on zoom lenses as well assemi- 
or fully automatic lens diaphragms are 
used more every day. To service and 
maintain this equipment, camera service 
stations must expand into this field with 
personnel, tools and instruments. One 
of the greatest reasons for equipment 
damage and unnecessary expense for 
repairs is unqualified people trying to 
modify or repair electronic systems. 

With the use of transistorized solid- 
state circuits it is more important than 
ever to use properly rated power sources 
for cameras. New governor-controlled 
motors run to much higher precision 
than a camera tachometer is capable of 
indicating. Repair and test methods 
must be kept in step with the equip¬ 
ment. This is why these motors should 
not be adjusted with a Strobotac or an 
RPM-meter, but with an oscilloscope, 
using a pilot generator as a signal source 
and the line frequency as reference. 
Instead of the oscilloscope, reed-type 
frequency meters which indicate to 
1/2 Hz accuracy can also be used for 
speed adjustments. 

Sound-on-film, single-system sound, 
normally only used for news photog¬ 
raphy and “scratch-tracks," has entered 
a new stage in development. The Arri- 
flex 16 BL Single System, with perfor¬ 
mance characteristics close to those of 
elaborate professional tape recorders, 
requires very special care and servicing. 
Using a wow and flutter meter in 
combination with standard SMPTE re¬ 
cordings as well as oscilloscope and 
db meter, we can evaluate and adjust 
the module for optimum performance. 
Every sound module is tested with new 
prestriped Kodak 7242 film, since once 
through the camera, film would already 
perform much differently from new 
stock. This is a considerable expense, 
but only this way can we be sure about 
the performance of a sound module. 

On a complete overhaul, the entire 
camera outfit, including lenses, motors, 
magazines and all other miscellaneous 
accessories, is cleaned, repaired, relubri¬ 
cated and tested in the manner de¬ 
scribed. Equipment which has gone 
through the Arriflex Service Depart¬ 
ment and passed our final inspection 
after repairs, is given a three (3) months 
warranty covering parts and labor. ■ 

400' MAGAZINE 
CONVERSIONS 

• CANON SC00PIC 
• D0IFLEX 
• B0LEX 
• BEAULIEU 
• AURICON CINEV0ICE 
Don’t struggle with 100’ loads any long¬ 
er. Save money on fogged film and the 
extra price of film in 100’ spools. Cine¬ 
ma Engineering can convert your camera 
to accept the Bolex 400’ magazine in 
only 3 days. In all instances, the modifi¬ 
cation does not prevent the camera from 
being used with 100’ spools. Adds only 
ounces to the weight. Write for prices 
and complete information. Cinema En¬ 
gineering can also convert your camera 
for double and/or single system sound. 

Write for further information about 
other products. We also manufacture 
sync sound conversions for these cam¬ 
eras as well as the Cas Sync cassette 
synchronous motion picture tape record¬ 
er, resolvers, crystal controls, bloop os¬ 
cillators, sync pulse generators, trans¬ 
formers, motors for Arriflex, Bolex and 
Bell & Howell, sync and selsyn adapta¬ 
tions for sound and projection equip¬ 
ment, stop motion 16 and 35mm pro¬ 
jectors. 

Dealer Inquiries Invited 

CINEMA ENGINEERING 
5625 Melrose Avenue 

Hollywood, Calif. 90038 
(213)467-7154 467-5634 

Industrial 
Colorfilm 

Services 

I6mm and Super 8 
Ektachrome Service 

3911 Sinton Road 
Phone (303) 636-1408 

COLORADO SPRINGS 
Colorado 80907 

For Professional Equipment in 

PHILADELPHIA, 
O. H. HIRT, INC. 

39 N. 11th St. ' Phila, Pa 19107 
(215) 923-0650 

■ KEM Universal Editing Tables • 
■ KEM Standard-Rapid Editing Tables 
■ KEM Transfer and Dubbing Systems 

Revolutionary Systems for the Film Industry 

KEM 
ELECTRONIC 
MECHANIC CORP. 

a division of The Intercraft Corporation 
630 Ninth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10036 

(212) 757-5017 
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AMERICAN 
CINEMATOGRAPHER 
MANUAL 

COMPILED AND 

EDITED BY 

Two Veteran Cinematographers 

ARTHUR C. MILLER, A.S.C. 

AND 

WALTER STRENGE, A.S.C. 

THIRD EDITION 

GOING INTO SECOND PRINTING 

HAZEL W. HALL 
SCRIPT SUPERVISOR SAYS: 

Whether it be information about a diop¬ 
ter lens or the correct idiomatic phrases in a 
foreign language, you’ll find what you need 
in this manual. It is without reservation, the 
Textbook for the production of motion 
pictures. 

R. BRUCE HILL 
MITCHELL CAMERA SAYS: 

We are especially grateful to you for 
expanding the number of technical subjects 
covered by this new manual and your 
attention to all important detail is to be 
commended. 

Congratulations on a well done task that 
will greatly benefit the Motion Picture 
Industry for years to come. 

OFFICIAL PUBLICATION 
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CINEMATOGRAPHERS 

HARVEY V. FONDILLER 
POPULAR PHOTOGRAPHY SAYS: 

The New A.S.C. Manual is a gold mine of 
information on such topics as widescreen 
systems, preparation of A&B Rolls, Arctic 
Photography, Filters, Lighting Equipment 
and Zoom lenses. 

It includes a list of motion picture 
technical terms in five languages, a glossary, 
camera-threading diagrams, trouble-shooting 
guide, charts of lens angles and footage 
tables of various camera speeds. 

THE AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER MANUAL 
P.O.BOX 2230 THIRD EDITION 
HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA 90028 

Please send copies of the AMERICAN CINEMATOG¬ 
RAPHER MANUAL @ 15.00 each, postpaid. No C.O.D.'s. 

NAME  

STREET  

CITY STATE ZIP  

California residents please remit 5% Sales Tax (.75 per Manual). 
Foreign Buyers please pay by International Money Order or U..S. Funds 
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When filming in 
the New York City Area 
...or anywhere else... 

CONTACT 

JOHN WEBER 
"The King of the Generators". 

FOR 

OR 
§ §a sHa s I ssi i i. i &£s, 

We go anywhere in the USA. 

We also custom build generators to 

your specifications. 

Write for literature. 

JOHN WEBER co. 
6944 76th St 

Middle Village, New York, 11379 

Phone: (212) 274-9393 
(212) 894-1448 

1 JUSTOUT! 

Now you can fill in those 
important establishing shots, 
effects shots, montage, tie-ins 
and transitions with scenes 
from color slides! co cn 

"C" Mount lOtJ.DU 

Arri 16 Mount 189.50 

NOW.. 

A COMPUTER YOU COULD 
LEARN TO LOVE 
Continued from Page 322 

somewhat less precise than a digital 
image, is produced instantaneously and 
is completely responsive to human con¬ 
trol without the assistance of pro¬ 
grammed storage or even the slightest 
knowledge of electronics, computer lan¬ 
guage or computer programming. 

Any energy input can be used to 
modulate the image or any of its com¬ 
ponents as the creator watches the 
product of his animation on a monitor. 
He can produce animation by turning a 
knob, manipulating a joystick, or flip¬ 
ping a switch. Taped or live dialogue fed 
into the Animac computer will produce 
instantaneous lip movements in an ani¬ 
mated character. A pantomimist or 
dancer, wearing an anthropometric har¬ 
ness, can produce comparable move¬ 
ments in the cartoon character simply 
by body movement. Music can drive or 
animate the image, in perfect synchrony 
with a synchronous sound track. The 
result is a computer you can learn to 
understand and even love, one which 
will mirror your creativity and permit 
you to see and modify the results 
immediately. 

Before I write about what I think are 
the dimensions of the Computer Image 
process, let me give a brief description 
of some of the photographic problems 
and their solutions which we have en¬ 
countered in several years and hundreds 
of thousands of feet of cathode ray 
photography. 

Photographing an image drawn by an 
electron beam with a motion picture 
camera poses about the same problems as 
making a kinescope with a film camera. 
Cathode ray tubes used in the Computer 
Image process are similar in principle to 
the picture tube in a television monitor 
or a home television set, except the 
beam does not scan from left to right in 
the standard raster pattern of interlaced 
lines. It moves in any direction or 
dimension as the computer operator 
directs it. It produces a visible image on 
the phosphor-coated, inner face of the 
tube. Since various phosphors have vary¬ 
ing persistence, and varying densities 
and grain sizes (depending on the meth¬ 
od and quality of manufacture) the best 
image quality results from a tube with 
the flattest face, free from optical dis¬ 
tortion; the smallest grain size (the 
vapor deposition method produces a 
phosphor with finer grain than the 
precipitation application process). Final¬ 

ly, the shortest persistence commensu¬ 
rate with sufficient light for exposure 
causes less image smear. 

Henry 
Grossman 
Associates 

• Rite Lite Projector Iris 
• HGA Film Cleaner Pad 
• HGA Ft Lambert meter 
• Special Audio devices 

to your specs 
Send tor literature 
519 S. Fifth Ave., 
Mt. Vernon, N.Y. 10550 

(914) 664-5393 

IN FLORIDA IT’S 

WARREN SOUND STUDIOS' 
Complete sound production facilities 

* Mixing ■ Dubbing ■ Transfer ■ Interlock Screen¬ 
ing Facilities ■ 16 or 35 mm ■ Editing ■ Loc. 
Sound Trucks ■ Westrex, INagra & RCA Equipment 

35 NE 62nd St. • Miami, Florida 33138 
Telephone: (305) 754-9539 

INDIA 
FOR LIAISON AND 

PRODUCTION 
FACILITIES 

ASIAN FILMS 
72 JANPATH, NEW 
DELHI—1; Cable: Movi- 
photo, New Delhi (In¬ 
dia); Telephone: 47995 

16mm & 35mm b&w processing and 
printing. Complete 16mm COLOR Ekta- 
chrome processing. Magnetic sound strip¬ 
ing for 16mm-8mm and Super 8mm- 

i Vacuumate film 
treatment. 
16mm Optical 
Transfers. 

QUEBEC 265 Vitre Street West, Montreal, Quebec 
FILM LABS Telephone (514) 861-5483 

EDITING AND 
ALL POST 

PRODUCTION 

SERVICES 

300 NORTH WINDSOR BLVD. 
Los Angeles, California 90004 
Phone (213) 469-7705 

mrnmtuDDtn 
In Oux> Quality 16mm 
Low Production Costs 

Avenheck»Wanren 
Associates, Inc. 

815 OHIO QUINCY, ILLINOIS 62301 

Phone Area Code 217 224-1966 

QUALITY 16mm PRINTS 
Our Specialty 

B&W—KODACHROME—EKTACHROME 
COLOR INTERNEG—POSITIVE 

TEKNIFILM, INC. 
1923 N.W. KEARNEY ST. 

PORTLAND, OREGON 97209 
PHONE (503)224-3835 
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SYNC TRANSFERS 
%" tape to 16mm mag film 
$25.00 per hour* / .02 per 
foot / *minimum $15.00 

SATELLITE FILM SERVICE 
PO Box 6476, San Jose, Calif. 95150 

AUTOMATIC DAYLIGHT PROCESSOR 
• Processes up to 200 Ft. 

• Super 8 to 105mm 

• Movie—X-Ray—Microfilm 

• Motor Driven—Portable 

• Black 4 White—Color 

• 400 Ft. Tank Available 

• Guaranteed 

Write for Free Literature, 

MICRO RECORD CORP. 221.8? ,S5 

BOLEX ACCESSORIES 
■ 24-Frame Sync. Camera motor—115V 
■ Var. Speed Battery Camera motor—24V 
■ 400-ft. Magazine w/400' counter in camera 
■ Intervaltimer—Range IV2 sec. to 36 min. 
■ Animation motor for new single-frame shaft 

Write for New Boler Accessory Cntnloy. 
STEVENS ENGINEERING CO. 

Dept. A, 340 Newport Blvd., 
 Newport Beach, Calif. 92660  

ASIA 
FARMS FILM COMPANY 

IS 

COVCKCD 
BY 

MARINA HOUSE 

HONG KONG 

COMPLETE 16/MM & 35/MM 
PRODUCTION FACILITIES 

COMING SOON 

THE NEW 

BOSTON 

PAR-36 AIB 

DAYLIGHT 

PHOTO LAMP 

BOSTON RESEARCH CORP. 
77 Summer St. (617) 542-1944 

Boston, Mass. 02110 

J. Buryi Conlner 
Director of Photography 

Have Mitchell BNC, NC, R-35, 
Arriflex, Lights, Sound 

P.O. Box F1532 
Freeport, G.B., Bahamas 

The face of the CRT is shielded from 
ambient light with a hood or light trap 
since extraneous light on the face of the 
tube will activate the phosphor and 
reduce contrast and definition. The 
cameras we use are the Arriflex M for 
16mm film and the Acme or Mitchell 
NC for 35mm photography. Both are 
powered by synchronous motors and 
operate at 24 frames per second. An 
attachment on the camera, designed by 
Computer Image engineers, feeds cam¬ 
era synchronization to the computer; 
that is, tells it electronically when the 
shutter is open so that each frame of 
film receives a complete image, evenly 
exposed. 

Presently, we are photographing on 
black and white film stock or recording 
on monochrome videotape. However, 
we will soon be able to record directly 
on color videotape or color film. 

After much experimentation, we use 
Eastman Plus-X Reversal (7276) for 
16mm, and Double-X Negative (5222) 
when filming in 35mm. Color is added 
to the film animation by printing to a 
color stock. Although we use an Acme 
16-35mm optical printer for this part of 
the process, we also discovered quite 
accidentally, that exceptionally good 
color printing using a traveling matte 
can be done on a contact printer. The 
discovery came about when one of our 
rolls of black and white animation was 
inadvertently double exposed; that is, 
printed twice on a Bell & Howell Model 
C contact printer with two color filtra- 
tions. Not only did red and blue pro¬ 
duce a beautiful magenta but the mis¬ 
registration one would expect from this 
accident was not apparent in the fin¬ 
ished footage. 

This started the Denver Laboratory 
of Western Cine Service, where we do 
much of our color work, on a series of 
experiments. By printing the black and 
white original rolls to a color stock with 
a Dichroic light source, an incredible 
number of subtle color combinations 
was obtained. The black and white 
reversal original rolls were then com¬ 
posited on the contact printer to East¬ 
man High Contrast Positive (7362), and 
processed to a negative. With this travel¬ 
ing matte, a color background was 
added to the color animation. 

Registration, of course, depends 
upon the dimensional stability of all the 
rolls since a continuous contact printer 
has no registration pins. Thus, the de¬ 
gree of precision is influenced by a 
number of variables including tempera¬ 
ture, humidity and the moisture content 
of the film base, but the results we get 
are exceptional, far better than one 
would expect from contact printing. 

QUALITY SOUND 
FOR MOTION PICTURES 

MIXING 
MUSIC SCORING 

SOUND EFFECTS 
RECORDING 

INTERLOCKS 
RESOLVING 

TRANSFERS 
EDITING 

Quality Sound, Inc. offers complete 

sound services for motion pictures, film¬ 

strips and slide film presentations. QSI is 

equipped with 35mm, 16mm and %" 

recording and playback capabilities as 

well as 35mm and 16mm interlock, slide 

and filmstrip projection. There is a large 

collection of sound effects as well as 

eleven music libraries. Let QSI show you 

how you can make your next picture a 
better one. Drop by for a cup of coffee, 

write or call for complete price informa¬ 
tion. Remember ... Quality doesn't 

necessarily cost any more . . . maybe 

even a little less. 

QUALITY SOUND, INC. 
5625 Melrose Avenue 

Hollywood, California 90038 
(213) 467-7154 

Model K3 Deluxe Professional Kit 
• 3 - 600 watt Q1P 3200 °K Quartz Lights 

• 3 - SA210 Aluminum Light Stands; extend 

to 10 ft. 

• 1 - 670 Case. Holds complete outfit. 

Complete Outfit No. K3 $150.00 

Model K2 
• 3 - 600-watt Q1P 3200 “K Quartz Lights 

• 3 - S6 multi-purpose Stands 

• 1- 512 Adapter for background Stand 

with an almost indefinite combination of 

heights. 

• 1 - 630L Case. Holds complete outfit. 

Complete Outfit No. K2 $100.00 

AT YOUR DEALER OR WRITE FOR CATALOG 

SMITH-VICTOR CORP. 
Griffith, Indiana 4-6319 
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Improved 
8-Point 

Sparkle 
Filters... 
Exclusively 
from Herron 

Herron’s 42 years of experience have cre¬ 
ated another first in the field of photog¬ 
raphy. The first eight-pointed star burst 
effect, made commercially available, for still 
or motion pictures. 

Now you can create dreamlike or startling 
star burst effects in your own studio, with 
much lower light level than present tech¬ 
niques ... Durable, high quality, optical flat 
glass. Sold in sets of 3 different sparkle 
effects (2x, 3x, 4x) or individually. Sizes 
from IV2" to 6". Priced from $20.00. Write 
today for technical data, or the name of 
your nearest dealer. 

HERRON OPTICAL COMPANY XI 
A Division of Bausch & Lomb 

2035 E. 223rd St., Long Beach, Ca. 90810 
Phone: (213) 830-5404 

400- and 
1200-foot 

Conversions 

FINEST 
conver¬ 
sion on 
the mar¬ 
ket today. 
Convert 
your 
Cine- 
Voice or 
Pro 200 
to a fine 
camera 
that will 
ha n d I e 
4 0 0 or 
1200 ft. 
of film 
with per¬ 
fect jam- 
free, 
wow-free 
operation. Including Veeder-Root footage 
counter, filter slot and holders, Super 
Quiet Sync Motor and COMPLETE refin¬ 
ishing. 

Quick Service ... Finest 
Workmanship . . . Mitchell or 
Bell & Howell Maga¬ 
zines ... 2 Day Serv¬ 
ice . . . Filmo Repairs — Film 
Filter Slots . . . Finest Quali¬ 
ty .. . Write for Pictures and 
Complete Details. 

PROFESSIONAL CINE PRODUCTS 
(GORDON YODER) AC #214 FL 7-3045 

2959 Ladybird Lane 
Dallas, Texas 75220 

ERNESTO CAPARROS *sc 
Director of Photography 

MU 8-0263 
New York City 

HOWARD A. ANDERSON CO. 

PARAMOUNT STUDIOS 

MAR wm 5451 M ARATHON STREET 
HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA 90038 

W # § HO 3-0100 ? If m H Wk m 

SPECIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC EFFECTS AND OPTICALS FOR 
MOTION PICTURES AND TELEVISION 

THE PACESETTER IN TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCES. 

•MINIATURES -BLUE BACKING 

•MATTE PAINTINGS 

For larger formats, we're equipped with 
an optical printer at our Beverly Hills 
production facility. 

Although Computer Image is, as yet, 
very new in the field, it has already 
racked up an impressive list of accom¬ 
plishments, a few of which will illustrate 
the system's versatility. 

Bob Booker, Producer of The Warner 
Brothers feature "THE PHYNX", cre¬ 
ated the titles for the movie in three 
hours instead of the normal six to eight 
weeks and saved $35,000.00. 

Encyclopedia Britannica Productions 
completed its first computer-animated 
cartoon "GROWING" on the Animac 
computer without cels or art work. It 
took them three days to complete the 
animated graphics and they filmed the 
81/2-minute film in 81/2 minutes. By 
conventional methods, it would have 
taken three to six months and the cost 
factor would have been ten times 
greater. 

Other users of Computer Image's 
"computer animation" have included: 
Columbia Pictures for the feature 
"GETTING STRAIGHT", Chevrolet, 
"AMERICAN FAMILY INSURANCE", 
L. Q. Jaf for their feature, "COME-IN 
CHILDREN", United States Steel, The 
Bing Crosby Special, Smothers Brothers 
Special, Raquel Welch Special, Lock¬ 
heed, Carson & Roberts, Foote Cone & 
Belding, Cascade, Storescope, United 
States Communications, ABC, NBC & 
many others. 

Another major use of computer ani¬ 
mation, as developed by Computer 
Image, has the potential of becoming 
one of the most effective tools available 
in educational and training programs 
because the cost is reasonable and pro¬ 
duction time is a matter of weeks 
instead of months and in many cases, 
years. 

Linguistically, it is the best possible 
vehicle for learning! Simplicity of the 
images maintains great aural-oral aware¬ 
ness. Sychronization of lips, figure 
movement, and form convergences draw 
consistent attention. 

Most important, "Visual Phonetics" 
is now a potential reality. We can now 
actually show visually how a word is 
spoken. Visual Phonetics are possible 
only by Computer Image Corporation's 
computers, techniques and production 
facilities. 

Since we're pioneering a new process 
at Computer Image, we're constantly 
concerned not only with technology, 
but with the application of the product, 
and also with the future of animation, 
which movie-makers are aware has been 
a declining art form. The reason less 
new animation appears on theater and 
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LINWOOD DUNN, ASC 
Former Head of RKO Studio I'.ffects l)c[>t. 

CREATIVE 
SPECIAL EFFECTS 
Complete Advisory and Technical Services 

From Story Ideas to Theater Screen. 

“West Side Story, ” “My Fair Lady, ” 
“It’s a Mad, Mad World, ” “Hawaii, ” 

“The Bible, ” “Thoroughly Modern Millie, ” 
“The Great Race, ” “barling Lili, ” 

“Catch 22, ” Expo 67-70 Shows, “.Airport” 

FILIVl EFFECTS of Hollywood 
1140 N. Citrus Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif. 

Phone:469-5808 Cable: FILMEFX 

1 

7 

BLOW-UP 
HIGH QUALITY 

35MM NEGATIVES 
FROM YOUR 16MM ORIGINALS 

(OUR ONLY BUSINESS) 

Stock Shots Enlarged to Match-in with 
your 35mm Negative 

Complete Pictures Transferred to 35mm 

Call-Adrian at (213) 463-3178 

CINESERVICE, INC. 
1459 North Seward Street 

Hollywood, California 90028 

Joseph tVesiheimer, A.S.C. 

TITLES, TRAILERS, INSERTS AND OPTICAL EFFECTS 

FOR MOTION PICTURES AND TELEVISION 
HO 6-8271 

736 Seward St., Hollywood, Calif. 90038 

AIRPLANES-HELICOPTERS 
Aerial Photography and everything in 
aviation including balloons, jenny's to 
jets, mock-ups and a fleet of single 
and multi-engine planes & helicopters, 
all with camera mounts. Complete mo¬ 
tion-picture and TV service from the 
oldest and most experienced company 
in the industry. S. A. G. pilots. 

TALLMANTZ AVIATION INC. 
Frank Tollman, Pres. 

Orange County Airport, Santa Ana, Calif. 

(714) 545-1193 or (213) 629-2770 

Plus: Certified Air Taxi Location Service 

television screens today than twenty or 
thirty years ago is probably an econom¬ 
ic one: by conventional methods, it 
costs too much. And certainly the sub¬ 
stitutes produced by limited animation 
techniques are not advancing the art 
form. 

Both the president of our young 
company, Bruce L. Birchard, and Lee 
Harrison, the inventor of our computers 
and Chairman of the Board of Directors, 
are aware of the relationship of cost to 
the time required to produce animation 
conventionally. That's why, from the 
beginning, a primary objective of the 
Computer Image system has been to 
produce animation quickly. But they're 
also convinced that speed alone is not 
enough, and have set as our immediate 
objective full, three-dimensional, charac¬ 
ter animation, equal to or better than 
the best animation by conventional 
methods. I have no doubt that this 
capability will be operational before the 
1971 deadline we have set for ourselves. 
The techniques we have demonstrated 
to support the patents held by the 
company, when consolidated, will be 
sufficient to enable a producer to make 
a "FANTASIA" or a "SNOW WHITE 
AND THE SEVEN DWARFS" on a 
three-week production schedule. Con¬ 
current with this development, we will 
expand our present capability of doing 
simpler character animation since we 
believe we can help produce a revival of 
this art form. 

But we think another significant rea¬ 
son for the decline of animation is the 
decreasing number of animators, men 
and women whose creative genius 
brought so much human insight and so 
much compassionate humor to the mo¬ 
tion picture screen in the past. The hope 
for the future, we think, is in a new 
generation of creators, and upon them 
as much depends as upon an electronic 
system which is quick, versatile and 
economical. 

Some of our friends who produce 
animation by traditional methods look 
with some misgiving and suspicion at 
our computer systems. Their question, 
often unspoken, seems to be: "What 
will computer animation do to my art? 
What is going to happen to me?" 

I wish we could answer these ques¬ 
tions with 20/20 foresight. We think 
technological innovation has always pro¬ 
duced change and its discomforting con¬ 
sequences. But, we're trying to change 
the methods by which animation is 
produced; not the human process by 
which it is created. And an animator, we 
believe, is first and always an artist and 
a creator of art. The Computer Image 
approach does not eliminate artists. 

we’re in a position 
to give you 

OVERNIGHT 
PROCESSING 
& PRINTING 
PSI is located in the center of the 
nation and has access to over 700 
flights daily to all parts of the U.S. 
and Mexico. We can process your 
original and make a color workprint 
overnight. 

• 24 HOUR OPERATION 
• PROCESSING 16MM 

ECO EF MS B&W NEG & POS 
• EASTMAN COLOR 

INTERNEG & POS PRINTS 
• 1 DAY SERVICE ON 

KODACHROME ANSWER 
PRINTS 

• NO EXTRA CHARGE 
FOR FAST SERVICE 

• COMPLETE FACILITIES FOR 
SOUND RECORDING 
SOUND MIXING 
MUSIC SCORING 

• COMPUTERIZED PRINTING 
• ADDITIVE SCENE TO SCENE 

COLOR CORRECTION 
• VARIABLE LENGTH 

FADES & DISSOLVES 
NO EXTRA CHARGE 

• ULTRASONIC FILM CLEANING 
NO EXTRA CHARGE 

• RCA ROYALTY FREE 
OPTICAL SOUND TRANSFERS 

• 35MM FILM STRIPS & 
SLIDE DUPES 

FILM LABORATORY 
A division of Lane Industries Inc. 

(214) 631-5670 
3011 Midas Dallas, Texas 75247 
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SOUND 
TRIPING 

AERCO 
Box 171 Pennsauken, N.J. 08110 

NEPTUNE 
T* II D P 35 W. 45th St. (212) 765-4785 
UU nr.New York, NY 10036 

Sales / Service / Rentals 
Specialists in Underwater Camera Work 

Write for literature 

R3Y MeRCefUCo. 
SPeciaL EffjecTs 
CfteaTive mes 

O OPTfcaLS o ; 

’> 4241 H°firiaL Art!' HoLWooD ?)■ (A ■ 
X No 3-9331 .. 

SERVING THE WORLD 

aiangordon enterprises me. 
SALES AND RENTALS: 1430 N. CAHUENGA BLVD., HOLLYWOOD, CALIF. 90028 

Phones: Sales - (213) 985-5500 / Rentals - (213) 466-3561 

California residents 
please add 5% sales tax. 
All prices FOB Plant, No. Hollywood.) 

Make Alan Gordon Enterprises 
your one-stop headquarters for 
all your adhesive tape needs. 
Check these low sale prices 
and order a full supply 
of cinematographer's tape now. 

List SALE 
Order * Price PRICE 
GE511C-2 Gaffer 2"x60 yds. grey dull $5.95 $4.95 
GE520C-2 Gaffer 2"x60 yds. grey shiny $5.50 $4.50 
GE511C-1 Gaffer l"x60 yds. grey dull $2.75 $2.29 
GE609C-1W Paper l"x60 yds. white .. $2.40 $1.85 
GE609C-1B Paper l"x60 yds. black .. $2.40 $1.85 
GE500-1W Camera l"x60 yds. white .. $3.40 $2.65 
GE500-1B Camera l"x60 yds. black .. $3.40 $2.65 
GE654C-V2 Editing V2"x60 yds. masking $ .75 $ .60 
GE654C-14 Editing !4"x60 yds. masking $ .90 $ .70 

STACK 
UP ON 
TAPE 

writers, musicians, actors—gifted cre¬ 
ators. It relies on cameramen and their 
photographic talents. Since we film ani¬ 
mation at an unconventional 24 frames 
per second instead of the single-frame 
animation process, we think we will 
create more jobs for skilled cinematog¬ 
raphers as well as for editors, sound 
technicians, and photochemists. The 
Computer Image system opens the way 
for a parallel contribution from people 
skilled in electronic image creation and 
reproduction. 

All of the talents which contribute to 
the delightful product called animation 
are just as essential to the Computer 
Image process as they are to the conven¬ 
tional system. What we have tried to 
remove from the equation, we hope no 
one will mourn: the delay, the tedium, 
and the waste of human effort in the 
one-frame-at-a-time method. In short, 
we believe we can put more experienced 
artists and craftsmen to work with our 
new tools. We love animation and we 
certainly wouldn't eliminate the people 
who create it. If we did, we'd walk hand 
in hand into oblivion with them. 

I have been fascinated in exploring 
the potential of our graphics animation 
computer, Scanimate. The input for this 
computer -can be any object, photo¬ 
graph, drawing or painting produced by 
any art technique. The ease with which 
Scanimate can be operated and the 
unique results it produces add up to a 
new animation art form, a new language, 
a new form of expression. Scanimate 
animation has a look and a style which 
is both unique and of infinite variety. 
Seemingly, this is a contradiction, but 
out of it has grown what we have named 
"a new dimension," "a new way to 
see." It is not exclusively the language 
and the tool of any generation, but the 
hopeful thing to us is that young peo¬ 
ple, some of them graphic artists, some 
without art training or background, can 
create unbelievably beautiful imagery. 
They will, we think, become the "graph¬ 
ic animators" of the future, expanding 
new art forms to supplement the time¬ 
less charm of character animation. And 
all of us at Computer Image Corpora¬ 
tion, which is a young company looking 
at tomorrow, think you will see a lot of 
these new images, produced by a new 
kind of animator, on the motion picture 
screens of the future. 

After all, they haven't any inhibi¬ 
tions about learning to love a computer, 
and, as Lee Harrison says, "If any 
generation, young or old, is intimidated 
or frightened by our computers, we'll 
plant a delphinium next to the control 
panel just to prove they won't harm any¬ 
one." ■ 
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BUY-SELL-SWAP HERE 
STUDIO PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT 

AURICON-PRO-200 conversion with Ampli¬ 
fier. 2-600' magazines AURICON parallax 
finder. $850.00 CLINICAL ARTS LABORA¬ 
TORY, 2419 Ocean Ave. San Francisco, Ca 
94127 

BEAU LI E U-R1 6-Auto-12-1 20 mm- 
Angenieux-Zoom; Magazine; Sync-generator. 
Complete. Hardly used. $1900.00. J. KEL¬ 
LER, 6607 Central, El Cerrito, Ca., 94530. 
415-525-2748 *■ 

FIVE B&H EYMOS Model 70 Q.R.M. with 
case. Four lens (25mrri-f2.3, 50mm-f2.8, 
100mm-f2.8, 152mm-f4.5) Filter Slot 
$475.00 each or Lot offer—813-988-3732 or 
BARKER, Box 16212, Temple Terrace, Fla. 
33617 

MITCHELL 35 type KF-8, 24 to 128 F.P.S. 
with 100mm-f2.3, 152mm-f2.7, lenses. 
4-1000' mags Camera & Mag cases complete 
like new, less motor cost over $10,000.00. 
Make offer 813-988-3732 or BARKER, Box 
16212, Temple Terrace, Fla. 33617 

100 "C" Mount Lenses 1" thru 12” demo's 
like new, also new Cannon movie & video 
lenses—send for list BARKER, Box 16212, 
Temple Terrace, Fla. 33617 

FIVE AURICON CINE voice Kinescope 
y Recorder Cameras converted for Mitchell or 

B&H Mags (less mags) 1” lens, sync motors, 
NR-25 Amplifiers, footage counter all elec¬ 
tronics to build into complete kinescope or 
use on film as is—make offer 813-988-3732 or 
BARKER, Box 16212, Temple Terrace, Fla. 
33617 

ANIMATION STAND-Custom Built Port- 
man, Acme 16-35 Bi-Pack Camera, Motorized 
Zoom, Rotating Compound, Underlighting. 
Best Cash Offer. 212-683-8358. 

FAIRCHILD Mark IV Projector. Like new— 
^ Best Offer. JOHN SQUIERS, 43 Edison Rd. 

Manchester; Conn. 

ANGENIEUX ZOOM, 12-120, f2.2, I'A inch 
side finder and "C” mount. Excellent lens 
with latest heavy-duty type mount. One filter 
ring and sunshade. $725.00 firm. LIGHT- 
HILL, San Francisco, 415-221-6828. 

NAGRA III PHO, Case, SQS Time SYNC. 
Generator, SV Speed Varier, DT48 Head¬ 
phones. Like new, $1,2000.00. J.M. EDEL- 
MAN, M.D., 244 Peachtree Blvd., Baton 
Rouge, La. 70806. Phone: 504-348-0936. 

CANADA—Auricon 400' conversion "Ceco" 
with 3 Mitchell magazines. 10-1 Angenieux. 
Duncan shoulder brace and viewfinder. Mag¬ 
netic amplifier and soundhead, mikes, ear¬ 
phones, etc., nearly new. JACK VANDER- 
MAY FILM PRODUCTIONS LTD., 51 
Munson Cresent, Scarborough, Ontario, 
Canada. 

STUDIO PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT 

SYNC BEEP—1/4 inch tape prerecorded with 
high-level 1000 eye. tone, backed with special 
pressure-sensitive adhesive for quickly affixing 
visual and audible sync indication on any 
magnetic film or tape. Industry-wide accept¬ 
ance. Send $2.50 cash, check or money order 
for postpaid packet containing 20 strips total¬ 
ling 100 35mm frames. '(NEW ADDRESS] 
D. P.-UPTON COMPANY, P. O. Box 5052 
Tucson, Arizona 85703. 

IMMEDIATE delivery of 3 phase 220 volt 
selsyn distributors New and Used also 220 v 
used motors. 35mm RCA Mag reproducers, 
35 Proj. Heads. Fishpole mike booms, 35mm 
and 16mm Looping boxes. STUDIO ELEC¬ 
TRONICS CO., 5415 N. Clark St., Chicago, 
III. 60640. Attn: Don Walton. (312) 
561-0022. 

BRAND New Pro-600 Special, 5% below 
dealer price. Bauer P-6 projectors Magnetic- 
Optical $850.00. PROFESSIONAL CINE 
PRODUCTS, 2959 LADYBIRD LANE., Dal¬ 
las, Texas 75220. 

BEL Al R CAMERA SUPER SPECIALS. Used 
JAN 16mm Sound Projector $475.00. Gidzo 
Heavy-duty tripod (List $275.00) $175.00; 
New Arriflex Model 16SB with used Pan- 
Cinor 17-85mm f2 zoom lens $2700.00; Same 
with used Angenieux 12-120mm f2.2 zoom 
lens $2990.00: Huertier 16mm optical/mag¬ 
netic sound projector (demonstrator) 
$650.00; Arri a.c. power transformer 6 or 8 
volts, (list $186.00) $99.00; Arri AC 24-fps 
Synchronous Motor w/power supply like new 
(list $685.00) $399.00; Siemens 2000 synch 
motor projectors available from stock; Under¬ 
water housing for Beaulieu 16ES $275.00; 
Underwater housing for Beaulieu Super 8 
$199.00; BEL AIR CAMERA & HI FI, 927 
Westwood Blvd., Los Angeles, 90024 (213) 
272-5214. 

ARRIFLEX BL, 12-120 Angenieux, single 
system sound module with Auricon Amplifier 
and Charger. 2-200 ft. Magazines, cases. Like 
new. $7,550.00. J.M. EDELMAN, M.D., 244 
Peachtree Blvd., Baton Rouge, La. 70806. 
Phone: 504-348-0936. 

JAN 614 CBRM optical play, magnetic record 
and play, projector, separate speaker, xenon 
light, shipping cases. $3,250.00. J.M. EDEL¬ 
MAN, M.D., 244 Peachtree Blvd., Baton 
Rouge, La. 70806. Phone: 504-348-0936 

ARRIFLEX blimp. Almost new, still in fac¬ 
tory shipping trunk. For Arriflex 16S. Over 
$3000.00 value for $1500.00. Also, Arriflex 
16S, used, normal and W.A. lenses with two 
400 ft. magazines, Motor, Power belt, and 
cord. Camera requires minor adjustment. Over 
$3000.00 value for $1500.00. Will sell Arri¬ 
flex and Blimp together for $2600.00. ED- 
COM PRODUCTIONS, 26991 Tungsten Rd. 
Cleveland, Ohio 44132. 

STUDIO PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT 

STELLAVOX pilotone recorder, complete 
$495; 1200 ft Mauer mags., $475 ea; Canon 
scoopic demonstrator $795; Folding shoulder 
pods, new $49.50. PROFESSIONAL CINE 
PRODUCTS, 2959 Ladybird Lane, Dallas, 
Texas 75220. 

16 & 35mm. Sound and silent motion picture 
projectors and Camera equipment. Free Cata¬ 
logue, CAVALCADE EQUIPMENT CO., 
2994 N.W. 7th St., Miami, Fla. 33125. 

BOLEX H-8 Rex.swith 3 Switar lenses. Like 
new cost $680.00 Selling $450.00. RON 
DOERRING, 7421 Pershing Blvd., Kenosha, 
Wis. 53140 

SERVICES AVAILABLE 

FILMING IN TAIWAN (FORMOSA) in May, 
June & July, 1970. Now-accepting special 
assignments. LARK PRODUCTIONS, 6391 
Vicanna Dr., San Jose, Ca. 95129 

FAR EAST JAPAN VIETNAM ASSIGN¬ 
MENT sought experienced newsreel-documen¬ 
tary cinematographer-photographer likes chal¬ 
lenge. 18 Dickinson Rd., Darien, Conn. 

16mm PHOTOGRAPHY, plus editing, proc¬ 
essing, etc. Write: FREDERICK PHOTOS, 
1410 Anthony, Columbia, Mo. 314-449-7063. 

CAMERAMAN with 16 years experience in 
documentary films in Brazil-Africa etc., 
equipped Arriflex 35, five languages, present¬ 
ly in Europe, Contact: VANCO, 7858 S. 
Natoma Ave., Oak Lawn, III. 60659. 

SCRIPTS, PROPOSALS, SKETCHES: Pre¬ 
pared with vigor and professional savvy; All 
areas; non-inflationary fees; Box 1707 

MIDDLE EAST-Beirut based American cam¬ 
eraman long experience Middle East filming 
with complete facilities for 16mm single or 
double system sound filming. 35mm also 
available. PETER STURKEN, St. George 
Hotel, Beirut, Lebanon. Cable: Georgotel, 
Beirut. Telephone 246365. 

RENTALS 

Look to Cinelease 
for the Right Rental Prices! 

NAGRA Recorders—$10.00 per day 
Shotgun Mikes—$5.00 
12/120 Zoom—$12.50 

Arriflex S/B, Arri M, Arri BL 
Atkricons, Eclairs, Scoopics 
High-Speed Photo-Sonics 
Millikensto 500 Frames 

Underwater Cameras 
Write for Complete Rental List 

CINELEASE Inc. 
1331 Ponus Ridge 

New Canaan, Conn. 06840 

RATES: Ads set In lightface type, 30/ per word. Minimum ad, $3.00. Text set in case) $3.00 per line. Send copy with remittance to cover payment to Editorial 
lightface capital letters (except 1st word and advertiser's name) 50r per word. Office, American Cinematographer, P.0. Box 2230, Hollywood 28, Calif. Forms 
Modified display format (text set in boldface type, capitals or upper-and-lower close 1st of month preceding date of issue. 
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SERVICES AVAILABLE 

24-HOUR AVAI LABI LITY-World wide, Mul¬ 
tilingual service. Single, double-system sound. 
Arriflex BL magnetic, Nagras, Auricon, Arri 
3511C, wireless mikes, etc. Extremely capable 
documentary, industrial, commercial and 
news units. CINE UNLIMITED INC. P.O. Box 
38-517, Miami (305) 754-4141. 

PROFESSIONAL CINE PRODUCTS gives 48 
hours service on FILMO & AURICON 
FILTER SLOTS. Also quick service on Auri¬ 
con and filmo repairs. 

16mm PHOTOGRAPHY, sound. Mathewson, 
9551 James Circle, Villa Park, Calif. 637-5910 

WANTED 

CAMERA BLIMP for Mitchell 16 and Cine 
Kodak. Trade or Buy. BARKER, Box 16212, 
Temple Terrace, Fla. 33617 

WANTED—Mitchell BNC motor. 115 volt, 
sync. Write Box 1708, American Cinematog¬ 
rapher. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

PROFESSIONAL CINE PRODUCTS HAS 
MOVED TO 2959 LADYBIRD LANE, 
DALLAS, TEXAS 75220. AC 214 FL7-3045. 

Free from PROFESSIONAL CINE PRO¬ 
DUCTS 1 set ZOOM-SEE RINGS 1 sunshade 
and 1 series 9 glass filter with every 12 to 120 
zoom we sell. 

PUT A SOUND TELESCOPE 
ON YOUR TAPE RECORDER! 

YES! It will bring wildlife in CLOSE! 

The Dan Gibson 

SOUND 
PARABOLA 

designed and used by Dan Gibson 
for his nature films. 

....acts like a‘Zoom Mike’,gives superb 
recordings of distant sounds. 

....works on any tape recorder, with 
any microphone. 

....an amazing aid for still and motion 
picture wildlife photography. 

....or just for close observation. 

FREE BROCHURE 
on the Sound Parabola, with tips on 

recording nature sounds and a list of 
records, tapes, and cassettes 

recorded by Dan Gibson with his 
Sound Parabola, Write: 

A V EXPLORATIONS, INC. 
505 Delaware Ave.Buffalo.N.Y.,14202 

SOFT RUBBER 
LENS SHADE 

FITS 
ANGENIEUX 

12-120 ZOOM 
ABSORBS KNOCKS, 

PROTECTS LENS. 
AVAILABLE AT ALL 
ECLAIR DEALERS. 

eclair 
7262 Melrose Ave. LA 90046 

NEWSFILM LABORATORY, INC. 
516 No. Larchmont, Dept. 
Los Angeles, California 90004 
Call Now/HO 2-8292/Day orNight 
Weekdays/Weekends/ Holidays 

■SOUND RECORDING for MOTION 1 
16mm & 35mm • Interlock Mix- pipTl IDCC 
ing • Screening • Scoring & SFX ■ * UI\Lo 

A Complete 
Sen/ice ► 

■RECORDED 
PUBLICATIONS 
LABORATORIES 

1514 Pierce Ave., Camden, N.J. 08105 
Tel.: (215) 922-8558 Phila, « (609) 963-3000 Camden^ 

RENTALS & SALES: Camera • Sound • Lighting 
SOUND STAGE 25'x50'x13' complete 

MB 419 W. 54th St., New York, N.Y., 212-581-5474 ^ 

22 years experience, including TV, etc. 
Completely equipped for 16mm & 35mm 
shooting, including camera car, lights, 
etc. No charge for equipment use. 

1511 1st St./Detroit, Mich. 48226 (313)-291-5629 

To Whatever you have — 

We add the best of New York know¬ 
how to make a professional motion 
picture - and help you sell it. We 
also sub-contract, including feature 
films and commercials. 

Creative Film Completion 

COMMUNICATION ARTS, IN< 
BOX 478, BERNARDSVILLE 
NEW JERSEY 07924 

201-766-4012 

SHOOTING MOTION IN THE 

SAN FRANCISCO 
BAY AREA? 

Also complete 16mm Services 

OVER-NITE 

35 mm 
COLOR NEGATIVE-POSITIVE 
■ original developing ■ cinex 
■ color - b & w dailies 
■ edge coding ■ release 

■ scene — scene full correction 
■ best quality — service 

CINE-CHROME LABS., INC. 
4075 Transport St. / Palo Alto, Calif. 94303, Tel.: (415) 321-5678 / member ACL 
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Elemack’s unique 8-wheel dolly that tracks, turns, twists 
and crabs in any direction. Swivels 360° on its own axis. 

The Elemack Spyder Dolly is a com¬ 
pact, highly mobile unit that does 
everything a dolly should do . . . and 
gets around a lot easier. It is small 
enough to fit just about anywhere and 
was designed expressly to help you 
shoot in tight corners and narrow 
spaces and to bring you closer to the 
action. Now work in areas that are in¬ 
accessible for more conventional equip¬ 
ment. Ruggedly built, yet lightweight 
it is easy to maneuver and can be 
steered and locked into dozens of dif¬ 
ferent positions (see diagrams.) 

“Elemack Goes Where Other Dollies 
Fear to Tread”. Why not investigate 
how Elemack can help you get better 
results. 

Features: 
Smooth action hydraulic lift. Swivel seats 
for operator and assistant. Adjustable snap- 
in position for operating through doors. 
Rubber wheels convert to track operation 
in minutes. Collapses to 251/2" x 521/2" 
x 241/2". Weight: 221 lbs. Max height: 
501/2" Fully opened: Diameter 38V2". 

TheCamera Martmc. 
456 W. 55th St., (Bet. 9th & 10th Aves.) New York, N. Y. 10019 

Phone: (212) 757-6977 

THE JONATHAN JIB 
ARM ASSEMBLY. 

Mounts easily on Ele¬ 
mack Spyder dolly to 
convert it into a dolly 

crane capable of revolv¬ 
ing 360° and of raising 

the camera to a lens height 
of 7'. • Equipped with 

pantograph indicator which 
enables the “grip” to follow 
the shot precisely as di¬ 

rected. • Center lens: Minimum 
height 3 feet, Maximum height 7 

feet. 

FOR SALE OR RENT 

- LONG TERM LEASING. F.O.B. N.Y. 

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED. 

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY. 

IN THE WEST: ALAN GORDON ENTERPRISES INC. /1430 N. CAHUENGA BLVD.,HOLLYWOOD,CALIF. 90028 / (213) 985-5500 
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One of the 
best read books 
in the industry... 

our price list’ 

byron 
‘call or send for yours today. 

MOTION PICTURES 

65 K Street, Northeast, Washington, D.C. 20002 • 202/783-2700 

World's Most Sophisticated Film Laboratory 


